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Cl^viosV Preface.

'^Ecaufe Geographers and
Hijiorians ha'oe defcri^

bed two Cities ; the

one in Phoenicia, and
the other in Africa^.

loth called by the Name of Tiipolis,

Writers are not certain zvhether Theo-

dofius was a Phoenician, or an African.

l^hey differ alfo alout the T^tme

wherein hefiourijhed : But it is 'very

probabki he Uvd about the Time of
Pompey the Great: Becanfe Strabo

fajSy he was Cotemporary with Af-

clepiades the Phyficiam in Bythinia^

ivhoy if we may credit Phny, fiou-^

rifhed in the Time of Pompey the

Great. He wrote various fmdlM^-'
A % tkmd"



The Preface.

thematicd TraSiSy as De Habitatio-

nibus, De Nodibus, 6c Diebus, and
likewife thefi three learned Books of

Sfhericks ; in which he has demon*

flrated dizwfe Properties of the

Sphere, the Knowledge of which is

abfoluttly necejfary tn Aftronomy.

For zvithout thefe Afironomj could not

maintain its Dignity. Likewife Di-

alUng 'very much defends on the

Knowledge of thefe Sphericks ; as aU

fo they are of great Vfe in rightly

underpanding of Geographj, and

Profpe^ivCy &c.

u4nd hecaufe there are extant two

Verfions ^TheodoliusV Sphericks;/^^^

one being John Pena's, copyd from
the Original Greek \ and the other

Maurolycus's, taken jrom the nTradi-

tion of the Arabians ; / think it pro-

per to follow the former^ in which

are contained ffty Fropofitionsy and
lay down various Scholia, by which

ive demonlfrate feveral nece^ary and
plea-



The Preface.

fieafant theorems, omited by Theo-
cfofius, but added by the Arabians,

We did not think it -proper in the De-
monfirations tofollow the Words of
the Greek Booky but the Senfe, that

fo the Demonftrations might be more
conjpicums,. We ha^ve Itkewife here

and there added certain Gorolbries,

Scholia, and Lemmata^ to be ufid
zvhen there is Occafion for them.

Moreovery zve have moftly neglected

the Figures in the Greek Cofyy becaufe

thofe in MaurolycusV are more pro-

per and eajter to he underjiood. Lafi'

Ijy that the Courfe of the Demondra-
tion might not be interruptedy zee have

cited the Propofitions of Euclid, and

ofthefe Books in the Margin.

The Citations are thus to be underftood,

I. I. Thefirft Prop, o^ lib. i. End.
Cor. i6. 3. The Corollary of Prop. l^. /i&. ?• ^ucL

4. of this. The 4jth Prop, of this Book.
12'. 2. of this. Prop. 12. of B. 2. of this Work.

Adver*
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THE

Spherical Elements

OF

THEODOSiUS.
BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS,

^cMM
w^.S^^?

sphere is a folid Figure con-

tained under one Superficies^

to which from one Point with-^

in it, all Right Lines that be

drawn, are equal between

themfeltes.

IL
th^ aforefaid Point, is called the Center of

tlieSpiiere,

The Ails of a Sphere, is a Right Line drawri

thro' the Genter.and terminated qJiI bpthSide»by
--- "• R .
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The Spherkks of Theodofius. Book I

the Superficies of the Sphere,. about which the
Sphere revolves.

The Poles of a Sphere, are the Extremes of
its Axis.

V.
The Pole of a Circle in a Sphere, is a Point

in its Superficies, from which all Right Lines
drawn to the Circumference of the Circle are c-

qual to oile another.

SCHOLIUM.
There is yet added^ in the Greek Verfion^ another

Definition^ explaining vohat is. meant by the Similar
Inclination of Flans. But hecaiife the Indination of
flans is explained by Euclid,?^ Lib. 1 1. Def. 6.and their

Similar Inclination m Dcf. 7. of thefame Book^ I have
here omitted itj and inftead thereof put the foUovoing

Definition^ not nmch unlike Def. 4. Lib. 3: Euclid.

VI.
Circles in a Sphere, are faid to.be equally di-

ftant from the Center, when Perpendiculars,

let fall from the Center of the Sphere, to the

Plans of the Circles, are equal between them-

felves : Andi:hat Circle is faid to be furtheH

diflant, when the Perpendicular drawn to its

Plan is greateft.

THEO- I. PROP. I-

If the Supefficks of a Sphere be cut by any

Plan^ the Line made in its Superficies^ is

the Circumference of a Circle.

Fig, l'. T ET the Spherkal Superficies ABG^ whofe Center is Di^ be cut by any Plan, lua^ij in the Superficies of the

Sphere
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Book I. The Sphericks ofThcodo^us. 3
Sphere the Line BEFCG. I fay BEFCGj is the Circum-
ference of a Circle. For, firft let the Plan pafs thro' the

Center D of the Sphere, fo that D may be in the faid

Plan^ in which, from D to the Seftion BEFCG, draw
any number of right Lines, as DE, DF, DG. There-
fore becaufe all thefe Lines, be they never fo man^,
drawn from the Center of the Sphere to its Superfi^

cies, are equal to each other, the Line BEFCG (by

Def. 15. lib. I. Euclid^) will be the Circumference of a
Circle, whofc Center i§ D, the fame as the Center of the

Sphere.

2dly, Let the cutting Plan not pafs thro' the Center of pj 2
thi? Sphere, Qa) and draw from D, the Centre of ^^^fa)ii,ii.
Sphere, to the Plan, the Perpendicular DH ; draw like-

wife from H, right Lines, as HE, HF, any how, to

the Line BEFCG, and join the right Lines DE, DF.
Therefore becaufe the Angles OHE, DHF, are right

ones (from D^f.^. lib. 11. Euclid^) (b) the Square m^^^j^
of ED, is equal to the Squares of DH, HE, and
the Square of DF, to the Squares oi DH, HF : But
the Squares of DE, DF, are equal to each other, becaufe

the right Lines DF, DE, drawn from the Center of
the Sphere to its Superfides, are equal : Therefore the

Squares of DH, HE together, are equal to the Squares

of DH, HF together. - From whence taking away the

common Square of the right Line DH, the remain-

ing Squares of the right Lines HE, HF, are equal to

one another, and accordingly the right Lines HE, HF^«

will be equal to each other. In the fame manner may
it be demonftrated, that all right Lines drawn from H,

to the Line BEFCG, are equal between themfelvesj and
to the faid two Lines HE, HF. Therefore the Line

BEFCG, will be the Circumference of a Circle, (from

Def. 15. lib. I- Euclid^) whofe Center is the Point H^

in which the Perpendicular falls, j^, E. D.

COROLLART.
Therefore if the cutting Plan paffes thro* the Centerof

a Sphere, there will be a Circle made, having the fame

Center with the Center of the Sphere. But if it does

not pafs thro' the Center of the Sphere, there will be a

Circle n^adc, not having the fame Center as that of
^ ~

' B 2 th^



The Spherich ^/Theodofius. Book L
the Sphere, But having that Point for its Center, in

^vhich the Perpendicular, drawn from the Spheres Ce n
|:er to the cutting Plan, falls.

That is^

The Center of a Sphere, is the fame with the Center of

a Circle pafllng thro' the faid Center, and a Perpendicular

drawn from the Center of a Sphere, to the Plan of a

Circle not polling thro' the Center of the Sphere^ falls in

fhe Center of the Circle : Becaufe the Point H in

which the Perpendicular DH, falls, has been proved to

be the Center of the Circle.

PRO B.I. PROP. II.

To find the Center of a given Sphere.

I^ig^ 3, TT is required to find the Center of the Sphere ABCD^
Cut its Superficies by any Plan, whofe Seftion fuppofe

^^-) ^ QJT BDE, (a) which will be the Circumference of a Qr-
tbU, ^^^

; (M) let the Center of this Circle be F. If therefore

(0 I. 5. the Circle BDE, paffes thro' th^ Center of the Sphere,

(c) Cor.i, the point F, fc) will be alfo the Center of the Sphere.

of thU. But if the Circle does not pafs thro' the Center of the
(i/) 12. u- Sphere, (^ij raife frona F, to the Plan of the Circle

BDE, the Perpendicular FG, which produced both ways
tx) the Superficies of the Sphere in the Points A, B,

and being bife^led in the Point G. I fay G, is; the Cen-
ter of the Sphere ; For if it is not, let H be the Center,

cutting all the Diameters in half, which will not be in

the Line A C, becaufe th^t is only bifecled in the Point

(e) ii.ii Gj but without it. (e) Draw from H the Center of

the Sphere, to the Plan of the Circle BDE, the Perpen-

(f). 6. J i.dicuJar HI, (f) which will be parallel to FG ; and ac-

cordingly will not fall in th^ Point F: for then two

Parallels GF, HI, would meet in the Point F, which
is impoflible. But becaufe the Perpendicular drawn
from the Center of the Sphere to the Plan of the Circle

C^)Gor. I. BDE, Cg) falls in its Center, I will be the Center of
(^thh, the Circle BDE. But likewife F, from Conftruaion,
';

' is the Center of the fame Circle ^ which is abford : for

:^
-'

r ? ^ ; u \, : ;. .,;": . the



Book I. The Spherkks of Theodofius.

the fame Circle hath only one Center, therefore no o-
ther Point belides G^ will be the Center of the Sphere,

Q, E. R

COROLLART.
From hence it is manifeft, that if there is a Circle in

a Sphere not palling thro' the Center of the Sphere, from
whofe Center is raifed a Perpendicular to its Plan, the
Center of the Sphere, will be in that Perpendicular, Iqi

it has been demonftrated that the Point G bife£ling th^

Perpendicular AC, is the Center of the Sphere.

THEO. 11. PROP. III.

A Sphere doih not touch a Plan^ hy which it

is not cut^ in tnore Points than One.

T7OR if it can be, let a Sphere touch a Plan, by which Fig, 4.'

it is notjcut. in more Points than One, as in A, B.

now (aJ C the Center of the^Sphere, being found, draw ^a) z of
the right Lines CA, CB : \nd thro' CA, CB draw a thk.

Plan making in the Superficies of the Sphere i^) ^^^
fi,) i Qf

Circumference of the Circle ABD, (c) and touching ^^^^
^

the right Line EABF in the Plan. Therefore becaufe^^^^
j, i^^

the touching Plan, in which the right Line EABF is, does

not cut the Sphere, neither the Circle ADB in its Su-

perficiesy it's manifest the right Line EABF, will not cut

the Circle ABD. Therefore the right Line ABD, will

fall quite without the Circle. But becaufe the two affu-

med Points A, B, are in the Circumference of the Cir-

cle ABD, (d) the fame right Line AB, drawn from thez-^j
2, ?«

Point A to the Point B, will fall quite within the Cir-

cle ABD ; which is abfurd. Therefore a Sphere cannot

touch a Plan^ by which it is not cut^ in more Points

than One. Q. £• D.

COROL'
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C OROLLARr.
HencCj if two Points are affigned in the Superficies

pF a Sphere^ a right Line joyning therri will fall within

ff)2. 5. the Sphere, (e) Becaufe it faJ Is within a Circle whofe

Circumference is in the Sphere's Superficies.

THEO. Ill- PROP. IV.

If a Sphere touches a PIa?i^ which does not

cut ?*f, a right Line drawn from the Center

of the Sphere to the Point of ContaB^ will

he perpendicular to the Pla^.

T ET a Sphere touch a Plan^ not cutting of it^ in the
^-^ Point A : (a) and the Center B of the Sphere being

found, draw from it to the Point of Conta6l A, the

Line BA. I fay the Line BA is perpendicular to the

faid Plan. For draw two Plans any how thro' the Line

AB mutually cutting each other, which (&) make the

Circumferences ACDE5 AFDG, of Circles, in the Su-

perficies of the Sphere, and (c) touching the right

Lines HAI, KAL, in the Plan. Therefore becaufe both

the Circles ACDE, AFDGjpafs thro' the Center B of the

J, ^f thk. Sphere, (Jj B will be the Center of them both. Again,

(fl
18. becaufe the Plan touches the Sphere, and does not cut it^

neither will the right Lines HAL, KAL, which are in

itj cut the fame, and accordingly neither the Circles

ACDE, AFDG, exifting in the Sphere's Superficies.

Therefore the right Line HAI, touches the Circle

ACDE, in the Point A, and the right Line Kx\L, the

Circle AFDG, in the fame Point A. (^J Therefore the

light Line BA, is both perpendicular to HAI, and KAL.
Whence the right Line BA, will be perpendicular to the

Plan of Contaa^ drawn thro' the right Lines HAL KAL,
Q,E.D.

^

T H E O.

Kg. 5.

of

ih) I

this.

.rf

(4 3- II.

id) Cor.



Book I. The Spherkks of ThedoGuS f

THEO. IV, PROP. V/

If a Sphere touches a Plan^ which does not

cut it], and from the Point of ContaB is

raifed a right Line perpendicular to the Plan^

the Center of the Sphere will be in the faid
Perpendicular.

T ET the Sphere ABCD, touch the Plan EF, which Fig. 4
do,es not cut it, in the Point C, and let there be (^) (d) iz.n.

raifed to the Plan EF^ the Perpendicular CA. I fay the

Center of the Sphere is in the right Line AC For if

it is not, let the Center of the Sphere be without the

Line AC, and draw a right Line from G to C, (fe) (h) 4. &f
which will be perpendicular to the Plan AC. There- t^^s.

fore from the fame Point C to the fame Plan EF are

two Perpendiculars drawn ; which is abfurd : for two
right Lines cannot (c) be raifed at right Angles ina(Oi3-i5-
given Plan^ from a Point given in it. Q^ E. D.

THEO. V. PROP. vr.

7he greatefl Circles drawn in a Sphere^ are

thofe faffing thro'' its Center: And thofe which

are equally difiant front the Center^ are e-

qual : But thofe which are further dijlant

from the Center are leffer. And contrary*

wife^ great Circles in a Sphere pafs thro^ its

Center : Thofe that are equal are equally

dijlant from the Center : But thofe are

leffer^ that are further from the Center of
the Sphere.

T ET the Circle AD, pafs thro' the Center G, of the p- ^^ Sphere ABCdEF, and the others BC, EF not thro' ^'
*'

.

' ' the



g The Sphericks of Theociofius; Book h
the Center. I fay AD is a Circle the greateft of alJ^ gjfc.

(^)ii. ii-Fo^^ (<f) draw the Perpendiculars GH, GI, from the

Center G, to the Plans of the Circles BC, FE,

(^) Cor. I. which (b) will fall in their Centers ^ fo that H,
of this, Ij will be the Centers of the Circles BC, EF : (c)
{c) Cor. I. j3ut G the Center of the Sphere^ is alfo the Cen-
efthts. ^^j. ^f ^hg Cud^, AD, paffing thro^ the Spheres

Center. If therefore from G, H, I, to the Superficies

of the Sphere are drawn the right Lines, GD, HC, IE,

thefe will be the Semidiameters of the Circles AD, BC,
FE, Alfo join the right Lines GC, GE. Therefore

becaufe in the Triangle GHC, the Angle H, is a right

^ ^ oneC^^r Def.o^. lib, ii. Euclid) f^J the Square of GC
) 4/. I.

^|]j i^g equal to the Squares of GH, HC. Whence taking

away the common Square of the right Line GH, the

Square of GC, will be greater than the Square of HC

;

and therefore likewife the right Line GC, that is, GD>
("for GC, GD are drawn frcxm the Centet of the Sphere

to its Superficies) is greater^an the right Line HC.
Whence the Circle AD having a greater Semidiameter

than the Circle,BC will be greater than the Circle BC.By
the. fame Way of Reafoning we may demonflrate, that

the Circle AD is greater than any other not drawn thro'

the Center. Therefore the Circle AD, is the greateft.

No\^ let the Circles BC, EF, be equally diftant from
the Center G, that is, let the Perpendiculars GH^GI, be
equal, ftom Def, 6. of this Book. I fay the Circles BC,
EF, are dqual. For when the right Lines GC, GE, fal-

ling from the Center of the Sphere to its Superficies, are

M 47* I. equal, ai^d accordingly their Squares equal ^ f(?) and al-

fo the Square of GC equal to the Squares of GH^ HCj
and the Square of GE equal to the Squares of Gl,

IE ^ the Squares of GH, HC together, will be equal to

the Squares of GI, IE, together. Therefore taking a-

way the equal Squares of the right Lines GH, GI, (for

thefe Lines are fuppbfed eqijalJ the remaining Squares of
rhe right Lines HC, lE, will be equal, and according-

ly alfo the right Lines HC, IE, v^ill be equal : But
when they are the Semidiameters of the Circles BC^'

FE, theie Circles tvill likewife be equal.

If one of the Circles, viz. BC, is placed further

diftant! from the Center than the other FE, that is, if

the perpendicular GH be fupfofed greater than GI, wc
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may demoiiftrate almoft in the fame manner, that the
Circle BC is leffer than the Circle FE^ for fince the

Squares of GH, H^C have been demonflrated to be
equal to the Squares of Gl, IE; If the unequal Squares

of the Unequal right Lines GH, Gl are taken away,
(the Square ofGH being greater than the Square of GIj)
the remaining Square of the right Line HC, will be

kffer than the remaining Square of the right Line IE

;

and accordingly alfo the right Line HC, will be leffer

than the right Line IE. And therefore the Circle BC, will

be leffer than the Circle FE«
Now let AD be the greateft Circle of all. I fay it

paffes thro' G, the Center of the Sphere. For if it do
not pafs thro' the Center^ fome other Circle paffing thro*

the Center, mil be greater than the Circle AD, not

paffing thro' the Center, as has been demonflrated in

this Propofition. Therefore AD, is not the greateft

Circle: Which is abfurd. For it is pofited the greateft.

Therefore it paffes thro' G, the Center of the Sphere,

Again, let the Circles BC, FE, be equal. I fay they

are equally diftant from G, the Center of the Sphere.

Fqr the Fignre being conftrufted as before, the Semidia-

meters HC, IE, will be equal. Andbecaufe the Squares

of GH, HC, are equal to the Squares of GI, IE, (/) as
(y^ ^^^ j^^

has been demonftrated ; the equal Squares of the equal

Lines HC, IE, being taken away, the remaining

Squares, of the right Lines GH, GI, will be equal

;

and accordingly alfo the right Lines GH, GI, will be

equal, which when they are perpendicular, from Con-
ftruaion, to the Plans of the Circles BC, FE, the Cir-

cles, BC, FE, will be equally diftant from the Center

G, from Def. 6\ of this Book.

X^//y, If one of the Circles BC, FE, viz, BC, be

leffer than the other Circle FE, it may in the fame

manner, be demonflrated, that the Perpendicular GH,
is greater than the Perpendicular GI. For becaufe the

Squares of GH, HC, have been proved to be equal to

the Squares of GI, IE; and the Square of HC, being

leffer than the Square of IE ; (becaufe from the Hypo-
thefts, the Semidiamiter HC, of the leffer Circle, is

leffer than the Semidiameter IE, of the greater Circle)

the remaining Square ofthe right Line GH, will be greater

than the remaining Square of the right Line GI ^
and

C there-
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therefore alfo the right Line GH, will be greater than
Gl. Wherefore fince GH, GI, arc perpendicular, from
Conftru6tion, to the Plans of the Circles, the leffer

Circle BC, will be further diflantCD^/; 6. of this Book)
from the Center G, than the greater Circle FE. Q. E.

D.

THEO. Vr. PROP- ViJ.

If there is a Circle in a Sphere^ and from the

Center of the Sphere to the Center of the

Circle a right Line is drawn -^ the faid

Line^ wiU be Perpendicular to the Plan of
the Circle.

Pig 8, T N the Sphere ABC, whofe Center is D, let there be
* a Circle, as, BFCG, whofe Center is E, and let the

light LineDE, conneS their Centers D, E: I fay the

right Line Dlby ' is perpendicular to the Plan of the

Circle BFCG. For having any how drawn the two Di-

ameters BC, FG5 in the Circle, draw from their Ex-

tremes, to D the Center of the Sphere, the right Lines

BD, CD, FD, GD, which will be all equal to one a-

iiother, as being drawn from the Center of the Sphere

to its Superficies: alfo BE, CE, FE, GE, the Semidia-

meter of the Circle BFCG, are equal. Therefore the

two Triangles DEB, DEC, have two Sides DE, EB,

equal to two fides DE, EC, as alfo the Bafe DB equal

^ V ^ to the Bafe DC ; whence the i\ngles DEB, DEC, {a) are

W ^'
equal and therefore right ones. Wherefore the right

LineDE, is Perpendicular to the right Line BC.

In the fame manner may it be proved, that the right

Line pE, is Perpendicular to FG. (&J Therefore alfo it

(i) 4. II. will be Perpendicular, to the Plan of the CircleBFCG^

drgwu thro' the right Lines BC, FG. Q E. D.

THEOw
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THRO. VIL PROP. VIIL^

If there is a Circle in a Sphere^ and from ths

Center of the Sphere to the Circle be drawn

a Perpendicular: The faid Perpendicular

produced both tpajs^ willfall in the Poles of
that Circle.

TN the Sphere ABCD^ whofe Center is E, let there be Fig.9.10,
'*' the Circle BGDH, in the Plan of which from the /-^j nji]
Sphere's Center let there be (a) drawn a Perpendicular,

as EFj which both ways produceed fails in the Super-

ficies of the Sphere^ at the Points A^ C. I fay, A, C,
are the Poles of the Circle BGDH For the Perpendicu-
lar EF, falls in the Center of the Circle BGDH, and
therefore F, will be the Center of the Circle. Now
if the Circle BGDH, is drawn thro' the Center of the

Sphere, (&) the Center E of the Sphere, will be the (^jcdt.r.
fame, with the Center F of the Cii^cle^ (c) from which of this.

to the Plan of the Circle let the Perpendicular AC be (c) 11. 11.

raifed. Therefore the Diameters BD,GH, being any how
drawn, draw from their Extremes, right Lines to the

Points A5 C- And becaufe AF is Perpendicular to the

Plan €)f the Circle BGDH^ all the Angles made at F,

will be right ones (from Def. x. Lib. Ji. Eucltdf)

Wherefore the two Triangles AFB^ AFH^ have two
fides AFj FB, equal to two fides AF^ FH, which com-
prehend equal Angles, viz. right ones, (d) Therefore /^^ ^, j^
the Bafes AB3 AH are equal. One may in the fame
manner, prove, that the right Lines AD, AG, or any
others drawn from A to the Circumference of the Cir-

cle BGDH, are equal between themfelves, and to the

right Lines AB, AH. Therefore the Point A, is the

Pole of the Circle BGDH^ from Def 5. of this Book.
By the fame way of reafoning it may be demonftrated

that C is alfo the Pole of the fame Circle. Q. E. D*

C2 SCHO-
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SCHOLIUM.

In the Verfion of Maurolycus are annexed the two

following Thdorewsy added by the Arabians.

L
If there is a Circle in a Sphere, from whpfe

Center is raifed a Perpendicular to the Plan of

the Circle : This Perpendicular produced both

ways , will fall in both the Poles of the Cirt

cle.

In the lafl Figure from F, the Center of the Circle

{a) 11. ii^BGDHy (a) ratfe the right Line FA; perpendicular to

the Plan of the Circle^ cutting the Superficies of the

Sphere
J
in the Points A^ C. Ifaj A^ C^ are the, Voles,

of the Circle BGDH. For from Def. 3. Ub. 11. Eu-

clidj all the Angles which tie right Line AFmakes ^ at

(4) 4. X. J, are right ones, (b) Wherefore^ as before^ the Line^

ABy ADy AG^ AH^ &c. are equal to each other 8cc.

^ X p Or ctherwife thus, (c) Becaufe the Perpendicular

ofthn^'
^ ^^ P^JP^ ^^^^' ^^^ Center E^ of the Sphere^ the right

Line EFj 'drawn from E^ the Center of theSphereyi

will he Perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle BGDH,'

Cd) 8 of
^^^ Wherefore^ as has been damonftrated^ it falls in

^^^ '
^^

tbe Polet of the fame Circle.

IL .ft

If there be a Circle in a Sphere, and fronii

one of its Poles is draivn a right Line thro' it's'

Center-, this Line, will be Perpendicular to thef^

Plan of the Circle, and produced, will fall in

the other Pole. ^

Stilly in the fame Figure
^ from A^ the Pole of the

Circle BGDH^ draw^the right Line AF^ thro its

Center F, cu tting the Superficies of the Sphere in the

Taint G Ifay the right Line AFy is perpendicular to

thai Plan of the Circle BGDIf^ and C is the other Pole

of the farm Circle, for hecaufe the two Triangles
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yj4FB, AFDy have ^Hvoo Sides^ AFj FBy equal to tx»Q

Sides AFj FDyand the.Bafe AB equal to the Bafe AD^
from the Def. of a Fole^ the two Angles AFB, AFD,
(a) mil he equal^ and therefore right ones. Whence C^)^' ^\

the right Line AF^ is perpendicular to BD, In the

fame manner^ xoe demonftrate^ that the fame AF^ is

perpendicular to the right Line GH^ (b) and confe'{b) 4, ix,

quently to the Flan of the Circle EGDH, dravon thro

the right Lines BD^ GH. Which was^ the firfi thing to

he demonflrated. Now hecaufe AF^ is at right Angles

to the Plan of the Circle BGDH^ the right Line FA,
drawnfrom the Center F, will be perpendicular to tha

Flan of the Circle. Wherefore^ as has been juft now de^

fjionftrated in this Scholium^ if it be both ways produ^

cedy it will fall in each Fole of the Circle^ and accor^-

dingly C, will be the other Fole of the Circle BGDfL
Which was thefecond thing propofed*

THEO. VIII. PROP. IX.

If there be a Circle in a Sphere^ andfrom one

of its Poksy is drawn a Line Perpendicu^

Jar to it : This Line will fall in the Center

of the Circle^ and from thence produced^

willfall in the other Pole of the Circle.

TN the Sphere ABCD let there be the Circle
*- BFDG^ (^) from whofe Pole A to its Plan, is drawnW ^^-^^^

the Perpendicular AEj cutting the Superficies of the

Sphei-e in C. I fay E is the Center of the Circle BFDG, Fig. II.

and C the other Pole. For having drawn thro' E two
right Lines any how, as BD, FG, conneil their Ex-
tremes, with the Pole A, by the right Lines AB, AD^
AF, AG, which will be all equal, from the Def of a
Pole. Alfo all the Angles, that the right Line AE
makes at E, will be right ones, from Def 3. lib. 11.

Euclid, (b^ Therefore the Square of AB, will bec-(^)47, i;

qual to the Squares of AE, EB, and the Square of AG
equal to the Squares of AE, EG ; whence fince the

Squares of the Qqual Lines AB^ AG, are equal, the

Squares
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Squares of AE, EB together^ wil] be equal, to the

Squares of AE, GE, together. Therefore taking away
the common Square ot the right Line AE, the remain-
ing Squares of the right Lines EB, pG^ will be equal,

and fo the Lines themfelves. In the fame manner it

may be demonftratedj that the right Lines EG, ED, are

(0 9. 3. ^^"^^' (^) Wherefore E is the Center of the Circle

BEDG ; which was propofed. Therefore bccaufe frbni

Ej the Center of the Circle BEDG, there is raifed the
f<f)Cor. 2. Perpendicular EA to its Plan, {d) this will pafs thro'
of thii, the Center H, of the Sphere, and therefore the fame HE,

drawn from the Center of the Sphere, will be pe^peh>-

dicular to the Plan of the Circle -BFDG. Wherefore
HEj both ways produced^ will fall in the Poles of the

Circle; and accordingly C, will be the other Pole of

,the Circle BFDG. Q, E. D.;

THEO. IX. FRO P. X.

A right Lwe drawn thro" the Voles of any

Circle in a Sphere^ will he perpendicular to

the flan of the Circle-^ and will pafs thro*

the Center of the Circle^ and of the

Sphere.

TN the Sphere ABCD, let there be a Circle, as BFDG,
Fig. 12. 1 thro' the Poles A, C, of which is drawn the right

line AC, cutting the Plan of the Circle in E. I fay

the right Line-AC, is perpendicular to the Plan of the

Circle, and paffes thro' it's Center (that is, E, i-s^it's:

Center) andalfo thro' the Center of the Sphere. For a-

ny how drawing thro' E^ the two right Lines BD, FG_,

a^ joining, their E:xtremes by right Lines drawn from
t)ie Poles A, C; AB, AG, AF, AD, will be equal,

apdalfoCB, CG, CF, CD, froni the Definition of a

t^ole. Therefore the two Triangles ABC, ADC, have

two Sides AB, AC, equal to two Sides AD, AC, and

the Bafe BC, equal ito the Bafe DC. (^) Wherefore

W8, I.
alfo the Angles BAC, DAC, will be equal. Therefore,

becaufe the two Triangles ABE;, ADE^^ have the two
Sides
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Sides AB5 AE5 equal to the two Sides AD, AE, and
the Angles BAE, DAE contained under them equal, as

has been proved, alfo the Angles AED> AEB, [bj will

be equal, and confequently right ones. In the fameC04. !•

manner we demonltratej that AEG, AEF, are right

Angles. Fherefore the right Line i\E is at right

Angles to the Lines BD,. FG. (c) Wherefore it wilU^) 4* ^^*

be Perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle, drawn thro*

the right Lines BD> EG. Which was the thing

firftpropofed. Now becaufe from A, the Pole of the

Circle BFDG, the right Line AE is drawn perpendicu- '

Irr to its Plan, (i; AE will fall in its Center. There-/ i>v ..

fore E, is the Center of the Circle BFt)G. Again, be-^^^^^

caufe from y , the Center of the Circle BFGD, is drawn
the Perpendicular EA, to its Plan, this (ej will alfo pafsf^) Cor.x.

thro' the Center of the Sphere. Wherefore the nghtof^hii.

Line AC is Perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle

BFdG, and pafTes thro' its Center, and the L enter of
the Sphere. Q E. D.

SCHOLIUM.
There are added here thefe two other Theorems.

I.

If there be a Circle, in a Sphere, and from

one of its Poles a right Line be drawn thro"*

the Center of the Sphere •, this Line will be

perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle, and

prodr.ced, will fall in its Center, and the other

Pole.

In the Sphere ABCD^ whofe Center is £, let there Fig. 13,

he the Circle BGDH^ from xvhofe Pole Ay thro £, the

Center of the Sphere^ is drdwn the right Line AE^
cutting the Vlan of the Circle m F, and the Superficies

of the Sphere^ in C 1faj AE^ is perpendicular to the

Vlan of the Orcle^ and pafjes thro its Center and the

other Pole
I

that is^ F is the Centery and C, the other

Pole For having drawn the two right Lines BDfjHy.
any howy and drawn Lines to their Extremesy from the

Points Ay E ; ABy AH, AD, AGy from the Definition

ofa Pole^ will b^ equal 3 a^alfo EB, EH, ED, EGy the
' " Semij

k
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Semidiameters of the Sphere. Therefore becaufe
the two Triangles ABEy ADEy have two Sides ABy
AEj equal to two Sides ADy AE, and the Bafe^

ia) 8. I. EB equal to the Bafe ED ;
(a) the Angles BAEy DAE:^

will be equal. Therefore the two Triangles ABFyADFy
have two Sides^ ABy AF^ equal to two Sides^ ADy AF,
and the Angles BAFy DAFy contained under them^ e^

(h) 4. I. ?^^A ^^i^fi now was fl^ewn. (b) Wherefore the Angles^
AFBy AFDy will be equal^and therefore right ones. We de-

monfirate, in the fame manner^ that the Angles AFH^
AFGy are right ones. Therefore the right Vine AFy
is at right Angles to the two right Lines BD^ GH;

(04. II. ^^^ wherefore it will be perpendicular to the Flan of
the Circle BGDHy drawn thro' the right Lines BD^

(d) 9. of GH: (J) And therefore produced^willfall in the Center

this.I of the Circle and the other Bole 5 and accordingly F,

will be the Center of the Circle^ and C the other Bole.

Q, E. D.

COROLLARY.
Hence, a great Circle pafling thro' one of the Poles of

any Circle in a Sphere, pafles alfo thro' the other Pole.

For if from one Pole, thro' the Center of the Sphere,

be drawn the Diameter of a great Circle, paffing thro'

that Pole, this will fall in the other Pole, as has been

demonfirated. Therefore the fame great Circle will pafs

thro' the other Pole. And becaufe the Diameter of a

great Circle, is alfo the Diameter of the Sphere, it

is manifeft, that the two Poles of any Circle in a Sphere,

are diametrically oppofite ; and therefore between them
there is interpofed a Semicircle ofa great Circle.

11.

If there is a Circle in a Sphere, and from the
Center of the Sphere a right Line be drawn,
thro' the Center of the Circle -, the faid Line
will fall in both the Poles of the Circle.

In the laft Figure 'draw thro* JB, the Center of the

Sphere^andFtheCenter of the CircleBGDH^the rigULine
JSF, which produce both ways. 1 fay EFy falls in each

Bole of the Circle BGDH: For becaufe the right Line
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EFy conneBin^ the Center of the Sphere, and the Center

of the Circle ifGDH^ (:;) is perpendicular to the flan (0 7- of

of the fame Circle^ (/) the fame £F, each way produ^^his.

ced. willfall in both the Poles of the Circle. QL E* D. (^) ^" ^/
this.

C O ROLL ART.

From the wholcjit is manifeftj that thefe four Points^

in a Sphere, namely the two Poles of any Circle^ its

Center, and the Center of the Sphere, are always in one
right Line, viz. the Diameter of the Sphere; which
Diameter it perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle :

So that a right Line drawn thro' any two ofthofe Points,

will alfo pafs thro' the other two, and be perpendicular

to the Plan of the Circle : Likemfe a right Line drawn
thro* one of thofe Points, perpendicular to the Plan

of the Circle^ will alfo pafs thro' the other three Points^

T H E O. X. P R O P. XL

Great Circles in a Sphere^ mutually cut each

other in half.

TN the Sphere ABCD, let the two great Circles AC, Fig. 14,'

^ BD mutually cut each other in the Points E, f. I fay

they mutually bifecl each other, (a) For becaufe great

Circles in a Sphere pafs thro' its Center, the Circles ^y. ^-^

AC, BF), will pafs' thro' the Center of the Sphere,

which let be G. (b) And becaufe the Center of the /^\ q^^ ^

Sphere is the fame, with the Center of a Circle paffing^y^^;^.'

thro' the Center of the Sphere, the Point G, which is

put for the Center of the Sphere, will be alfo the Cen-
ter of both the C ircles AC, BD, fo that it will be in

the Plans of both the Circles AC, BD. Alfo the Points

E, F, are in each Plan. Therefore three Points E, G,
F, are in both the Plans of the Circles AC, BD ; and
confequently they will be in their common Seftion, be-

caufe only their common Se£lion is in each Plan, (c){c) 3, iil

But their common Seftion is a right Line* Therefore

D
'

three
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tliree Points E, G, F^ are in a right: Line drawn from
E thio' G to Fj which becaufeit palFes thro'G, the Cen-
ter ot both Circles, and of the Sphere, as has been
prov'd) it will be the Diameter of both Circles, and
of the Sphere. And therefore it will cut each of them
in half, fo that EAF^ FCE, EBF, FDE, are Se-

micircles. Q. E. D.

T H E O. XI. P ii O p. XII.

Circles in a Sphere^ mutually cutting one ano-

ther in half̂ are great ones.

Fig. i^^ TN the Sphere ABCD, \tt the Circles AE, BD, mutu-
•*- ally bife£l e:ich other in the Points E, F. I fay the

Circles AC, ED, are great ones.' For becaufe they mu-
tually bife6l each other, in E> F, the right Line EF,
(being drawn) will be the Diaimeter of them both, fince

only a Diameter bife£ls any Circle ; and accordingly the
* light Line EF, being bifeded in G, G will be the Cen-
ter of both the Circles: Which I fay alfo is the Center
of the Sphere, and confequently both Circles pafs thro'

theCenterof theSphere. For ifCj be denied to be the
' Center of the Sphere, and accordingly the Circles AC,
BD, are not drawn thro' the Center of the Sphere^ we
thus demonflrated that G, is the Center, and therefore

(a ). 11. ^^^^ Circle palTes thro* the Center of the Sphere, (a) For

ji/ raifefromG, to the Plan of the Circle AC, the perpen-

dicular GH : Alfo raife GI, perpendicular to the Plan of

the Circle BD. Therefore becaufe the Circles AC, BD,
are denied to pafs thro' the Center of the Sphere, both

(h) Cor.i^l"f^ perpendiculars GH, GI, (h) will pafs thro' the Cen-

0f this, ter. Wherefore the Point G, in which they meet^ will

be the Center of the Sphere, for othetwdfe the Center

will not be in both: And accordingly both the Circles

Cc) 6. of pafs thro' the Center of the Sphere, (c) Therefore the

this. Circles AC, BD, paffing thro^ the Center of the Sphere

are great ones. And confequently Circles in a Sphere

mutually bife£ling each other^ are great ones. Q^ E. D.

S C HO

'
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S G H O LIU M.

Here you fee an admirable way of arguing. For
from the Denialof.G\ beings the Cmter of the ^pb^re^
it is de7}2onftrated in the Affirmative that G is the

Center of the Sphere. Which manner of arguing alfo
is ufedby Euclid^ in Prop. 12. Lib. g^ and by Jaidania
Lib. 5. Prop. 20 1

5 as we have mentioned in the Sifboli-

urn of the fame Fropofition.

THEO. XIL PROP. Xiil.

If a Igreat Circle in a Sphere cuts ^m other

^Circle at right Ajigle^^^ it will alfmcut U
.. in half and pafs thro" its Polei^

T pT the great Circle ABCD in a Sphere cut the ^^S- ^^•

;'-'Circle BED, at right Angles, in the Points B^D^that
is let the Plan of the Circle ABCD, be at right Aagsesj

to the Plan ofthe Qrcle BED^ and let their comrnoa
SeSion be the right Line BD. Ifay the Circle ABCD,
cats the Circle BED, u\ half, and paifes thro' its Poles.

{a) For the Center F, of the great Circle ABCD, being W i. i.

found, which alfo will be the Center of the Sphere;

(b) For when a great Circle is drawn thrq' tlie Center of
/^^ ^^ ^^

the Sphere, (c) its Center, will be the fame as the Ctn-thls.

ter of the Sphere.) (d) Draw the perpendicular FCj, ^c) Cor, j.

from F to the Plan of the Circle BED, {e) which wi&of :hk,

fall in the ccnimonSeaion BD. And let it fall in G.(^' ^^^ /t.

Then becaufe it likewife falls in the Center of the Cir- f^-' 3^' 11.

cle BED, G wiJl be the Center of the Circle BED- ( O D^^'/
''

and therefore BD drawn thro' G,will be a Diameter oftlie^

fame: And becaufe it divides the Circle BED in half,

alfo the great Circle ABCD. drawn thro* the right Line

BD, will divide it in half. Which was the firll: thing

propofed. Now becaufe the right Line FG, is iji the

Plan of the Circle ABCD^ that produced, will fall to

the Points Ay C> which are in the Superficies of thecal g, a/ ;

Sphere ; (g) It will likewife fall in each Pole of the Cir- this.

D 2 cle
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cic BED, becaufe it is drawn from F, the Center of the
Sphere, perpendicular to the Plan ofthe Circle. Therefore
A, C, are the Poles of the Circle BED ; and according
the great Circle ABCD, paffes thro' the Poles of the
Circle BED." Which was the fecond Thing propofed
to be demonfirated.

SCHOLIUM. '

This^ together with the Sth^ ^thy and lOth. fropofttions^

and their Scholium^ takeflau^ xohtn the Circle^ BD^is
{I great Circle^ and paffes thro the Center of the Sphere.

Tor it ts mamfeflythe Demonftration /V Highly the fame,

TMO- Xai. PROP. XIV,

If a great Circle in a Sphere bifeEfs another

Circle^ rvhtch is not a great one -^ it will

cut that other Circle at right Angles^ and

\ pafs thro^ its PJes.

T ET the great Circle ABCD, in a Sphere, cut the leA

Tm 17 fe Circle BED, in half, in the Points B, D, and
let their common Seffion be the right Line BD. I

fay the Circle ABCD^ cuts the Circle BED, at right An-
gles, and p^'lies thro' its Poles. For becaufe the Circle

BE13, is bife^led in B^ D, that is, in Semicircles, the

common Seftion BE, will be its Diameter. Therefore

BD, beirig bife£l:e^ in F, F will be the Center of the
(a) 2. of Circle BED. ( >) And affuming G, the Center of the
this. Sphere, which alfo will be the Center of the great Cir-

cle ABCD, draw from G to F, the right Lhie GF. (b)

(^) I'Of which will be perpendicular to the Plan of the Circle

^f''
BED ; (0 And fo the Plan of the great C:ircle ABCD,

(0 i^* II- drawn thro the right Line EG, will be at right Angles

to t) e Plan of the Circle BED. Therefore the great

Circle ABCb, cuts the leffer i ifcle BED, at right An-
gles : Which was the firfl: thing tc be demonftrated. And
becaufe it has been fhewn, that the right Line FGj drawn

from G, the Center of the Sphere, to the Plan of the

Circle BED, is perpendicular, FG, each way produced,

\^
"

'

'

''; "
id)
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( ') will fall in the Poles of the Circle BED. Wherefore W 8- "/

becaufe GF exifting in the lian of the Cirde ABCD/^'^"

produced falls in its ircumference in the Points A, C,

which alfo are in the Superficies of the Sphere; A, C,

wiil be the Poles rf the Circle BED; and therefore the

great Circle ABCD, partes thro' the Poles A, C, of the

le&r Circle BED. Which was the fecond thing pro-

pofed.

THEO. XIV. PROP. XV.

Jf a great Circle in a Sphere pajfes thro' the

Poles of another Circle^ it mill bijeB this

other Circle^ and cut it at right Angles,

T ET the ?reat Circle ABCD, in a Sphere, pafs thro' Fig. i8,

*- the Poles A, C, of the Circle BED : I fay the Cir-

cle ABCD cuts the Circle BED, in half, and at nght

Angles. Fo. from one Pole to the other draw the right

Line AC, cuttiiig the Plan of the Circle BED m F.

(a) Then becaufe the right Line AC, is perpendicular to

the Plan of the Circle BED, andpaffesthro the Center ofWio. of

the Sphere, and the Center, of the Cite e i^ED ;
F, will '^"'

be the Center of the Circle BEi:>. Therefore iince the

great Circle ABCD, cutting the Circle BED, palles

fhro the right Line AC, and fo thro the Center F,_the

commonSeaion BFD,will be a Dianicter of the Circle

BED. Therefore the Circle BbD is bixaed : I fay aK>

and at right Angles. For becaufe the righ^Line AC,

has been Ihewn to be perpendicular to the Plan ot the

Circle BED, alfo the Plan of the great Orcle AbCD,

drawn thro' theright Line AC,(I;) will be at right Angles (^) i8. it,

to the Plan of the Grck pp. 0,11.^.

SCHOLI-

I
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SCHOLIUM.
, There are added Four other "Theorems^ in this Or--

der^ in another Verfion.

I-

If a ^reat Circle in a Sphere, pafles thro' the

Poles of any other great ». ircle, this Ihall mu-
tually pafs thro' the Poles of that.

%• ^9- tet the great Crcle ABCD, in a Sphere
^^
pafs thro"

the Poles Ay C, of thegreat Crc^e BD. Ifay thegreat
Circle BD^ will alfopafs thro the Poles of the great
CrrcleABCD, For becaufe the great Circle ABCDypaf-

(m) 15. oj festhro the Poles of the Circle BD^ it ( a) will cut it at

this. right Angles Wherefore reciprocally the ^reat Grcle

ik)il. ofBD^roiU cut the Circle ABCDy at right Angles^ >/b)
fh'h,"^ and therefore it wiU pafs thro its Poles. Which, was

propofed.
'

II.

If a Circle in a Sphere, pafles thro' the Poles

of another Circle, it will be a great Circle, by-
feding that othier Circle, and alfo at right An-
gles to it.

Fi^. 20. ^^^ ^^^ Circle ABGD in a Sphere^ pafs thro' the Poles
^'

* Ay C, of the Circle BD. I fay it is a great Circky

and cuts the Circle BD in half and at right Angles.

For JGjn the Poles Ay C, by the right Line ACy which

neceffariljy will be in the Plan of the Circle ABCDy
hecaufe its Circumferencey is fuppofed to pafs thro'

the fame Poles Ay C Bid becaufe the right Line ACy
f^ 10. of j^awn thro' the Poles A, C, of the Circle BDy {a) paf^
^^''' fes thro the Center of the Sphere, alfo the Orcle ABCD^
(h) 6. of (becaufe it is drawn thro the right Line AC^ wiUpafs
this, flf^Q^ Ijj^Q Center of the Sphere

;
(b) and confequently

will he a p-reat Circle, Wherefore fince it is fuppofed

JV.
^^ of to pafs thro the Poles Ay C, of the Circle BDy {cj it

-^^* will cut it in half^ and at right Angles. VVhich was

tropofed^ ' .~-

^ ^ ' IIL
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III.

If a Circle in a Sphere cuts anotlier Circle

in half, and alfo at right Angles ^ it will be a

great Circle, and pafles thro' tl e other Circle's

Poles. . .

Let the Circle ABCD^ in a Sphere^ cut the Circle Fig* 21^

5Dj in halfy and at right Angles. I fay it is a great
Circle^ and paffes thro" the Voles of the Circle BD, For

let the right Line BD be their common SeBion, There-

fore becaufe the Grcle ABCD^cuts the Circle BD^ in

halfy the right Line BD^ to roit^ their common SeBion^
xoiU be the Diameter of the Circle BD, and therefore

hfeBs the right Line BDy in E: Whence Ey mil be the

Center of the Circle, Novo draw in the Plan ofthe Circle

ABCDy the right Line EA^ perpendicular to BD^
Then becaufe the Circle ABCD^ cuts the Circle BD at

right Angles^ EA, (from Def. 4. Lib. 11. Euclid) voill

he at right Angles, to the flan of thn Circle BD; and
accordingly becaufe it is drawn frofn £, its Centery it

voiU (d) fallinboth the Voles: It alfo falls in the C7r-^^\g^^jg

cumference of the Circle ABCD. exifiing in the Super' ^r ^^/^^

'

fides of the Sphere^ at the Points Ay C. Therefore A^
Cy are the Poles of the Circle BD ; and fo the Circle

ABCD, paffes thro the Poles Ay Cy 01 the Circle CD.
Whereforefrom the precedent Theoremy it will be agreat

Circle. But it has been provd thai it paffes thro'' the

Poles of the Circle BD, Therefore what wasprspofed^

is manifeft*

IV.

If there is a Circle in a Sphere, and from one

cf the Poles be drawn to its Plan a perpendi-

cular Line equal to its Semidiameter -5 the faid

Circle will be a great one.

Let there be a Circky m AB in a SpherCy from the Fig, 2i]
Pole C of whichy to its Plan^ is let fall the Perpendicu-

lar CDy equal to its Semidiameter* 1 fay AB is a
great Circle. For becaufe CDy is perpendicular to the

Circle AB^ it (h) will fall in the Center of the Circle
y (h)g, of

andproduced willfall in the other Pole^ whieb let be E. this\

Whence
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(i)Cor.i. Whence D, u the Center of ths Circle AB: And (0
ef this therefore the perpendicular CD^ mil pafi thro the

Center of the Sphere. Now draw thro the right Une

n\ T t,f CE, in the Sphere, a Flan any how (k) making the

ihis Circle AE£C, which hecaufe H piffes thro the Center of

(I) 6. ef the Sphere, (I) will be a great Circle. Which Cir-

thh. cle AB, cut, in th: Points A, B, and draw the Semtdi-

ameter DB which, from the Hypothejn u equal toCD-

But becaufe CD is Perpendicular to the Circle AB, the

Angle CDB, will be (from Def. 3. Lib. 11 EucUd.)

(«») Schol.^ yjpfjf g„g_ (;„) Wherefore BD u a mean Proporti-

*3- 6. o^al between CD, DE, that is, as CD, to DB ; fo will

BD be to DE. But CD is equal to BD. And there-

fore DE, will be equal to the fame BD; and conje-

quently CD, DE wiU be equal, between themjelves.^

therefore becaufe CE, has 'been proved to pafs thro

the Center of the Sphere, D wiU be the Center of the

Sphere. But it was alfo the Center of the Circle AB.

rhereforetheCenterof the Sphere, and the Center of

{n\ 6 cf the Circle AB, is thefame; («) whence accordingly the

thh
'

Circle AB is agreat one. Which was propojed.

THEO. XV. PROP. XVI.

If there is a great Circle in a Sphere, a right

Line drawn from one of the Poles to its

Circumference, is equal to the fide ofSquare

infcribed in a great Circle,

t- „ T ET there be a great Circle AB, in a Sphere, from
^^°' ^3- J_ ^jjQfj. PoleC, to its Circumference, is drawn the

right Line CB. I fay CB is equal tn the Side of the

Square infcribed in the Circle AB, or any other ^reat one.

r^^ri II For(^) clfaw fromC, to the Circle AB, the Perpendi-

(tyx) 'of

'

cular CE. (.'') which will fall in its Center, which let be

this.' E, and produced will fall in the other Pole, which let

be D, Now let there be drawn thro' the right Lines

AB, CD, a Plan, (t) making the Circle ADBC in the

0) T. of Sphere ; which b,ecaufe it Paffes thro' E the Center ot the

this. Sphere
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Sphere (for E, the Center of the great Circle AB, which
palTes thro* the Center of the Sphere, (d) will be the W Cor. r:

famej as the Center of the Sphere) (e) will be a great ^f ^^^^•

Circle; and therefore it will (/) bifeft the great Circle W ^' ^^

AB. VVhich likewife from hence is manifcftj
^^^\f\\j f

caufe it paffes thro' its Poles, (g) For from hence it is ^;^/^
*

^*^

that it bifefts it. Let therefore the common Sefl:ion(^) ij. ^/^

BEA be the Diameter. And becaufe CE, is drawn r)^'/>.

perpendicular to the Circle AB, it will be perpendicu-

lar (from Def. 3. Lib. 1 1. Euclid) to the right Line

AB- Therefore two Diameters AB> CD, in the great

Circle ADBC, mutually cut each other at right Angles :

(h) and accordingly, as is demonftrated in the fourth C^) 6. 4*

Book of Euclid^ CB, is the Side of a Square infcrib^d

in the great Circle ADBC, and likewife in the great

Circle AB- ^ E. D,

COROLLARY.

But becaufe the four right Angles, at the Center E,

are equal, and (i) confequently the four Arc's BC, CA^ ^^-^ ^ *3^

AD, DB, Which they comprehend, equal, viz. Qua-
drants, it is manifeft, that the Pole of a great Circle,

in a Sphere, is diftant from its Circumference, a Qua-
drant of a great Circle. For C, the Pole of the great

Circle AB, is diftant from its Circumference, by the

Quadrant CB> and there is the fame reafon for the 0-

thers. For (k) always a right Line drawn from the Cir- (k) i6: of

cumferencc ol a great Circle to its Pole, is equal to this.

the Side of a Square infctib'd in a great Circle, and

therefore it fubtends a Quadrant in a great Circle.

SCHOLIUM.

the Converfe of this is likexoife demonftrated^ in the

other Verfion^ in this 'theorem.

If there is a Circle in a Sphere, aind a right

Line be drawn from its Poles to its Circumfe-

rence, equal to the Side of a Square infcrib'd

in if, that Girfele Will tfe S §rett ^m^
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In the lap: Figure^ let there he dravpn the right Line
CB^ from the Vole C, of the Circle AB to its Circum^
fcrence^ equal to the Side of the Square infcribed in

ft) II. II. the Circle AB. Ifaj AB is a great Circle. For (!)

let there he dravon from C to the Circle AB^ the fer-
(m) 9. of pendicular CE^ which (m) willfall in its Center^ which
^^^^'

let he E, And having drawn the Semidiameter EB^
. the Angle E (fromDtf. 3. lib. ii. EuclidJ will he aW 47- I-

right one. {n) Iherefore the Square of CB^ that is^ the

Square defcriVd in the Circle AB^ is equal to the

Squares of BE^ CE : But the Square of the Semidi--

mneter BEy is half ^he Square defcriVd in the Circle

AB, as frefently fhall he dewonflrated. And there*

fore the Square of CE^ will alfo he half of the Square
^ defcriFd tn the fame Circle ; whence the Squares of
BE^ CE^ will he equal to each other^ and confequent^

Ij the Lines BEj CE. Wherefore hecaufe CE is drawn
from the Pole C, of the Circle AB^ perpendicular to its

(0) Schol. P^^'^h ^^d i^ f^^^ ^^-^ proved to he equal to the Semi--

15. of this, ter BE^ ^^ AB will he agreat Circle.

LEMMAv

In any Circle the Square of the Semidiameter

is h^lf of the Square inferib'd in it.

Fsg. 24. j^ f-j^g Circle^ whofe Center is E^ let there he drawn
the Diameters AC^ BD^ crojjtng each other at right

Angles^ in the C^'Msr E. 'therefore the right Lines

AB^ BC^CD^ DA^ heing drawnABGD will he a Square^

infcrihd in the Circle^ as is manifefi frofjjViop.SAih. 4.

Euclid. Bt^t hecaufe the Squares of the equal Semi^

fp\ ^-w j^ diameters EA^ EBy are equal hetween themfelves ^ (g)

they hoth together are equal to the Square of AB

;

wherefote the Square of EA, will he half the Square

of AB, VVhich waspropefed.

THEO-
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THE O. XVI. PROP- XVIL

If there he a Circle in a Sphere^ from whofe

Pole to its Circumfereme is drawn a right

Line equal to the Side ofa Square infcrib^d

in a great Circle^ the afoiefaid Circle mil

be a great one.

T ET there be aCircle^ as AB^ in a Sphere, from whofe Fig. 25^^

-*-^ Pole C to its Circumference is drawn the right Line

CA^equal to the Side of a Sphere infcrib'd in a great Circle

ofthe Sphere. I fay AB is a great Circle. For draw a Plan

thro' the right Line AC^ and the Center of the Sphere,

(^) making the Circle ACB in the Sphere, which (P) (a) i, of

will be a great one, becaufe it's drawn thro' the Center o?this.

the Sphere- Draw alfo from C, the right Line CB to ((^) 6. of

the Point B, in which the great Circle ACB, cuts the this.

Circle AB; then from the Def, of a Pole, the right

Line CB, will be equal to the right Line CA. There-

fore becaufe AC, is the Side of a Square infcrib'd in the

great Circle ACB, C3 will be alfo the Side of .the fame

Square ; and therefore the two Arc's AC, CB, will be

Quadrants, making up the Semicircle ACB, becaufe

the four equal Sides of the Squares, (0) fubtend fo^^ir e-W ^^* 3'

qual Arc's of the Circle. Therefore the right Line

*AB, the common Seffion of the Circles, will be a

Diameter of the great Circle ACB ;. and accordingly of

the Sphere. But becaufe the great Circle ABC paffing

thro' the Poles of the Circle AB, (d) cuts it in half, theC^ 15. of

common Sedion AB, will alfo be a Diameter /)f the^/?/V.

Circle AB ; and accordingly, ilnce it is likewife the

Sphere's Diameter^iAB will be a great Circle. Q. E. D.

E 2 PROB-
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P ROB. II. PROP. XVIIL

To dravp a right Line equal to the Biarneter

of any Circle in a given Sphere.

IS

a-
Fig. 26. \^^ any Circle ABCD be given in a Sphere: It

27. required to find its Diameter. Having afTumcd
ny where three Points, A, B, D, in the Circumfe-
rence of the Circle, and drawn the right Lines AB, AD,

(a) Schol. BD5 (a) make the Triangle EFG equal to the Triangle
^^' ^- ABD, fo that the Side EF be equal to the Side AB, EG,

to AD, and FG to BD. For the three Intervals AB,
AD, BD taken in the Superficies of the Sphere ma,y by
help of a pair of Compaffes be transferi'd on a Plan

;

and fo a Triangle may be conftituted, whpfe three Sides

are equal to thofe three Diflances. Again from G, F,

draw the Perpendiculars FH, GH, to the right Lines EF,
EG, concurring in H, and joya the Points E, H. I fay

EH, is equal to the Diameter of the Circle ABCD. For

having drawn the Diameter AC, ioyn the Points D, C
(^) Schol Jf^o^ Cy becaufe the four Angles of the quadrilateral

32L. I. Figure EFHG, are equal to two right ones, and EFH,
EGH, are right Angles, alfo FEG, FHG, will be equal

to two right ones ; and therefore in the quadrilateral

Figure EFHG, any two oppofite Angles, are equal to

(A Schol ^^^ ^^g'^^ Angles, (c) Wherefore a Circle may be de-

22.3. fcrib'd about it: Which being defcrib'd, the Angles

EFG, EHG, in the fame Segment, whofe Chord is EG,
{d)z^. 3. C^d) will be equal, (e) But the Angle EFG, is equal to

ip) 2. u the Angle ABD; fince the two Sides EF, FG, are equal

to two Sides AB, BD, and the Bafe EG, to the Bafe
C/J^7 3- AD, from Conftruaion, (/) and alfo the Apgle

ABD, equal to the Angle ACD. Therefore alfo the

(^)'i^'l' Angle EHG, will be equal to the Angle ADC,^ (g)
which here likewife is a right Angle, being in the Semi-

circle ADC Wherefore the Triangles EHG, ACD,
have two Angles equal to two Angles, and alfo the Side

EG, fubtending one of the equal Angles equal to the

Side AD. (/^) VVherefore alfo the Side EH, will be
[^)z6.i.

g^^^i to the Side AC. Therefore we have drawn the

^ .

right
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right Line EH, equal to the Diameter AQ of the Cir-

cle ABCD. Q. E. R

PROS. III. PROP. XIX-

I0 drflW a right Line equal to the Diameter

of a given Sphere*

O Aving aiTumed the two Points A, B, any where on p. ^
* * the given Sphere, defcribe from the Pole A, and ^* ^
with the diftance AB, the Circle BD, to (^) ^vhofe^^-j jg^*^^

Diameter make the right LineFG, equal, (b) and make^/,/^^

upon FG, the Triangle EFG, having each of the other^^^ SchoL
Sides EF, EG5 equal to the drawn Line AB, viz* in af- 22. i.

fuming with a pair of Compaffes the interval AB, ^c.
Again draw from F, G, the Perpendiculars FH, GH, to

the Lines EF, EG, meeting in H; and joyn the Points

E, H. I fay EH, is equal to the Diameter of the given

Sphere* For having drawn the Diameter AC of the

Sphere, draw a Plan, thro the right Lines AB, AC, Cc)(c) r. €f

making the Circle ABCD, (d) which will be a great ^^^^•

one, becaufe it is drawn thro* the Diameter of the ^f^.^* ^^

Sphere, and fo thro' the Center of the fame. Where^ ^'^'

fore the fame drawn thro' A, the Pole of the

Circle BD {e) will bifea the Circle BD; and zc-C^J'^y^f

cordingly the common Seflion BD, will be 2,^"^^'

Diameter of the Circle BD: And drawing the right

Lines AD, DC, the two Sides AB, DB, will be equal

to the two Sides EF, FG, as alfo the Bafes AD, EG.
For FG, is equal from Conftraflion, to the Diameter

BD: And both EF, EG, to AB, or AD. (f) Therefore (f\^^ ^'

alfo the rAngles ABD, EFG, will be equal, (g^ But^'^^^^- 3-

the Angle ACD, is equal to the Angle ABD: And alfo

the Angle EHG, to the Angle EFG, as has been de-

monftrated in the precedent Propofition. Therefore

likewile the Angles ACD, EHG, will be equal. Alfo

the right Angles ADC, EGH, are equal, and likewife

the Sides AD, EG. (h) Therefore the right Line EH,
/-/^ ^5^ ^,

will be equal to the right Line AC, Wlicrcfore we have

drawn the right Line EH, equal to the Diaait-ter AC,
rf the given Sphere. Q. E. F. SCHO-
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SCHOLIUM.
Hhg folhyoing Theorem is added in the other FVr-

fion.

A right Line drawn from the Pole of any
Circle in a Sphere, to its Superficies, equal to

a right Line drawn from the fame Pole, to the

Circumference of the Circle, falls in the Cir-

cumference of the faid Circle.

Fig. 28. Tjet there he any hova drawn the right Line AD
^from

' the TaleA of the Circle BQ in a Sphere^ to its Orcumfe^
rence^ which will he lejfer than the Diameter of the

Sphere^ and therefore lejfer than the Diameter of a
great Circle in the Sphere (hecaufe the Diameter of a
Sphere is the greateft of all right Vines drawn in a
Sphere.) Now draw from the jame Vole A^ to the Su^

perficies^ the right Line AEy equal to AD. I fay the

right Line AEy falh in the Circumference of the Cir-

cle BC. For if it does not^ thro" the right Line AEy and
the Center of the Sphere^ draw a Plan^ {ij making

0} ^- ^/ the Circle ABC^ in the Sphere^ r^hich (k) will he a

J^^^
great one^ as being drawn thro the Center of the

{k)6, of gp^g^g^ Likewife let the Circle ABC^ cut the Circle
^^^'

BC, in the Points B, C. Therefore the right Line AEy
will not fall in the Points By C; becat^fe it is fuppofed
not to fall in the Circumference of the Circle BC.
Whencerthe right- Line AB being drawn^ this will be^

fr»m i:,^^ Definition of a Poky equal to AD^ and there^

fore to the right Line AE. And hecaufe both AByAEy
are leffer than the Diameters of the great Circle ABC^

(/) 28. 3. ^ ^^ y^sn faid^ (J) the Arc's ABy AEy becaufethey

are Segments lejfer than a Semicircley will be equal,

viz. the Part to the Whole : which is abfurd. T.here^

fore the right Line AE^ falls in the Circumference of
the Circle ^C, which was propofed.

THEO-
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P R OB. IV. PRO P- XX.

To defcrtbe a great Circle through two

Points given , in the Superficies of a

Sphere.

T ET there be given the two Points A, B, in a fphcrical p.^ Superficies, thro' which a great Circle is required to S*
'^9^

be drawn. Now if the Points A, B, are diametrically

oppofite, it is certain that an infinite number of great

Circles may be defcribed thro' them, viz. in drawing an

infinite number of Plans thro' the Diameter conne^Sing

thefe two Points. But if the Points A> B, are not in

the Diameter of the Sphere, defcribe the Circle CD,
from the Pole A, and with a Diflance equal to the Side.

of a Square infcribed in a great Circle, (^a) which will /^jj^. ^f
be a great Circle, fince the right Line drawnfrom the Pole ^^S,;^,

A, to its Circum.ference, is equal to the Side of the in-

fcribed Square in a great Circle, and becaufe of the In-

terval, by which the Circle CD is defcribed. This Inter-!

val is thus found. The Diameter of the Sphere being

found, as in the preceding Prop, the Side of the Square

infcribed in a Circle defcribed with that Diameter, will .

be the Interval fought. Likewife from the Pole B, with

the fame Interval, defcribe the Circle EF, (b^ which(*)^7« */

will alfo be a great Circle. Let this cut the firft in the ^^^^'

Point G, from which draw the right Lines GA, GBj
each of which from Conflruftionj will be equal to the

Side of an infcribed Square in a great Circle. For with
fuch an Interval are the Circles CD, EF, defcribed^

Therefore GA, GB, are equal. Now from the Pole G,
and with the Interval GA, let there be defcribed the

Circle AEDFCB, (c) which will be a great one. But/ x ^^ ^a

becaufe the right Line GB, is equal to GA, drawn to^'^'^-^,

'*

the Superficies of the Sphere, (d) it will fall in the^^ySchol
Circumference of the Circle AEDFCB. And accor-ip;>/^AiV.

dingly the defcrib'd Circle AEDFCB, will be a great

one pafling thro' the two given Points A, B, in the Su-

perficies of the Sphere. Q E, D,
PROB-
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PROB. V. PROP. XXI.

Tofind the Pole ofany givenCircle in a Sphere^

%• 3^- T ET the Pole of the given Circle AB, be required,

oh ^ which, firft, let not be a great one. Having affu-

med the two Points C, D;, any where in the Circum-

r^J) 30.3..ference, (^J divide the Arc s CAD, CBD, in half, in

{h) zo. of A^ Bj (b) thro' which let there be defcrib*d the great

^^'^'' Circle AEB; whofe Arc AEB bifeft in the Point £• I

fay E, is the Pole of the Circle AB; for becaufe the

Arc's AQ AD> arc equal, as alfo BC, BD, the whole

Arc's ACJB, ADB, will be equal. Wherefore becaufe

the great Circle AEB, bifefls the Circle ABj which is

^ not a great one, in the Points A^ B, {cj it will pafs

w ^4- of
^.j^ro' its Poles. Therefore the Point E, equally diftant

''''''

from the Circumference of the Circle AB, is the Pole

of the Circle AB. In the fame manner, if the other

Arc AFB, is bifeaed in F, F will be the other Pole of

theXircleAB.
But now, let the given Circle AB, be a great on6,

id 5o -i
Having again any how alTum'd the Points C,D, (^) and

bifcfted the Arc's CAD, CBD, in A, B, we prove that

the Arc's ACB, ADB, are equal; and accordingly both

of them are equal to a Semicircle of a great Circle.

Therefore dividing one of the Semicircles, 7ji^, ACB,
in half in G, a right Line GA fubtending a Qua-

drant, will be the fide of a Square infcrib'd in the great

Circle AB; as is manifeft from Prop, 6. lib. 4. Euclid.

Tterefore, from the Pole G, and with the diftance GA
{^) i7- of d^fcribe the Circle AEB, (e) which will be a great one.

^^^^- Laftly, bifea the Arc AEB, in E. I fay Eis the Pole of

the Circle AB. For becauffe the great Circle ACBs palTes

C'y-^f^^^o'G, the Pole of the great Circle AEB; (f) AEB
i- 0' ^^'^'^

^^iil likcwife pafs thro' the Poles of the Circle ACB.
Wherefore the Point E, equally remote from the Cir-

cumference of the Circle ACB, is the Pole of the Cir-

cle ACB. In the fame manner, dividing theiArc AFB,

in half, inF; F will be the other Pole of the Circle

ACa Q. E, R
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SCHOLIUM.
T^he follomng two Theorems are demonftrated in the

other Verfion.

I.

If there be taken any Point, in the Super-
ficies of a Sphere, and from the fame to the
Circumference ofany given Circle in the Sphere
there are drawn more than two equal right

Lines : The aforefaid alTumed Point is the Pole
of that Circle.

het A he the Point ajfumed in the Superficies of the o' '^
*

Sphere ABCy from •which to the Circumference of the

Circle BC^ there fall more than two right Lines^ as

AD, AEy AF. I fay A is the Pole of the Circle BC. /^n
jj^ jj;

{a) For draw from A^ to the Plan of the Circle BCy the

Perpendicular AG, andjojning the right Lines DG,EGy
FGythen, from Def. 3. lib. il, Euclid, all the three

Angles at G, will he right ones, (b) Wherefore the (0 47* li

Square of AD is equal to the Squares of AG^ GD ;

the Square of AE, to the Squares of AG, GE, and^c*
Ther)efore hecaufe the Squares of the equal right Lines

AD, AEy AF, are equal; alfo the Squares of AGy
GD^ together will he equal to the Squares of AG, GE
together, as alfo to the Squares of AG, GF, together

-,

"Therefore taking away the common Square of the right

Lim AG, the fef}2aining Squares of the right Lines

GD, GEy GF, and confequently alfo the faid Lines, ^ .

will be equal, (c) Therefore G will be the Center ofVl %^?\
the Circle BC:, (i) and accordinly the right Line GA, ^/^^- ^^

drawnfrom the Center G, perpendicular to the Circle

BC, falls in the Pde of that Circle, Therefore the

Point A, is the Pole of the Circle BC Which was pro-

pofed.

circles in a Sphere, fr©m whofe Poles to their

Circumferences are drawn equal right Lines,

are equal* And right Lines drawn from the

F Poles
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Poles of tcjual Circles, to their Circumferen-

ces, are equal.

Pi
'

2 2 In the Sphsre JBCDEP, let there "he tm Grdes, as
^•^^*

BF, CE, frow whop Poles J, D, the right Unes Ah\

L>F, drann to their Qrcumferences, are equal. 1 Jay

(-43 II jiihsGrdes BJ^, CE,are equal C^) For let there be
'

drawn the Perpendiculars AH, VI, from the Pules A,

(i) p. cf D, to the Plans of the Circles, (b) which will fall in

this. their Center:., H, ly andfro?nthgnce produced, tn the

(0 10. oJ-Mer Poles, (c) and fo in G, the Center of the Sphere.

this. Therefore having drawn the SenMiameters TG, EG,

of the Sphere, and the Semidtametf.rs FH, EI, of the

Circles- becaufe the Sides AG, GT, are equal to the

Sides DG, CE, and the Bafe AF, to the Bafe DE, the

rd)2 X Andes AGF, DGE, {d) will he equal. But the An-

ffles H, I, from Def. 3. lib, 11. Euclid. Are right

ones. Therefore the Triangles FGH, EGI, have two^

Angles equiil to two Angles: Alfo the fide FG is equal

CO^'^-r- to the Side EG: {e) Therefore alfo the Semidiameten

FH, EL will be equal; and, confequently the Circles

BF, CE are equal./ Which was the thing firft, pro-

pofed. .i.l.'u -
'

r r"'"^T
Now let the Circles- BF, CE, be equal. / fay the

JJnes AF, DE, drawn from the Poles to their Circumj

ferences are equal. For the fame things being con-.

firuBed, the Semidiameters FH, EI, -coill be equal.,

(f)6 cf (f) and the Circles, equally diftant from the Center

/his.' of the Sphere. Wherefore the Perpendiculars GH, GI,

will be equal; and confequently the Lines AH, D/,

will be equal Therefore becauje the Sides_ AH, HF,

are equal to the Sides DI, IE, and contain the equal

Angles, at H, I, as being right ones, from Bei. 3. Jib

„,/ , II. Euclid, Cg) the Bafes AF, DE, will be equal.

Whichwas thefecond thing propofed.(S) 4- r-

THEO
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THEO. XVII. PROP. XXII.

If a right: Line drawn thro" the Center of a

Sphere^ cuts another Line not drawn thro*

the Center^ in half^ tt will be at right An-

gles to it. And if it cuts it at right An-

gles^ it alfo hifeBs it.

T E T the right Line AB, drawn thro^ the Center A, Fig. 34

.

-'-^ of a Sphere^ bife6t the Line CDj not drawn thro*

the Center, in the Point B. I fay it cuts CD at right

Angles. For a Plan being drawii thro' the right Lines (a) i. of

ABj CP, (a) making the Circle CD, (h) (which wilb/;/^.

be a great one, becaufe it palles thro' the Center of the (^) <^- ^/

Sphere,) becaufe the right Line AB, in the Circle CD/^^^-

pafTing thro' its Center A, bifefts the right Line CD,

aiot pafling thro' the Center, in B, (c) it will cut it at C^-' 3* 3-

light Angles. And if it cuts it at right Angles, it will

bifea it. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.

There is here added in the Greek Verfwn another

Theorem^ xvhich is altogether the fame^as is demonfira-

t§d in the jth. Prop. Therefore it is needlefs here to

repeat it.

EndofthefirJlBOOK

F 2 T14E
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THE

Spherical Elements

O F

TH EO DOSIUS.

BOOK 11.

DEFINITION.
IIRCLES in a Sphere are faid

to mutually touch one another,

when the common Seftion of

their Plans touches each Cir*

cle.

. ^ —. For hecaufe a right Line touching

any Circle in a Sphere^ likewife touches the Superficies

cfthe Sphere in the fame Point in which it touches the

Circle (for if it did not touch it^ hut cut it^ it would

alfo necejfarily cut the Circle^ hecaufe it is in its Vlan^

and conneBs two Points in the Superficies of the Sphere^

viz, in which it is faid to cut it : which two Points alfo

are in the Circumference of the Circle
;

fince the Plan

of the Circlets drawn thro that Une^ and accordingly is

^
'

.

- " — -— - " cut
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cut by it in thofe two Points.) from thencs it is that the

Circumferences of txvo Circles^ the common Section of

which (to voit^ which their flans produced make) tou-

ches each Circle^ have only that Foint in which it tou-

ches the Sphere^ common : Becaufe in that Pointy and

no othery the aforefaid common SeBion can touch both

Circles
;

fmce that all the other Points sf it^ are^ with-

out the Superficies of the Sphere^ and fo without each

Circle. Therefore Thcodolius has rightly defined^

that Circles are mutually faid to touch one another

in a Sphere^ when their common SeBion touches each

Circle.

THEO. I. PROP. I.

farallelCircles in a Sphere^have thefame Poles-

LE T there be the Parallel Circles BF, CE, in the

^ Sphere ABCDEF. I fay they have the fame Poles.

(^) For let A, D, he the Poles of the Circle BF,

and the right Line AD, (&) will be perpendicular Wir. r.

to the Circle BF, and will pafs thro' the Center of the "-/ f*"-

Sphere. Therefore becaufe the right Line AD is per-^J;^g- 35'

pendicular to theCircleBF, (c) it will be alfo perpendicular ^)^°^ ^'

to the parallel Circle CE. Whence fmce Upaffesthro' the ^.
.'

Center of the Sphere, as has been Ihewn ;
(d) it falls in

'
^ „

°'-

the Poles of the Circle CE. Therefore A, D, are the,^yg_
;

Poles of the Circle CE. But they are likewife the
gf^j^j^^

Poles of the Circle BF. Q. E. D.

T H E O. II. PROP. 11.

Circles in a Sphete^ which have the fame

Poles, are parallel.

TN the laft Figure, let the Circles BF, CE, have the

• fame Poles : Now I fay they are parallel. For having

drawn the right Line APj (a) this will be perpcndicu- (rf) lo.t

hxthis.
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{h) 14. ii.lar to both the Circles, (b) Wherefore the Plans of the
Circles will be parallel. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.
The follovoing Theorem is likevoife demonftrated in

the other Verfton.

There are not more than two Circles in a

Sphere, Equal, and Parallel.

Fig. 36. ^ In any Sphere let there he^ if pojfihle^ more than

two Circles^ equal^ andp.traUel^ viz. the three AB^ CDy
(0 I • ^/ EF{c) which -mil haiye th^ farm Voles. Thsrefere let their

Jrf^* Voles he G, H^ and dravothe rip;ht Lhie GH^ (d) which

f ir^''
^' willpafs thro Jythe Center fthe Sphere^ and thro K^L^My
the Centers of the Circles^ and aljo voiK be perpendwu"

tar to the Orcles aB^ CD^ £F. Therefore becaufe the

(e) 6 I.
ofCircles AB^ CDy EF^ are equal, they (e) will be ^-

this.
' qnally diftant frond the Center /, of the Sphere, Whence

^

by Dtf, 6. lib. i. of this^ the Verpendiculars IKy IL,

IMy will be equaly to wit ^ the Fart IL^ aud the Whole

JM : which is alpfurd. Q. E. D.

THEO. in. PROP. 111.

Jf two Circles in a Sphere^ cut in the fame
Foint^ the Circumference of a great Circle^

fajfing thro" their Poles^ thefe Circles will

mutually touch one another. '

T ET the two Circles AB, AC, cut in the Point A,
Fig. 37. the Circumference of the great Circle ABC, puffing

thro* their Poles. I fay the Circles AB, AC, mutually
touch one another in the Point A. For becaufe the

gre^t Circle ABC^ palTes thro' the Poles of the Circles

fa) IK
^^^ ^^5 ^^^ ^^ ^"^^^^ bife<a them at right Angles.

\f fh^l
'Therefore the common Se£lions of the Circle ABC^ and

;
' the Circles AJB, AC, vi?^ the right Lines AR^ AC, will

" " be
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be the Diameters of the Circles AB, AC. Let alfo the

common Setlion of the Plans, in which are the Circles

AB, AC, be the right Line DE, which will pafs thro'

the Point A, becaufe the Plans are fuppofed to cut the

Circle ABC, in A. Now fmce the, Plan of the Circle

ABC, has been proved to be at right Angles to the

Plans of the Circles AB, AC, the Plans of the Cir-

cjes AB, AC, will be likewife at right Angles to the

Circle ABC; (hj and therefore DE, their ..common ( "^ ^9-

"

Seaion, will be perpendicular to 'the Plan of the Cir-

cle ABC, whence alfo it will be perpendicular to the

Diameters AB, AC, in the fame Plan, from Def.2. .^^^

lib. tu Euclid. ,(0 Wherefore DE, touches both the
\g^

Circles AB, AC, in A; and accordingly, by the De-

finition of this Book, the Circles AB, AC, mutually

couch one another in the Point A. Q. E. D.

''Tf' :• ri 'M-r i:--L

" T H E O. IV. PROP. IV.

If two Circles in a Sphere mutually touch

each other, a great Circle drawn thro*

their Poles^ Will pafs thro' their Point of

ContaB.

T ET the Circles AB, CB, in a Sphere, mutually
p^g ^g.^ touch each other in B ; and thro' D. the Pole ot

the Circle AB, and E, the Pole of the Circle CB, let

there be (a) defcrib'd the great Circle DE.1 fay the Circle (a)zo. t^

DE, pafles thro' the' Point of Contact ;B. For it it 0/ /^».

does not pafs thro' B the Point of Contaft, letat cutthe

Circumference, for Example, of the Circle CB,_in i*.

Now from the Pole D, and with the dilbnce Dh, de-

fcribe the Circle FG, which becaufe it is defcribd with a

greater diftance, than the Circle AB . is,ut will cut the

Circle CB, in F. But becaufe the two Circles c^, <ah,

in a Sphere, cut in the f<me Point F, the great Circle

DEF, defcribed thro' their Poles, the two Circles U_b,
^^^ ^ ^^

CF, (b) will touch one a.iother in F: But they will
,f^-^^

likewife mutuilly cut one another in F. Which is ab-

furd. Q. E. D.
THhU-
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THEO. V. PiiaP. V.

If two Circles in a Sphere 7nutually touch one

I' Ianother^ a great Circle defcrib^d thro'* the

Poles of one of them^ and their Point of
ContaB^ will alfo pafs thro^ the Teles of
the other Circle.

Kg- 39- T ET the two Circles AB, CB, in a Sphere, mutually
*^ touch one another in B,and let D, E be their Poles.

I fey a great Circle ciefcribd thro' D, the Pole of the

Circle ABj and the Point of Contad B, alfo palTes

thro^E!, the Pole of the Circle CB. For if it can be,

let it not pafs thro' E, cut throTome other Point F, and
C^^ 20. I.

Cq j)gp ^yjii i^g ^ gj.g^^ Circle. Now having (a) defcrib-

fb) of ^^ ^^^ §'^^^ ^''^^^ ^^^ *^^' ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^' ^^^

this^'
which will pafs thro' Bj the Point of Contaft, the two

(c)ii, <?/
great Circles DBF, DBE, will mutually (c) bifed one

this. anpther in D, B. Therefore each Arc DB, will be a
.."Semicircle. But becaufe a great Circle paffing thro* one

(d) Cor. ^jf ^}^g Poles of any Circle in a Sphere, alfo (//) paflfes

10. 1
.
of )^^^' |;he other .Pole^ and there is a Semicircle of a great

^^^'
Circle interpofed between the two Poles; it is mailifeft,

that D being one of the Poles, of the Circle AB, the

Point B will be the other Pole : which is abfurd. For B
ii in the Circumference df4he;Circk. Wherefore' the

great Circle DB paffes thro' E.^ Q. E; D.

i»-r

TH EO. VL PROP. Vr.

tfa^eat Circle in a Sphere tmches another

Circle deferib'd in it^s Superficies^ the faid

great Circle may alfo touch another Circle

equal andparallel to it.

fefg An. I ET the. great Circle AB, in a Sphere, touch tl

^* ^ ^ cleAQi^^A- I fay tlie-Q^cle,AB may alfo

the Cir*

touch

another
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another Circle, equal and parallel to AC. iFor let D,
be the Pole of the Circle AC : (a) And thro' D, A^ de-C^) ^o- r.

fcribe the great Circle DA: Which, becaufe it paffesthro'^/ [^^^'

D, the Pole of thcCiicle AC, and the Point of Con-^^/x ^^- ''

ta£l Aj (h) will alfo pafs thro* the Poles of the Circle

AB. And alfuming E, the other Pole of the Circle ACj . >.

draw the right Line DB, (c) which will pafs thro' the^^^^^/

Center of the Sphere. And therefore will be a Diame-
ter of the Sphere. Now from the Pole E, and with the

diftince EB, defcribe the Circles BF. I fay the great

Circle ABj Hkewife touches the Circle BF in B, and
the Circle BF, is equal and parallel to the Circle AC.^^^-v

^^
For becaufe the right Line DE, (d) paffing thro' the PolesL ^^^•^"

of tte Circles AC, BF, is perpendicular to thofe Cir-

cles. (:) The Circles^AC, BE, will be parallel. (/)W^^^^

= Again, becaufe great Circles in a Sphere mutually bife^t^-^^^-^^'

each other, ACB, will be a Semicircle; and fo equal to

the Semicircle DCE. Therefore the comm.on Arc BD,
being taken away, there will remain the equal Arc's DA,
EB; (g) and therefore right Lines DA, EB, drawn from C^^ 29. 3^

the Poles D,E5 to the Circumferences of the Circles AC,
BF, will be equal, (h) Wherefore the Circles AC, BF,r^O Schol.

are equal. Finally, becaufe the Circles AB, BF^ cut the
"^J-

^- €
great Circle AEB, inwhich are their Poles, in the Point ^^"•

B, (/) they will mutually touch one another in the faid^/^^.^'
^^

Point B. Wherefore the great Circle AB, touching the

Circle AC, in a Sphere, alfo touches the Circle BF, e--

qual and parallel to AC. Q. E. D.

CO ROLL ART
From hence it is manifeft, that the Points of Coiitafl,

A5B, are diametrically oppofite. For it has been proved

that ACB, is a Semicircle, and accordingly a right Line^

drawn from A to B, is a Diameter of the Spheie, or ot

the great Circle ACB».

THEO^
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THEO. VII. PROP. VIJ.

If there are in a Sphere two equal and pa-

rallel Circles : a great Circle^ touching one

of them^ will hkewife touch the other.

IN the laft Figure let there be two equal and parallel

Circles, AC, BF, and let the great Circle AB, touch

the Circle AC. I fay AB, aJfo touches BF. For if AB,

(m)6 9f does not touch BF,(^; let it touch fomc other Circle

this. equal and pafallel to AC. Therefore fmce BF, alfo is

equal to AC, and parallel, there will be three Circles in

a Sphere, vh. AC, BF, and that other which AB, touches

equal between themfelves, and parallel. Which is ab-

(h) Schol.'furd. (h) For there can be but two Circles, equal, and

%. of this, parallel, in a Sphere. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.

The plowing Theorem is demonfirated in the other ,

y.trfion. ^ ' '

I

Parallel Circles in a Sphere, which feme

great Circle touches, are equal betwen them-

felves.
I

Still in the lad Figure, let there hff two parallel

Circles AC, BF^^which the great Circle AB^ touches t7%

A, B. 1 jay the Crcles ^C, BF^ are equal to each c-

ther.' For hecaufe the Circles AC, BF are fuppofed

(el 1. of parallel, {c)they will have thefame Poles, which let be

this. ^ E' (d) thro" which and the Poles of the Circle ABy
(d)zo. ^'^'

1,1 ^yre be defcriVd the great Circle AFB, (e) which

I^T'of wiUpafs thro' the Points of ContaB A,B. But be-

this caufe great Circles of a Sphere mutually bifeB each

other, ADB will he a Semicircle, and therefore equal

to the Semicircle DEE. Wherefore taking away the

common ArcDB, there wiUremain the Arcs DA, EB^

/^ 19 I,
equals (f) and accordingly right Lines DB^EB, drawn
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frow the Poles D^E^ to the Circumferences of the Cir-

cles AC^B¥ votllhe equal, (g) Wberefore the Circles AC/d) Schol

BF, mil be equal. Q. E. D.
J^^;^

^ • 'i

THEO. VIII PROP. Vlll.

If a great Circle in a Sphere^ be oblique to

fame other Circle of the Sphere^ it may

touch two Circles^ equal to one another^

and parallel to the aforefaid Circle to which

it is oblique*

LET the great Circle AB, in a Sphere, be oblique to Fig. 41.

- ' anyCircle, as CD- I fay the Circle AB, may touch

two equal Circles, and parallel to CD. (^a) For let E, F, (^) 21. r.

be the Poles of the Circle CD, (b) thro' which and thc^/^^^^.

Poles of the Circle AB, Jet the great Circle EAB, be de- W^^^o. i.

Icribed, cutting AB, in A,B. Moreover from the Pole E, ^

and with the diftance EA, let the Circle AG bedefcribed.

Then becaufe the Circles AB, AG, cut the great Circle

EAB, in which are their Poles, in the Point A, (c) they (0 3;
^/

will mutually touch one another in the faid Point A.^^^^'-

Therefore the great Circle AB, touching the Circle, AG,
^^^ ^

(J) may touch another equal and parallel to it, which ^-^z

let be BH. But becaufe the parallel Circles AG, BH, (s)
.^^ I ^^

have the fame Poles, E,F : And E, F are likewife the^^^v.

Poles of the Circle CD; the three Circles AG,CD,BH, ^

will have the fame Poles; (f) and therefore they wiir^^^^^
*

ht parallel between themfelves. Wherefore the gteat

Circle AB, touches the two Circles AG, BH^ equal be-

tween themfelves, and parallel to CD, which is obli-

gue to the great Circle. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.
This Theorem is here added^ in the other Verfion.

. If a great Circle in a Sphere, touches feme Cir-

cle in the fame, it will be oblique to thofe Cir-

G 2 ^1^®
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cles it cuts, which are parallel to the Circle

it touches.

In the la (I Figure^ let the great Circle ABy touch the

Circle Aly hut cut the Circle CD^ parallel to AG, I

fay the Circle AB^ is oblique to the Circle CD, For he^

caufe the great Circle AB^ touching the Circle AG, does

not pafs thro its Boles (for if it /hould pafs thro'

(a) 15:. I. Its Poles^ it (a) would bifecl it^ and not touch it.) And

fj r therefore neither thro' the Boles of the Circle CD; (bj

\u'
^*

if^'^ the parallel Circles AG^ CDy have the fame Poles)

thf^ great. Circle ABy rvilf net cut the Circle CD^ at

(^) 13. I. right Angles: (cj Otherwife it pafjes thro' its Boles.
oj th^. Therefore it ^ oblique to the Circle CD, Which was

propofed.

T H E O. IX. PROP. IX.

Jf two Circles in a Sphere mutually cut one

another^ a great Circle drawn th d* their

Foles^ will bifeB the Segments of thofe

Circles,

uWo^'^i F ETtlietiyoCirclesASCD.EDFB.inaSpheremiitu-

cft^his,

^

^^^y ^^^ ^^^^ another^ in the Points B, D, and a)]Qt

there be defcrib'd thro' their Poles the great Circle AF
CEj cutting the faid Circles, in the Points A, Cj E, Fo

. ,. ^
I hy the Circle AFCE, biftds theSegments BAD, -CD,

V!h^^' BED, EFD. (b) For becaufe the great Circle AFCE,
bifeSs the Circies AXD, EDFBj 4t right Angles, as

being drawn thro' their Poles, tlie common Sections

AC, EFj which it makes with them, will be their Di-
ameters croffing one another in G. For the right Lines

AC:, EF mutually interfeiS: each other, becaufe they are

botii in the Plan of the Circle AFCE, and the Point F
is between the Points A, C^ and the Point E, between the

iame Points. Now draw the right Lines BG,DG ; then the

three Points B^ G, D^ will be in the Plans of both the

^
'

'" ""~ '

Circles
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Circles AECD,EDFB ; and fo in their common Seftion :

(c) But their common Seftion is a right Line. There- (0 3- ^i-

tore BGD, will be a right Line. And becaufe the Cir-

cle AFCEjhas been proved to cut both the CirclesABCD
EDFB, at right Angles; both thefe Circles will reci-

procal be ft right Angles to the Circle AFCE, (.^
(^^) ^9- 1 !•

and therefore BD, their common Seflion will beperpend-

dicular to the fame. Wherefore the Angles BGA,

EGA, BGC, DGC, will be right ones, from Def. 3.

lib. II. Euclid. Wherefore fince the Diameter AC,
paifes thro' the Center of the Circle ABCD, and cuts

the right Line BD at right Angles, it (.'0 will hi- (0 3-3^

feft it. There'x)re becaufe the Sides AG, GB, are e-

qual to the Sides AG, GD, and contain equal Angles,

namely right ones, (f) the Bafes AV, AD, fubtending (/) 4- 1-

the Arc's AB, AD, will be equal, ^ni fo Hkewife(^) 2.8.3.

the Arc's AB, AD. In the fame manner we demon-

ftrare that the Arc's C B, CD, are equal ; as alfo the

Arc^s EB, ED 5 and FB, FD. Therefore the Circle

AFC, bifefts the Segments BAD, BCD, BED, BFU
Q, E. D.

SCHOLIUM.

T'here are here added^ in the other Verfion^ thefe

IxoQ Other "Theorems^ viz,

x«

If Circles in a Sphere mutually cut one an-

other •, feme other Circle, bifefting their

Segments, will pafs thro' their Poles, and be a

great Circle.

In the laft Ttgure^ let the tvoo Circles ABCV^ EDFB^
miituallj cut one another in the Voints By D, and let

another Circle, as AVCE^ hifeB the Segments BAD:,

BCD^ BED, BFD. I fay the Circle APC, pajfes thro

their Voles^ and is a great Circle, For becaufe the

Arcs AD, AB, are ec^ual, as alfo CD, CB ;
the whole

Arcs ADC, ABC, will he equal, and accordingly Se-

micircles. And in the fame manner EDF, EBF, will

be Semicircles, ^Xherefore tha Circle AFCE^ bifeBs
'

'
- '

the
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the three Points ByG^D^ an tn both the Plans of the

Circles ABLD, EDFB ; andfo in thitr common S^S-^on,

(s) 3. Ti. (a) which will he a right Lme^ BGD is a r'^ght Lm^
{h-9- 3- lut becaufe the right Vinei D4^ DQ are equal t^c/ the

right Lines BA^ BCy bscatff^ of the equal Arcs^ and

fc) 11, ^, contain equal Angles^ (c) to wity rij^ht onesy as b^'ng

(J) 4. I. tnSe>mcirciss
;
(J)thj Angles D ACyjBACyX^ill be ^^qual.

Which likewifcJ may he thu^ proved Becaufe the Sides

i , DAy ACy are equal to th9 S'des BA^ ACy and the

(0 8. I. ^afe DCy equal to the Bafe PC, (ej the Angles DACy
BACy will be equal, Agam^ tjscaufe th'. S' I's ADy
AGy are equal to the Side^ ABy AGy and conta'-n e-

qual Angles^ as has been proved \ the Angles AGDy
(f) A, 1. AGByCf) will be equ.il^ and accordingly r'gbt ones.

'Therefore BGD is p^rp^nd^cular to AC. -n the fame
mannery it may be prov^dy that the fa^d right

(^) 4. II. Line BGD^ is psrpmdicular to EF. 'g Wherefore

the fatd BGDy wUl b^ perpendicular to the Plan of the

Circle ATCE^ drawn thro' the right Lmes AC EF
^

(h) iS. II. Qh) and accordingly boththg Plans of the Circles ABCD^
EDFB J drawn thro the r'rgh Line BGD^ will be

(tt right Angles to the Plan of the CWcU AFCE :

Whence reciprocally the Circle APCEy is at right An»
gles to the Ordes ABCDy EDFB. therefore \he Cir-

cle AFCEy will bifeB the Circles ABCD^ EDFBy at

right Angles, (i) Wherefore it will he a great Circle
(/jSchol. ^^j p^r^ throu'yh their Poles : which was propofed.
i^. I. of r '^ -' '^ J- J- '

^'"-
IL

Iftwo Circles in a Sphere mutually bifeft eacli

othtr, a great Circle bifecling any two of their

Segments, not having the Arc interpofed be-

tween thofe Segments, equal to a Semicircle 5

will pafs thro' their Poles, and bifecl the two 0-

ther Segments.

¥^g- +: • -^^^ ^^^ ^^? Circles ABCDy EBFDy mutually interfeci

Qne another i?t the Points By D : and let the great Cir-

cle
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cle AFCE^ ctd any two Segments of thev?^ to wit,

BADy BED^ in half in the Points A^E^ fo that the Arc
ATCE-y intercepted heivoeen the fa'id Segments be not

a Semicircle. J fay the Circle AFCE^ f^ff-^ through

the Toles of the Orcles AiXD^ EBFD^ and cuts the o-

ther Segments BCD, BFDy in half. For if the Circle

ACEy does not pafs thr<^ugh their Voles^ let there he de^

fcribedy if fojfuUy another great Circle^ as AGE^ ,.

through their Poles^ (a) which xcUl bife5l their ^^c?'r^i/'
msnts : and fo mil pafs through the Points A^ E, (bj (h) u, r.

Wherefore the great Circles AFCD^ AGE^ witi cut each of thk.

other in ha^f th A^ E: and accordingly AFCE. will he

a Semicircle : Whtch is contrary to the Hypothefis.

Therefore the Circle AFCE^ paffes through the Poles of

the Circles ABCB, EBFD. {c) Wherefore all the Seg-(c) 9. of
ments of them voill be bifeBed. Q E. D. this.

T H £ O. X. P R O P. X.

great Circles in a Sphere are defcribed thro"

the Poles of parallel Circles '^ the Arc's of
the parallel Circles^ intercepted between the

great Circles^ are fmular '^ and the Arc^s

of the great Circles intercepted between the

paralUl Circles^ are equal.

LET there te in a Sphere^ the two parallel Circles ». ^

ABCD> EFGH, fthe Pole of which is I; {a) i^f^a)i of
parallel Circles have the fame Poles.) And thro' ly this,'

any how defcribe the great Circles AEIGC, BFIHD.
I fay the Arc's of the parallels AB, EF, are fimilar, as

alio BC, FG • likewife CD, GH ; and DA, HE: But

the Arc's of the great Circles viz* AE, BF, CG, DH
being between the parallels, are equal. For let the com-
mon Seflions of theCircle AlC, and the Parallels be the

right Lines AC, EG, fb) which will be parallel; and {h).i6. it,

the common Se£tions of tae Circle BID, and the fame
Parallels, let be the right Lines B.O, FH, which like-

wife will be parallel. Then becaufe the great Circles ^

AlC, 1
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AIC, BID, defcribcd through the Poles of the Parallelsj

(c) 15. I. (c) bifea thefaid Parallels 3 AC, BD, will be Diame-
^f ^^^^- ters of the Circle ABCD5 and the Point L, wheiein

they interf'^d will be the Center of the fame There-

fore becaufe the right Lines EK, KF, are parallel to the

(ij 10. 1 1, right Lines AL, LB, and are in different Plans, {d)

the Angles EKF, ALB, at the Centers K, L, will be e*

qual. Wherefore by Schol. Prop. 22. lib, 3. Euclid^

they will be fimilar. And in the fame manner, will

BC, FG; and CD, GH ; asalfo DA, HE, be fimilar,

Again, becaufe right Lines drawn from 1, to A, B,

(0^8.3. C,D, are equal; (^J the Arcs lA, IB, IC, ID, will

be equal: And fo likewife will IE, IF,. IG, IH. There-

fore the remaining Arc's AE, BF^ CG, DH will be

equal. Q, E. D.

THEO. XL PROP. XL

If equal Segments of Circles are ereBed at

right Angles^ on the Diameters of equal Cir-

cles^ 171 the Circumferences of which Seg-

ments^ are ajfwned equal Arc^s^ each of
which^ reckoning from the Extremity of its

Segment^ is leffer than half the Circumfe-

rence of the whole Segment ^ and if from
the Points terminating the aforefaid equal

Arc^s^ are drawn equal right Lines to the

Circumferences of the equal Circles , the

Arc's of the [aid Circles^ intercepted between

thofe right Lines^ and the Extremities of
their Diameters^ will be equal.

Fie ^ ^^ T ^'^ ^^ ^™^^ Segments AGC, DHF, be at right An-

4(5»
§^^^ ^" ^^^ Diameters AC, DE, of the equal Cir-

^ * cles ABC, DEF ; and affumc the equal Arc's AG,
DH, fo that the Points G, H, may not cut the Seg-

ments AGC;, DHF, ^in haljf. tafllyj let the equal right

Lines
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Lines GB, HE, fall on the Circumferences of the

equal Circles ABC, DEF. I fay the Arcs AB, DE,

are equal, (a) For draw from G, H, the right Lines GI, Ca)it.i-L.

HK, perpendicular to the Plans of the Circles ABC,
DEF, (i') which will fall in the Po i ts I, K, of theW3»-"«

common Seaions AC, DF. Likewif having affumed

the Centers L, M, of the Circles ABC, DEF, draw the

right Lines LB, BI, AG; ME, EK, DH; and firft,

let the Points I, K," fall in the Semidiameters AL,

DM. Therefore becaufe the Arc s AGC, DHF, are e-

qual, and alfo the Arc's AG, DH ; likewife the Arc's

CG, FH will be equal; (c) and accordingly the Angles f,; 27. 3.

GAC, HDF Handing upon them, are equal. But the

Angles AIG, DKH,'areaifo equal, as being right ones,

from Tlef.%.lih. ii. EucM. Therefore the two

Triangles AIG, DKH, have the two Angles GAI,AiG,

equal (o the two Angles HDK, DKH. (d) They have (^) ^^. 3.

likewife the Side AG, equal to the Side DH (becaufe ot

the equality of the Arc's AG, DH.) Therefore r^) the (0 ^6. r.

Side Af, will be equal to the Side DK,and the Side DI,

to the Side HK. But becaufe the Angles GIB, HKh are

right ones, from Bef. 3. 11. tucM, (/) the Squares ^ -^^ 47-

u

of GB, HE; which are equal to one another (becaufe

of the equality of the right Lines GR, HE) will be e-

qual to the Squares of Gl, IB, and of HK, KE. There-

fore taking away the equal Squares, of the equal right

Lines Gl, HK, the Squares of the rigM Lines IB, Kb,

will remain equal ; and fo the right Lines 13, KE, are

equal And becaufe the Semi diameters AL, DM, or e-

qual Circles, are equal; and AI, DK, havebeen proved

to be equal, likewife IL, KM, will be equal. Where-

fore the Sides 5L, LB, will be equal to the Sides KM,

ME: ButtheBafeslB, KE, have been proved equal.

(^) Therefore the Angles L,M, at the Centers, will be (^) 8. i;

equ.!;r^J and accordingly thcArc's A«D£,wi]l beeqna!.(A_| 26. 3.

Again, let the Points I, K, fait in the ^emidi- Fig. 47-

ameters LA, MD, produced towards A, D: J'^ich 4».

may happen', when the Segments AGC ,
DHi ,

are

greater than a Semicircle ; and make the fame Conftruc-

iion as before, (i) We demonftrate, as at firft, that the (i) 27. 3.

Andes G,\C, HDF, are equal; and accordingly v *) be-U)i3. i.

caufe, as well GAC GAI, as HDF, HDK, are equal to
' ' H two
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two right Angles ; GAI, HDK, will be equal. And
therefore becaiife "''^'^ a.,^i«. ^. t v „^« 1 w.:^

Therefore having drawn the right Lines AB^ DE, the

Angles Gab, HDE will be right ones, from Def. 3. lib,

II. Eudul. (<^) Wherefore, as at firft, the Squares of
(?) 47- li

ii^e right Lines GA, AB^ will be equal to the Squares

^ of the right Lines HD, DE: But the Squares .of GA,
HD5 are equal, (r) (Becaufe GA, HD, are equal, and

{0?9' 3- th^ Arc's AG, DH.) Therefore the Squares of AB, DE,
will be equal ; and accordingly the right Lines AB, DE,

^^ are alfo equal, (j) Whereiore the Arc's AB^ DE, will
(0 -^- 3' ^^ ^qual. Q. E a

THEO-
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1

T H E O. XII. PROP, XIL

If equal Segments of Circles are fet up at

right Angles on the Diameters of equal

Circles^ in the Ctrcumfereiices of zvh'ich

Segments are ajfumed equal Arc^s^ leffer

than half the Circumference of the Seg^

ments : And if there are taken equal Arc^s

in the equal Circles^ beginning from the

Extremities of the Diameters^ on the fame
Side ; right Lines drawn from the Points

in the Circumfere?ices of the Segments^ to

the Points in the Circumferences of the

Circles^ will be e^uah

Ty Epeating the Figures of the laft Propofition, with
•^^ the fame Conftruaions> let the Arc's AB, DE, be
equal. I fay the right Lines GB, HE, are alfo equal.

For becaufe, as in the precedent Propofitions has been
demonilrated. the right Lines AT, IG, are equal to the

right Lines DK, KH; the Lines IL, KM, will be equal.

Therefore becaufe IL, LB, are equal to the right Lines
KM, ME; and CaJ contain the Angles atL^M, equal, be- ^^j 2,7 ^
caufe of the equality of the Arc's AB, DE; (b) the Ba^ .^n

^^ j

'

fes IB, KE, will be equal. Wherefore becaufe the Sides,

GI, IB, are equal to the Sides HK, KE and contain the
equal Angles GIB, HKE, namely right ones, from Def. (^c) 4. r,

3. lib. II. Euclid, (c) the Bafes GB, HE will be equal.

VVhich was propofed. This is eafily dcmonftratedwhen
the perpendiculars drawn from G^H, to the Flans of the

Circles ABQDEF,faIl in the Points A;,D, as in Frg. 49.

50. (d) For fince the right Lines GA, AB, are equal to {d) 19, ji

HD, DE, becaufe of the equal Arc's AG,DH: AB,DE,
and contain equal Angles, viz. right ones. From def.

3. lib. IX. Euclid^ (e) the BafesGB, HE will be equal (e) 4, 1,

Q. E. D.
H 2 THEO-
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1

T H E O. XII[. PROP. XIIL '

If tloere are parallel Circles in a Sphere^

and^reat Circles are defcribed which huck
one of the Paralljls^ and cut the others

^

the Arc's ofthe Parallels intercepted between

thofe Semicircles of the great Circles^ that

^
do not concur^ will be fimilar -^ and the Arc's

of the great Circles intercepted between any
two Parallels^ will be equaL

Hg. 51-
I
ET there be in a Sphere the parallel Circles AB.CDE,

, s "^f

' F^JH, [a) which will have the fame Pole^ to wit
{^ajj. oj

I ^j^j j^^ ^j^^ g^^^^ CxxzX^^ AFK, BHK, touch the

Parallel AB^ in the Points A R, and cut the others in
the Points F, Q L. M : H, E^ D, G, and them^'elves

in K, N; fo that KMN, NFK ; KGN, NHK, are Se-

{}?) II, i.micircles. {hj For great Circles mutually bifeft each o-

of this. ther. Alfo afibme tlje Arc KP^ equal to the Arc NB,
and KO, equal to the Arc NA, that AMO, OFA, BGP,
FHBj may be alfo Semicircles. Therefore the Semicir-

cles AMO, BHP, do not concur^ becaiife they do not

mutually cut one another. ( Thefe Semicircles are cut

off from the Circles AIRO, BITP, as appears in Fir,

«>i. But in ¥ig. 52 J the Circles AI, BJ, produced thro'

Rj Ij are fuprofed to pafs thro' O, P, that they m^y
cut off the fame Semicircles.) In the fame manner the

Semicircles BGP, AFO^ will not concur. Now I fay

the Arc's of the Parallels AB, LE^ MH, intercepted be-

tween the Semicircles AMO^BHP, xvhich do not con-

cur, are fimilar ; as alfo the Arc's AB CD> FG, inter-

cepted between the non-concurring Semicircle: BGP
,
AFO, are fimilar : But the Arc's of the great Circles

AC, ALj BD, BE, are equal ; as alfo the Arc's CFj LM-
DG, EH ; whereof the former are interpofed betweer

the Farsllels AB, CDE^ and the latter between the

Parallels CDF, FGH : and in the fame manner are the

Arc's AF, AM, BG, BR iaterccDtedbetween the Paral^

ids, AB, FGH, equal
'

C^-}
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(6') For through the Pole I, and the Points of Con- (c) 20. i.

ta^ft A, B5 deicribe the great Circles QAJR, SBIT, cut- ^/ ^^i^.

ting the Par illel in Q., S, V^ X. Thefe great Circles/^)
^^ ^f

(d) will alfo pa'l; th ough the Poles of the Circles AFK, this.

'

BHK ; and accordingly fi^) will bifedt the See^ments CAL^ 'e) 9. of

] BE, CVL, DXE ; as alio the Segments ^FAM, GBH, '^^s.

FQM^ GSH. (f) ^^e'jdes the 'aid" Circles will cut the(jr) j^^ j^

Parallel AB, CDE, VGH, and the great Circles AFK, of ths^s.

BHK at right Angles. The efore becaufe equal Segments
of Circles are at ri^.hc Angles on theDiametes ofthe equal

Circles AFK, BHK^ 7jiz. the Semicircles beginning from
the Points A3 B^ and paffing th^cngli I^ until they again

cut the Circles AFK, BHK, in the Points 0,^, as in F^r.

52 ; (g) and the Arcs AI, BI, are equal, (becaufe from (^^ 18.3.

the Def. of a Pole, right Lines lA, IB, are fuch,

which a elefTcr than half the Semicircles: For becaufe

they are half the Arc's AIR, BIT, lince from the Def,
of a Pole, right Lines drawn from I, to the Points A,B,

R,T, are equal, and ("z^") therefore alfo the Arc's are e-(/i;) 2.8. 3.

qual : But the Arc's AfR, BIT, are lefTer than Semicir-

cles, becaufe the Semicircles tend from A,B, thro' I, to

the Circles AFK, J]HK; the Arc's Al, Bl, will be^leifer

than half the Semicircles) and alfo right Lines IC, IE,

equal, from the Def of a Pole, (i) the Arc's AC, BE, (0 ^^' of

will be equal. But AC, is equal to AL, and BE to^^^'^.

BD, (k) becaufe the Arc's CAL, DBE, ?are bifeSed, asC^^P- ¥
has been proved. Therefore the four Arc s AC, AL, BE,^^^*

BD, are equal. We demonftrate in the fame manner, that

the Arc's AF, AM, BG,BH, are equal- and accordingly

alfo the other Arc's CF, LM, EH, DG, each of which

are intercepted between two Parallels. Which was in

the fecond Place propofed to be demonftrated.

Again, becaufe the whole Arcs CAL, DBE, are e-

qual fince their Halves are fo, as has been proved; (/)(/) zp. 3.

Siibtenfes CLj DE, will be equal, ' which likewife fub-

tend the Arc's CVL, DXE; (m) and accordingly tht(m)i^^.^.

Arc s of the Parallels CVL, DXE, will be equal (n) (n') 9. of

Therefore becaufe they are bifcfted in V,X, as has been ^^^"•^»

faid, their Halves will be equal, v'it^. the four Arc's CV,
VL, DX, XE. If therefore the common Arc, VD, is

added, or taken away, as in F/f^ 52, to the equal Arc's

CVj DX, the Arc 5 CD, VX;' will be equal ; (0) But (,) ro. of

the;to.
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tlic Arc VXj is fimilar to the Arc AB. Therefore

CD, will be fimilar to the faid AB. By the fame way

of rcafoning it may be proved that FG, is fimilar to the

faid AB; as alio the Arc's EL, HM, are fimilar to the

faid AB. Which was firft propofed to be proved.

SCHOLIUM.
T'he non-concurring Senncircles ought to begin from

the Points of Contact A^B : Such are AMO^ bHP.
Wherefore hecaufe there are two Semicircles of a great

Circle betwesn the Points of ContaB of two oppofte pa-

rallels^ the Semicircles of two Circles cutting one ano-

ther muft not he ajfumed between the Points of ContaB

of two Parallels^ but one mufi be ajfumed towards that

Point of SeBion^ and the other declining towards the o-

ther fide; fo that the Convexity of one may anfwer\tothe

Concavity of the other^and contrariwife^as appears in the

aforefaidtwo Semicircles. For if there be taken two Se-

micircles AMOy DKTy (affuming the Arc KT^ equal

toDN^) not concurring the Arc's DL^ GM^ will not

he fnnilar, Otherwife two great Circles drawn through

the Pole ly and the Points Dy Ly willpafs through the

points GyM: Becaufey from loth. of thzsy they inter^

cept fimilar Arcs; which cannot be. For DGy LM^ are
Semicircles: Becaufe by i ith, of the firft of thiSy great

Circles bifeB one another.

P R O B. I. PROP. XIY.

A lejfer Circle in a Sphere being given^ as alfa

a Point in its Circumference • to defcrile a

great Circle thro" that Poifity touching the

faid lejjer Circle.

fjg^ *5^. T ET ABj be a given leffer Circle in afSphere, whofe
" ^-^ Pole is C ^ it is required to draw a great Circle,

thro' A, a given Point in its Circumference^ which Ihalf

touch
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touch the Circle AB. (a) Defcribe the great Circle C^) 2. i. u
CADEB thro' the Pole C, and the Point A ; in which 'f ^^'''-

affuine the Quadrant AD, and from the Pole Djwith the

Diftance DA, (i^) describe the Circle AE, which willf^) 17. ju

be a great one, became a Subtenfe DA, is the Side of a^/ ^^is.

Square infcrib d in a great Circle. Now I fay the great

Circle AEj touches the Circle AB, in A. For bccaufe

the two Circles AB, AE, cut the Circle CAD paffing

thro' their Poles, in the Point, A, ( ) they will mutually ^^^
3'<^/

touch one another in the Point A. Q. E. F. ^
^^*

PKOB.il PR O P. XV.

A lefjer Circle in a Sphere being given ^ and aU

fo fome Point in its Superficies^ which is be-

tween the given Circle and aiicther equal

and parallel to it •, to defcribe a great Cir^

cle thro' that Pointy touchi92g the given lef-

fer Circle.

T ET AB, be a given lefTer Circle in a Sphere, tOp.
^^ which CD is equal, and parallel, and let Gbethe*'^^- 54a

given Point, between the two given Circles AB, CD ; It ^'^

is required to draw thro' G, a great Circle, touching the ^

Circle AB. Let E, F, be the Poles ofthe Parallels AB, CD,
(a) (for Parallels have the fame Poles) and (b) defcribe

thro' E, G, the great Circle EAC, which will pafs^^) ^- ^/

thro' the other Pole F (from GorolL of Schol. Prop. 10. ^ff-
lib. I. of tJrs) in this affume the Qiadrant BH; and;V^^^

^*

whither the Point H, falls above D, in D, or below D,
(c } proceed thus. From the Pole E, with the Diftance

E,H, or from the Pole F, with the Diftance|FH, defcribe
J/^

^•''-^

the Circle Hi, which will be parallel to AB, CD, and be "

above CD^ or the fame as CD, or Laftly will be below
CD, according as the Point H, is polited above D, ia

D
J
or below D.

Aeain
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Again^ Afilime the Quadrant GK^ and the Point K,
yf\\\ be beyjna H, bccaufe GH, is lelTer than a Quadrant.

Moreover fiom the Pole G^with the Difiance GK,defaibe
(^^0 17.1.(3/ Hhte Cirde KL, (Jj which will be a great one, becaufc a

* right Lin^ flibfendipg the Quadrant GK is equal to the

Sjide of a Squiue inlcribed in a great Circle. Let KL^

^ . Cut the Circle HI, in L^ (e) (^for it will neceflarily cut

of this
'
^*^^' becaufc the Point K, is below Hj and does not come

(/Jicliol. ^^^' (For jbecaufe the Parallels AB, CDj are equal <^/)

XI, of this, ^ig^^t Lines fA, FD, will be equal • (g and according-

(g)i'^. 3 ly fhe Arcs AE, DF, will be equal. Therefore adding

the common Arc AFj the Arcs EAFj AFD^ will be e-

qual; and confequentiy lince AEF, is a Semicircle be-

tween the Poles E, F; AFD will alfo be a Semicircle.

ih)io,of But AI, is a Q^uadrant; (/j) becaufe it is equal to the

this. Quadrant PH ; wherefore ID will be a Quadrant: and
accordingly IG will be greater than a Qaidtant. Therer

fore affaming,the.Quadrant GK, the Point K, will fall

below H5 bat will not come to L Whence the Circle

W\ is cut by the Circle KL, ) and thro' L, F^ defcribe the

great Circle FL, which will pafs thro' the other Pole Ej

(from CgtoL ScbolTrop. 10. lib, i.of this.^^ndi let this

(t) 10. of Circle FLE^ cut the Circle AB in M, (i) Now the,Arc's

ihis^ ML, BH3 of the great Circles paffing thro' Ej F, the

Poles of the Parallefs, intercepted between the Parallels

AB, HIj are ecjual ; and accordingly BH being a

Quadrant by Conftruaion LM, will alfo be a Qua-
drant. Therefore from the Pole L with the BiftancetM,

(^) 17. I. defcribe the Ci,rcle MN, (a:) which. will be a great ,01163

of this. liWc€ a riglit Line fubtending the Qiiadrant LM, is equal to

the Side of a Squire infciibed in a great Circle. But

becaufe the great Ci^cie KL, pafles thro' L, the Pole of

the great Circie'NM^ . fo reciprocally will the great Cir-

f/>Schol. ^^^ ^^^ CO P^ifs thro' G, the' Pole of the Circle KL:

15. I. of ai^d confequeutly the great Circle NM, will pafs thro*;

thiii the given Point G. Now I fiy it likewife touches the

Ciicfe; in M. For because the Circks AB, GN, cut the

great C-icle GF in the Point M^, in which are their Poles,

Im) -x c^ (^^^ ^hey mutually touch one another in M. Therefore

this.
' ^ there is defoib'd thro' G, the g-eat Circle GN, touch-

ing the Circle AB in M. Q E. F.

SCHO-
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SCHOLIUM.

If the Point G is given exaBI^ in the middle of the

^ArcBDi GFmll be a Qiiadrant. , tor then if there

are added the Arcs BE^ DF^ which (n) are equal^ to(^) 2.8, 3^

the equal Arc sGB^(^Dy the Arcs GE, Gf.mll he

equal
I
and accordingly EGF^ being a Semicircle he--

txveen the Poles E^F; GEyGF, mil be j^iadrants.

Therefore from the Pole G^ and xoith the difiance GFythe

Circle EF being defcribed^ will cut Hly in the Point Lj
xvhtch again mil be the Pole of the touching Circley as

before. But if the given Point G^ is the fame as D,

the Pole of the touching Grcie mil be* in the middle of

the Arc I)CA^ becaufe this Arc is a Semkircle.
^
And

fhe Circle defcribedfrom that Pole^ touches AB in Ay
^ and CD^ in D ; fince this great Circle^ and the Pa^

rallels AB^ CD, cut thp Qrcumference of the great

Circle .ACDB^ in the Points A^ D.

But becaufe^ as L^ has been proved to be the Pale of

the great Circle GN^ touching the Orcle AB, fo alfo it

maybe demonfirated^ that another Pointy in vohich the

.great Circle KL^ cuts the Circh HI on the oth^r Side is

.^f^he Pols of fome other great Circle^ voh'xh :nay pafs
^ihrough G, and touch the Circle AB^ in another Point.

Whence it is mantfeft^ there may be d^fcriped t)vogreat
jCircleSy through a given Point in. a Sphere^ between

\ ,,tvoo equal and parallel Circles^ y^J^ichniay touch th^

\ Circle AB^ in two Points. ' '
'

^ '.^ ^ ^

THEO. XIV: PROP. ^VL

Great Circles in a Sphere^ cutting off fimilat
Arc's from parallel Circles^ either pafs thro"

the Poles of thofe Parallels^ ar' touch fome
one Parallel,

T ET Ihe great Circks in a Sphere ABC' DBE, cut Fia <7.
^r off &om the Parallels ADC, FG, the fimilar Arc^s ^'

^

AD/FG, I fay the great Circles ABQ DBE, either

i I pafg
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pafs through the Poles of the Parallels, ADC, FG, or

touch fome one parallel. For either one of them, vrz.

AEC paiTcs through the Poles of the Parallels, and lo

we prove the other paffcs through the fame, oi does not

pafs throueh the Poles of the Parallels, but touches one

of them, andfowelhalldemonftrate, the other touches

the fame; or finally, it will not pafs through tne Poles

of the Parallels, nor touch one of them ;
which being

granted, we conclude that the given great Cite es touch

Tome other Parallel, leffer than the given Parallel. For

firft let ABC pafs through the Poles of the Parallels. I

fayalfoDBE, paffes through the fame Pdes, that is, the

Point B, in which the great Circles ABC, DBE, cut

one another, is the Pole of the Parallels ADC, FU
For if B, is not their Pole, let H be it. Jhenbecaufe

the Circle ABC, is fuppofed to F<^t^f«4 ,
° f''

H will be in the Circumference ABC. (/)
Through H,G

ia\ 10. I.
^efc,itc the great Circle HG, cutting ADC, in 1. And

0fthis. ,, p * ', AT FG rfeUvillbe fimilar, becanfe they arc

^'IT--
'

n ctpted\^^^^^^^^
AH, HI defcribed

"^ '^"'-

h2 the Pole H : Bufthe Arc AD is/uppoftd fimilar

to tKrc, FG. Therefore the Arc's AI, AD, are fimi-

lar and confequently becaufe they are Arcs of the fame

C ;:le they ^vili be equal to one another, the whole to th<r

Kit whfch is abfurd! Therefore no other Point but B,

wTll be the Pole of the Parallels, if one of the Circks

Ik, DBE, vi.. ABC, be drawn through theu Foks.

Wherefore if one of the great Circles ABC, Dbfc, palles

Z^^ the Pole B, of ^the Parallels, the other will

Fig 58 ^''U'itSlfgreat Circles ABC, MF,agaC«,c.^
^^

ofFfL the Parallels ADC, BE, ^1- fi-kr Arc s AD

Se and reither of them pafs through the Poles ot the

pLlels, but one of them' vi.ABC ^^^ oije ^l^e

Parallels^ fuppofe BE n B. I a^ a o ^h^^

touches the faid dd, in c jtui ^^ ^
x> •

<^ tj ;n fhp
O) "> "/but cuts i.

; (0 !««'« '-r^EHtSLtk £
£,\S E h.ough O, and *"*"f'- V^.tf
A Ac, not concur, as U marafeft from th« tig"" ot

iv .r^f «' Book. -<! f'?°is'"''yi«:rmrfi:
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milar: Bat the Arc*s BE, AD are likewifc limilar.

Wherefore AG, AD, are fimilar. A«d accordingly

bef-aafe they are Arc's of the fame Circle, they will be
equal, the whole, and the Part: which is abfurd. There-

fore no other great Circle drawn through E, befides

DEF, touches the Parallel BE, in E, if ABC touches

the fame in B. Wherefore if ABC, touches BE^ DEF,
will alfo touch BE.

Lafilyy let the great Circles ABC, DEF, cut off from Fig. 5J?.

the Parallels ADC, GH, the fimilar Arc's AD, GH;
and let neither of them be drawn through the Poles of
the Parallels or touch either of them. I fay the great

Circles A8C, DEF, touch fome other Parallel lefler than

ADC, GH. For becaufe the great Circle ABC, neither

paffcs through the Poles of the Parallels, nor touches

either of them, the great Circle ABC will be oblique to

both the Parallels ADC, GH. For if it was at right

Angles to it, (t) it would pals through their Poles, which ^^y ]}' ^*

is contrary to the Suppofition. (f) Whence ABC may /^^g^"^'^^

touch two Circles equal and Parallel to ADC, GH. ^^^^^

'

Therefore let it touch the Parallel BE, which will be

leffer than either ADC, or GH ;
(becaufe ABC, cues

them) and fo the other equal and parallel to it, will be
leffer than ADC, or GH, and accordingly the Parallels

ADC, GH, are pofited between thofe two, that the

great Circle AC, touches. I fay allc* DEF, touches the

fame BE. For if it does not touch it- (g-) defcribe through 0^) 15. #/

the Point H, which is between the Circle BE, and ano*^^^^.

ther equal and parallel to it, the great Circle KH, touch-

ing BE, in I ; then Semicircles, one of which pafTes

from I, through G, and the other from B, through G,
will not concur. Chj Therefore the Arc s AK, GH, will

(f)
^3- ^/

be fimilar: But AD, GH, are fimilar: Wherefore AK/^''*
AD, are fimilar. And confequently becaufe they are

Arc s of the fame Circle, they will be equal, the VVhole
and the Part. Which is abfurd. Therefore no great

Circle defcribcd through H, befides DEF, touches the

Parallel BE, if ABC, touches it in B. VVherefbre if

ABC, touches the Circle BE^ DEF, will alfo touch BE
a E- D.

I 2 SCHO-
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S C H O L I T7 M.

Jt is mamfeji that the great Circles ABC^ DEF^
mufi fo touch th3 faraUel jBE, that their Semicircles

proceeding through fwnlar Arc's from the Points of
ContaBy muft not concur. For othervoife the Arcs cut

of^ will not he fmilar^ as appears from Prop. 13^/
this Book.

THEO. XV. PROP- XVII.

7^ in a Sphere^ the Arc^s of great Circles in*

tercepted between parallel Circles^ and a
great Circle parallel to them^ be equal^ the

/aid parallel Circles will be equal ; andthofe

Parallels will he lejfer that have the Arc'^s

of great Circles intercepted between them^

and a great Circle parallel to thetn^ greater.

Fjj?, 60. T ^^ ^^^ parallel Circles AB^ CDj EF, he in a Sphere
5

' ^^ and let CD be the parallel great Circle. Now be^

tween the Circle CD, and either of the Parallels AB
EF5 let the equal Arc's AC^ CE^ of any great Cir-
cle ACEFDj be intercepted. I fay the Parallels AB,
EF5 are equal. For Jet the common Seftions of the

ParalleiSj and the Circle ACEFDE, be the right Lines

C^>6, ii.A'?5 CD3 EF5 (^) which will be parallel betv/eenthem-
felves. And firftj let the great C ircle ACEFBD, pafs

through the Poles of the Parallels. Which being fup-

(b') 15. I. pofedV I?) theCircleACEFDBwi'lbifea: the Parallels AB,
oj this. CD, EF, ;'t right Angles 5 and fo AB> CD, EF, will

(c) 10. of ho, Diameic'S of the Parallels, (c) But becaufe the
^^^^- Arc's AC, BD, are equal, as alfo the Arc's CE, DF;

and AC5 is equal to CE ; AC, BD, together ; v/ill be

equal to CE, DF, together: But the Semicircles CABD,
,j\ jj J

CEFD, are equal: (d) Becaufe the great Circles CD,

Jthis.
' ACEFDS mutually bifea^ach other. Therefore the re-

maining
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rnaining Arc's AB, EF^ will be equal^ r<?)and accordir^- (e) 29. 3,

ly alfo the right Lines AB, EF, that is, the Diameters of

the Circles ABj EF, are equal. Therefore the Circles

AB, EF, are Jikev/ife equal.

Again, let the Arc^ ACj be greater than the Arc, CE.

I fay the Circle AB, is greater than the Circle EF.

For the fame Conftiuaion and Demonftration being fup-

pofed, the Arcs AC, BD, as at firft, '/) will be equal,
r/; xo. of

as alfo CE, DF. Therefore fince AC, is fuppofed^^^V.

greater than CE, the two Arcs AC, BD, together, are

greater than the two Arc's CE, DF, together. Where-

fore the remaining Arc AB, taken from the Semicircle

CABD, will be leffer than the remaining Arc EF, ta-

ken from the Semicircle CE. And accordingly alfo the

right Line AB. that is, the Diameter of the Circle AB,

will be leffer than the right Line EF, that is, than the

Diameter of the Circle EF, as is by usdemonftratedin

ScboL Prep. 29. lik 3. Euclid, when the Arc s AB, EF,

are leffer than a Semicircle. Wherefore the Circle AB,

will be leffer than the Circle EF. Which was propo-

fed.

But now, let the great Circle ACEFDB, not pafs Fig. 61.

through the Poles of the Parallels AB, CD, EF ; and

let again the Arc's AC, CE be eq^ual I fay ftill the

Circles A3, EF, are equal. For let G,H, be the Poles

of the Parallels AB,CD,EF,^^) and defcribe through G, (sUo^ r.

H, and the Poles of the great Circle ACEFDB, thf/'^^^^
^

great Circle GlrlK, (b) which will cut the Circle ACE 'y^.^^'^^

FDB. in two Points, as I, K, at right Angles. There-

fore bec-u'e the great Circle GIHK, paffes through the

Poles of the great Circles ACEFDB, CD, from Con-
^^^^^^

ftruaion, thefe (i ) will icciprocally pafs through the y^ ^
'

Po'es of that. Wherefore the Points C, D, wherein ^^V^
'

thefe two Circles intcrfea each otlier, will be the Poles

of the Circle, GIKK^ (f^r otlierwift both the Circles

ACEFD, CD, will not pafs through the Poles ot the

Circle 'GIHK; and accordingly the right Lines Cf,

CK, (from the D^/of a Pole) will be equal, and a) (^k) iS. 3,

fo the Arc's CI, CK, will be equal. But the Arcs AC,

CE, by the Hypothefis are alfo equal. Therefore the

remaining Arc's Al, EK, will likewife be equal. A-

gain, becaufe the Semicircle IGK, is equal to the Se-

micircle GKH: (/; (for the Circles ACEFDB, and (/) i,. x.
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GIHKj mutually bifcfl: each other ; and accordingly iGKi
is a Semicircle : and the Arc GKH, is a Semicircle^ hc^

caufe of the Poles GjH, of the Parallels, taking away
the common Arc GK, the lemaining Arc's GI, HK, will

be equal. Wherefore hecaufe the equal Segments of
W.^.^'^'Circlcs IGKj KHI, (w) which are Semicircles, are at

^ ^^^^- right Angles on the Diameter of the Circle ICKD, and
the Arc's IG5 KH^ are equal, and not Quadrants (be-

caufe G3H, are not the Poles of the Circle ICKD :) And

(n)iz ^r-^^^^^^^ Arc's IE, KE, are equal, as has been proved^

this.
right Lines GA, HE, («) will be equal, (o) Therefore

(^ Schol. the Circles AB, EF, are equal. '

^6. I. of L^ftb> ^f the Arc AC, be greater than CE; I fay the

thki Circle AB, is greater than the Circle EF. For having
taken the Arc CL, equal to the Arc CE, the Parallel de^

fcribed through L, Ti7ill (as juft now has been proved)

(p) <^. I- be equal to the Parallel EF: (/?) But the Parallel AB, is

0fthi5. \t&i than the Parallel defcribed through L, becaufc it is

further diflant from the parallel great Circle^ and con-

fequently from the Center of the Sphere. Thereforq

the Parallel AB, is alfo leffer than EF. Q E. D.

1

THE O. XVI. PROP- XVIII.

The Arc's of great Circles in a Sphere^ in-<

tercepted between a great Circle^ Parallel

to two equal andparallel Circles^ and thofe

Parallels^ are equal: And thofe Arc's ofa

great Circle that are intercepted between a

greater Tarallel^ and a great Circle pa^

rallel to it^ are leffer.

Fie* 62. T ^^ ^^^ ^^> ^^ ^^^^ equal and parallel Circles in a
-*^ Sphere, and EF, a great Circle parallel to them:
Now let the great Circle ACD, cut all thefe parallels.

I fay the Arc's AE, EC, as alfo BF, FD, are equal.

{a) 17. p/Forif they are not, l«t AE, begreater. (^) Therefore the

. this. Circle AB, will be lelfer than the Circle CD, which is

contrary to the Hypothefis. Whence the Arc s AE,

ipC, are equal, as alfo BF, FD. Nqw
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Now if the Circle AB, be greater than the CircleCD-,

I fay tlie Arc, AE, is Icffer than the Arc EC. For if it

te not kffer it v/ill be equal, or greater. If it be e-

qual the Circles AB, CD, (h) will be equal : if grea- (^ 17. •/

ter, the Circle AB, (c) will be lelfer than the CircleCD,
f'^-

each of which iscontrary to the Hypothefis. Therefore iJ^J.^l- V

the Arc aE, isleffertbantheArcEC. Qj E. D.

T H E O. XVII. PROP. XIX.

tf a great Circle in a Sphere, not pajjing

through the Poles of any Numher of Pa-

raUtls^ cuts thetn^ it will be in unequal

Paris, except the parallel great Circle

^

and thofe Segments of the Parallels inter-

cepted in one Hemisphere ^
(made by the

aforefaid great Circle) which are between

the Parallel great Circle and the confpicu-

ous Pole, are greater than a Semicircle

:

But thofe which are intercepted between

the Parallel great Circle, and the occult

Pole, are kjjer than a Semicircle : Finally^

the alternate Segments of the equal and

parallel Circles^ are equal

t ET the great Circle ABCD, cut the Parallels JEF, pj^ 5.,^ GH, IK, inL, M; B, D, and 0,P, not paffing

thro" their Poles, which let be Q., R, and let GH be the

parallel great Circle, Q,'the confpicuous Pole, and R,

the occult Pole in the Hemifphere, \yhich is above the

-great Circle ABCD, and declines towards F. I lay the

Circle ABCD, does not bifeft the Parallels, except the

parallel great Circle GH ; (a) for it bifefts this : And

the Segment LFM, between the parallel great Circle and W i^- 1.
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the conrpicuous Pole Q^ is greater than a Semicircle^

and OKF, leifcr. Ir laftly, the Parallels EF, IK, are e-

(h) 20. I. qual^ tlie alternate Segments LFM, OIP, are equal, (b)

0f this. IPor through the Pole Q, and the Point B, defcribe the

great Circle Q, BRD ; which will pafs through the other

Pole R, {from CoroL Schol. Prop. ip. Lib. i. of this)

(c) II. I. as alio through the Point D, (c) b&caufe-itdiddes both
of tht^. ^hg ^•i,..}^^ GBHD, ABCD, in half; but the^e Circles

are cat in half in B,P* Whence the Circle QBRD cuts

the Parallel EF, above the Circle ABCD ; but the Pa-
rallel IK, below the fame ; as in the Points S, T ; V^X.

(^ /5. I. (i) And becaufe the Circle Q.BRD, bifefts the Paral-
^•^ ^^'^-

lels LF, IK ; SFT, VKX, will be Semicircles ; and ac-

cording' y the Arc LFM, will be greater than a Semi-

circle, and the Arc OKP, leffer. Which was propo-

ifed.

'^ 'Now let tlie parallel Circles EF^ IK, be equal. I fay

^tt>€ ahernate Segments LFM, OIF, are equal ; as alfo

f^)*2o. I.
the alternate Segments LEM, OKP, (e) Ford e(cribe the

of Ms. gr^at Circle AGCH, through the Poles of the Parallels

(f)9.of and the Poles of the Circle ABCD, ff) which will bi-

this. fetftithe Segments LAM, OCP. Therefore the Arc s AL,
AtM, ^re equal ; as alfo CO, CP. And becaufe the

.great Circle AGCH, paffes through the Poles of the great

(^J Schol. Circles GH, AC,(^) thefe will reciprocally pafs through
^5:^- ^f the Poles of that-"^ Therefore the Points B, D, are the
^^^^- JPoles of the Circle AGCH ; and accordingly right

Iifa]©s BA, EC, will be equal (from fhe Def. oi a Pole,)

(h) 18. 3. anii (ihj therefore the Arc's BA, BC, v/ill be equal :'But
(i) 18. cf the Arc's BL/BO, {i) are likewife equal ; becaufe the
this. Parallels EF^ IK, are equal. Wherefore the remaining

Arc's AL, CO, are equal : But the Arc's AL,CO, are half
of,the Arcs LAM, OCP , becaufe, it has been proved
^that right lines AL, AM ; CO^ CPv^^e equal. There-

a) 19. i\^ore the Arc's LAM, OCP, are. equal
;

(k) and accord-

ingly the Subtenfes LM, OP, will be equal, (j) Where-
fore from the equal Circles EF, IK, they cut off equal
Arcs," the greater one being LFM, equal ro OiP

,
and the leiTei one LEM^ equal to OKP. Q, E. D.

THEO-
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T H £ O. XVIII. PROP. XX.

If a e^reat Circle in a Sphere^ not paffing thro^

the Poles of any Parallels^ cuts them ^ tkofe

i7itercepted Ans of the Parallels in orie He-

mifphere^ which are nigher the confpicuous

Pole, are greater than thofe Arc's of the

fame Paralhls ^ which are fmilar to the

intercepted Segments further from the con-

fpicuaus Pale.

T ET the great Circle GHIKLMNO, in a Sphere, cut Fig, 64.
-*- the Parallels AB, CD, EF, in H, O, I, N ;

K, M,

not paffing through the Poles ; and let P be the confpi-

cuous Pole upon the Hemifpliere GbL^ and Q, the oc-

cult Pole. 1 fay the Arc OBH, is too big to be fimilar

to the Arc NDl and NDI, too big to be fimilar to the

Arc MFK. (a) For defcribe the two great Circles Fl,. fj V^-
^'

PN, through the Pole P of the Parallels, and the Points ^

J,N, cutting the Parallel AB, above the Circle GILM5 in

R.S,: r^f Then the Arc RBS, will be fimilar to the,^>j ^^ .

Arc IDN. Therefore becaufe the Arc OEH, is greater ^^'•, *

t\Y3in the Arc RBS, it will be too big to le fimilar tothe

Arc NDI. In the fame manner we demonftrate that the

ArcNDIjs too big to be fimilar to the Arc MFK, to wit,

if through the Pole P, and the Points K, M, two other

great Circles are defcribed. Q; E. D.
.

C OROLLART.

From hence it is manifcft that the Arc OBH, is a

greater Part of its Parallel AR, tl)an the Ave NDI, is

of its Parallel ^jfc. Becaufe the Arc RBS^ is the fame

Part of its Parallel, as the Arc IDN is of his, as has

h^cn proved.

Z THEO-
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T H E O. XIX. PROP. XXI.

If in equal Spheres great Circles^ be inclined

to greafCircles^that^vphofe Pole is higher

above the lower Circle^ will be more inclin-

ed : But thofe Circles whofe Poles are equally

dijlant from the Plans of the lower Circles^

are equally inclined.

Fig-65- T ET the two great Circles END, FOH, whofe Poles
66. -^ arcPjQ^, be inclined^ in the equal Spheres ABCD,

EFGH, whofe Centers are I^K^ to the great Circles

ABCD, EFGH; and let in the firft Place, the Pole P,

be higher above the Plan of the Circle ABCD, than the

Pole Q above the Plan of the Circle EFGH. I fay the

. C ircle BND, is more inclined to the Circle ABCD> than

.fthll
'* F^H, to EFGH. (a) For defcrlbe through the Poles

^
• L,P ; M,Q, the great Circles ANC, EOG ; and let the

right Line BD, be the common Seftion of the Circles

ABCD, BND; the right Line AC, of the Circles

ABCD, ANC; and the right Line Nl, of the Circles

BND, ANC: All which right Lines, will pafs through

{h)6,i,oj\-i the Center of the Sphere, (&) becaufe great Circles

this. pafs through the fame Center. In the fame Ordet, let

in the other Sphere, the common Seftion of the Circles

EFGH^ FOH, be the j ight Line FH ; of the Circles

EFGH, EOG, the right Line EG; and of the Circles

FOH, EOG, the right Line OK : All which right Lines

will likewife pafs through K, the Center of the Sphere.

Now becaufe the Circle ANC, paffing through the Poles

(0 ^5- I- of the Circles ABCD, BND, (0 cuts them at rls^ht An-
sfthts, p^ies . fQ reciprocally both the Circles ABCD, END, willW ^9' 1

1- be at right Angles to the Circle ANC, (d) and confe-

quently the right Line BD, their common Seflion, Will

be perpendicular to the fame Circle ANC. Wherefore

the Angles AID, NID, will be right ones (from D^/. 5.

Uh, 1 1 . Euclid.) And accordingly AIN, will be the

Angle of Inclination ot the Circle END, to the Circle

ABCD (from Dsf. 6. lib. 11, Eudid.) in tlie fame

mannei
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Manner EKO, will be the Angle of Inclination of the
Circle FOH.to the Circle EFGH. But becaufe F.thePole
of the Circle BND, is higher above the Circle ABCD,
than the Pole Q, of the Circle FOH^ is above the
Circle EFGH; the Arc CP, will be greater than GQ.
For fince thefe Arc s are perpendicular to the Circle's

ABCDj EFGHj they will meafure the Altitudes of the
Poles \\Q^ above their Circles, But the Arc's PN^QO,
are equal, as being Quadrants, (e^ For the Poles rA>(^) CoroL
are diftant from the great Circles BND, FOH, a Qy\2i^i6.of thisl

drant. Therefore the Arc CN, will be greater than the
Arc GO ; and accordingly the remaining Arc ANj
of the Semicircle ANC, will be leffer than the re-

maining Arc EO, of the Semicircle EOG. (/^)(7;SchoL

Wherefore the Angle AIN, will be leffer than the An-^ '
^'

gleEKO; and accordingly the Circle BND5 will be
more inclined to the Circle ABCD, than the Circle

FOHj is to the Circle EFGH^ as we have ihewn in the

Explication of Bef. 7. lib. ir, Euclid.

Now let the Arc's CP, GQ, be equal, that is, let the

Poles P, Q^5 be equally diftant from the Plans of the

Circles ABCD, EFGH. I fay the Circles BND, FOH,
are equally inclined to the Circles ABCD, EFGH. For

becauie the Arc's CP, GQ, are equal, if there are ad-

ded to them the Quadrants FN, QO, the Arc's CN, GO,
will be equal; and accordingly the remaining Arcs AN,
NOj taken from, the Semicircles, will be equal. (^0'^^ ^^* 5*

Therefore the Angles AIN, EKO, will be equal, and

accordingly (from Z)^/. 7. lib. ii. Euclid.) limilar, or

the Inclination of the Circles END; FOH, to the Cir-^

cles ABCD, EFGH, will be equal, Q. E. D,

SCHOLIUM,

from hencs it is manifefl^ if the Poles of great Cir^

cles i?idin3d to others are equaly diftant from the Voles

of thegreat Circles to which they are inclined^ the Inch-

nations are equal. But that Circle xohofe ?ole is nigher

to the Vole of another to which it is inclined^ has agrea-

ter IncBiation. For if the Arcs LP^ MO^j are equaly

GP, G^, voilllikemfe he equal, (h) becaufe CL, GM, (/,)CoroT.

ore Chiadrantsi and therefore the Poles P,Q^, of th^ 16. i. of

moltf^d Circles, will he equally diflant from tho Plans this.

K2 of
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of the Circles ABCD^ EFGH. V\^h?refore as infhk
Proo ha^ hsen denionftratedy the Inclinations of the

Crcles BND^ 'FOH, to the Orchs ABCD, EFGHy
will be equal. But if the Arc LP^ heleffer than ?AQ^
the remaininrng Arc CP, taken from the Quadrant

^

vo'-^U he greater than the Arc GQ^j tak^n from the fame
Quadrant, Wher^fore^ as hm heen proved in this

Prop, the Inch7iai>ion of the Circle END to the Circle

ABCDj will be greater than of the Circle FOH^ to tha

Circle EFGH.
We thi//s demGnflrat:: the Converfe of this "Theorem

and Scholiwn,

. If great Circles in equal Spheres, are equal-

ly inclin'd to great Circles, the Diftances of

their Poles from the Plans pf the lowermoft

Circles will be equal : But the Pole of that Cir-

cle which is more inclined, is higher, Alfo the

Diftances of the Poles of thofe Circles, that

are equally inclined, fi^om the Poles of the

Circles to which they are inclined, will te e-

qual : But the Diftanceof the Pole of that

Circle, which is niore inclined, from the Pole

of the Circle to which it is inclined, will be
lefTer.

For if the Circles BND^ VOU^ are equally inclined

totheQrcles ABCD.EfCH, the Angles AIN.EKO,
Ci^.i6. 3. will be equal (from Def. 7. Lib, ii. Euclid.) (i) and

accordingly the Arcs AN, EO^ roiU he alfo equal.

Ther^'fore adding the Quadrants NV^OQ^^. the Arc s

AF^ EQ^^ vjill be equal ; and confequently CP^ GQ^y
voiU be equal But if the ChrJe BND^ is more inclind

to the Ofcle ABCD^ than the Circle FOH^ it to the

Circle EFGHy the Angle AINy will be leffer than the

Angle EKOy (as xce have faid in Def. 7. Lib. 1 1. En-

(/?) Schol clicT.) (/' ) Whence the Arc AH^ will be leffer than
26. 3. the Arc FO. Therefore adding the Quadrants NPy

OQ^y the Arc APy mil be leffer than, the Arc EQ y and
accordingly CPy will be greater than G^.

Agmn^
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Afain^ If the Circles are equally inclin'd^ the Arc's

CP, GQj, as before teas demonflrated, will be equal.

(I) 'therefore becaufe CLyGM, ari Quadrants; the il)Corol

Arcs LP, MQ^, are equal. if-
i. */

//, lafily, the Circle BND, be more inchnd, the Arc*""-

PCJ
as juft now was proved, will be greater than the

Arc GQ^ Therefore LP, will be lejfer than M^.

Two other Theorems in the other Verfion are alfo here

added, viz.

I.

Great Circles touching the fame parallel, are

equally inclin'd to the parallel great Circle;

But that great Circle which touches a greater

Parallel, is more inclin'd to the parallel great

Circle. And Circles equally inclin'd to the pa-

rallel great Circle, touch the fame Parallel:

And that Circle which has a greater Inclinati-

on to the parallel great Circle, touches a greater

Parallel.

Let the great Circles AB, GB, touch the fame Paral- '§' -^^

lei AC ; 'and let DE, be the parallelgreat Circle. /

fay the Circ'es AB, CB; are equally inciind to the Or-,.
^^ ^

cle DE. For let F, he the Pale of the Parallels, ia),fthh.

andthrough F, and the Points of ContaB A,C, defcrtbe (h) 5. of

t-e great Circles FAD, FCE, (Z») which will pafs this.

throtgh the Poles of the Circles AB, CB ;
(c) and («) 15. i.

therefore win cut them at right Angles. _
cf this.

Wherefore the Arcs AF, CF, meafure the Altitude

of the Pole F, of the Circle DE, above the Circles AB, -

CB ; id) and accordingly fince the Arcs AF, CF, areW'-^- 2-

equal, becaufe Suhtenfes FA,FC, are fuch {from W.
^

ofia pole) the Circle DE, (e) will be equally inchnd)^.^^^.;

to the Circles AB, CB, and thefe will be reciprocaUy

inciind to that.

Now let the great Circle GH, touch a greater Paral-

lel GI. I fay the Inclination of the Circle GH, to the

taraUd great Circle, DE, is greater than the In-,
^.^^^^^

Qlination of the Circle AB, (/; For having delcnbed f ,^;,,

through
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through Fy and the Toint ^cf^ ContaB G, ihe great
Circle FGEy the Arc FGy xvUlmeafure the altitude of
the Vole F, of the ^Orcle DE; ahoi^e^the Circle GH. But'

the Arc FG^ is greater,4han^ the^ Arc FA^ bdcdufe the

Circle GI^ is fuppofedgreater than the Circle Ad a^d
(S^ ]^r ^' accordingly is ?nore remote fronnhe Tole E (g^ "There'
^ fore the Jircle DE^ vt^ill be more' inclined to i-he Circfh

GHy than to the Circle AB; and reciprocally GU^wll
he moreijtclined to DE^^ban AB.

Again, Let thegreat CiHles AB^ CB^ he equally in-

clined to the Varallel gr^at Circle DE. Ifay they

(XO20. 1, touch. the fame Varallel. if)) For through F, the Vole

^ this, of the Varalleh^ and the Voles of the Circles AB^ CB;

deferibe the great Circles FAD^ FCEy cutting the Cir*

(t) 15. I. cles AB^ CB^ in A^ C (i) Now becaufe they are cut

^ this. at right Angles: the Arcs FA^ FC^meafure the alti"

tude of the Vole F^ of the Circle DE, above the Circles

(k)Sz\ioy AB:, CB. (k) But the Arcs FA^ FCy are equal, be-
2.1.0/ this, ^^p fjjg Qrcles ABy CB, are equally inclined to the

Circle DEy and fo reciprocally thefe to thofe If therc^

fore from the Vole Fy with the diftanceFA^ or FCy the

(0 3. ^f Circle AC^ ts defcribed. (I) This will touch the Circles
.^' ABy CBy becaufe the Circle ACy and the Circles ABy

CBy cut the great Circles FDy FEy paJJIng through

their Voles ^ in the fame Voints A^ C.

Laftly, let the great Circle GHy be more inclined to

^ V theCircle DE. /fay it touches the greater Varallely {w)

#/ this*, 'fi^ having defcy^rbed through F, the Vole of the Va^
rallels ^andth eVole of the Circle GH^ the great Cir^

(») 15. I. cle FG, (n) which will cut the Circle G Hy at right

tf Ms. Anglesy viz. in the Point G ; the Arc ^G will fill

meafure the altitude of the Vcle F, above the Circle GHy
/j-Ji^chol. (^) ^"^ FGy is greater than FAy becaufe the Circle

\i. of this. GHy is more inclined than AB. "Therefore the Circle

defcrihedfrom the Vole F, with the Interval FGy will

begreater than the Circle deferibedfro7}2 the fame Vole

0)3'^/ Fy with the difiance FA. (p) Wherefore becaufe ABy
^^^' AC^ mutually touch each other in Ay and GHy Gly al"

fo in Gj the thing propofed is manifeft.
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11.

Great Circles equally inclined to a parallel

great Circle, have their Poles in the Circum-

ference of the fame Parallel. And great Cir-

cles , which have their Poles in the Circumfe-

rence of the fame Parallel, are equally incli-

ned to the Parallel great Circle.

Let the great Circles AB, CD, vohofe Voles are E, F, Fig- ^8,

he equally inclined to DB, a parallel great Circle. I ^9^

fa^ their Voles E, f, are in thefame VaraUel (a) For^J ^^^^
^'

having defcribed thro' G, the Vole of the VaraUels,

and E,F, the Voles of the Circles AB, CD, the great
^^^^ ^^

Grcles GEy GP, (b) which will be at right Angles to
^j ^^-.^

the Circles AB, CD ^ the Arcs EG, FG, wiU be the

diflances of the Voles £,F, from the Pole G : (c) ^^^^// ;i^^^^^

they are equal^ becaufe the Circles AB^ CD, equally

incline to the Circle DB. Therefore the Circle EF, de-

fcribed from the Vole G, with the dinance GE, or GF^^^^^^f
(d) is VaraUel to the Circle 2)5; in which parallel EF,%i^^

'

are the Voles E,F, of the Circles AB, CD, which was

propofed.

But now let the great Circles AB, CD, have their

Voles EyV, in the VaraUel EF. 1 fay they are equally

incfned to DB the VaraUel great Circle. For^ from
the Def. of a Vole, right Lines GE, GF, are equal, (ie)(e)iS.^,

and confequently alfo the Arcs EG, FG. Therefore

hecauje the fame Arcs, ars the difiances of the Voles

E,F, of the Varallels, from the VoleG, the Circles AB,

CD, Cf)willbeequalh inclined to DB, the Varallel{f)^f^^y

great Qrcle. ^ x^^ofthtu

There here follows in the Q^y}^, the 22d Vvopofiti-

on, whofe Demonftration is very long. Whence becaufe

in the other Verfton the fame is fhorter and more clear--

ly demonftrated, there are here added three other Theo^

rems, hy which the foUowing 22J Vropofition may ea/ier

he demonftrated. But the firft Theorem is the fecond

fart of Prop. I. Lib. 3. cf Theodofius ; tho' as tt

is here propofed, is more univerfaL Therefor^ the

firfl Theorem^ which is the third in this Scholium, n
this. III.
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III.

If upon the Diameter of a Circle be conftitu-

ted at right Angles the Segment of a Circle^

and the Circumference of the infiftent Segment,
be divided into two unequal Parts •, and if from
the Point of Sedion, to the Circumference
of the firft Circle^ feveral Lines be drawn ^ the

right Line fubtending the leficr Part ot the in-

fikont Segment, will be the leaft of them all

:

and that which fubtends the greater Part, is

the greateft of them all. But of the others,

that right Line which is nigher the greateft,

will always be greater than that more remote :

And that nigher the leaft, will always be lefTer

than that more remote. And two equal right

Lines which fall from the fame Point to the

Circumference of the Circle, are equally diftant

from the greateft right Line.

:^. Upon the Diameter AD^ of tie Circle ABCDE^ lei

^'^S' 7^« the Segment AFD^ he ereBed at right Angles^ v^bich
7^- is not'bifeSed in F; and let the lejfer fart he AFy
7^' and the greater DF : a7id let there fallfrom Fj feve-^

ral right Lines, as FA, Fl, FH, FB, rC, ^D, lE. I

fay Fa, is the leaft of them all • FD, the greateft

:

But FCy is greater than FB, Sec. and F/, leffer than

FHy Sec, Finally, the two right Lm^s FE, FC, are e^

qual, if ^they are equally diflant from the greateft

fd\'L\ II ' ^^^^ ^^^ if the Arcs DE, DC, are equal, (a) ^or
^^^ * ' draw from F^ to the Flan of the Circle ABCDE, the

C^^^S. II.
T^^'i'^P-ndicular FG, (b) which will fall in the co?nmon

SeBion aD : And the Foint G, will he between the

Points A,Dy as in the firft Figure, (which will always

happen, whenjhe Segment AFD, is leffer than a Semi-

circle, andfometimes vjhen it isgreater) or be thefame
as A\ or will he without the Circle, intheDiarneter DAy
produced^ as in the two laft Figures Now, in the firft

Figure, G^ will fiot he the Center of the Circle ABCLE^
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hecaufe GFy does not hifeB the Segment AFD: Much
lefs will G be the Center of the Circle AECDE^ in ths

two laft Figures. Draw the right Lines GI^ GHy GBy
GCy GE ; then all the Angles at Gj will he right ones

(from Def. 3. Lib. 11. Euclid.) New (c) becaufefc^ -j^Qf^GA is the leaft of all the right Lines drawn from G, of 3.

to the Circumference of the Circle ABCDE^ in th^firfl

and third figures ; and in all the Egures^ CD^ (d) is (^) 7. 15.

thegreatefti and GCy greater than GB ; and GJy lejfer^^^> 3-

than GH, and Lafily^ GCy GE^ equal: Whence in the

firft and third Figures ibe Squares of the right Lines
AGy GFy togethery wiUhe leffer^ than the Squares of
the right Lines IG^ GF together : (e) To which becaufej)4']. r,

the Squares of the right Lines FAy Fly are equal\ the

Square of TAy will be leffer than the Square of FL
Andfo FAy lejfer than FL We prove in thefame man^
ner that FAy in the firft: and third Figuresy \is lejfer

than FHy 8cc. And in thefecond Figure (f)FA, is alfo{f) 47- r«

leffer than Fly or FH &c. Becaufe in the Triangles

AlFy AHFy (in which the Angle Ay is a right one^

fromT>t?, 3. Lib. 11. Euclid, and fa the others acute)

the right Line FAy fuhtends the acute Angle /, or ti^

hut the right Lines Fly FHy 8cc, the right Angle A.
Therefore theright Line FAyis the leaft of them all. A-
gainy in all the Figuresy the two Squares of GDy GF
-voill he greater than the two Squares of GCy GE: (g)(s)^'^* ^•

To which becaufe the Squares of FDy FCy are equal

^

the Square cf FD will alfo be greater than the Square

of FCy and accordingly theright Line FDy wiUbegrea^
terthan FC. So alfo FD will be greater than FBy See.

Therefore the right Line FDy is the greatefi of them

all.

Moreover in all the Figures y the two Squares of GCy
CFy will hegreater than the two Squares of GBy GF:
Qj) to which becaufe the Squares ofTCy FBy are equal;{h) 47. r,

the Square of FCy will he greater than the Square of
FB'y and fo the right Line^Cy will be greater than FB.

We prove in the fame mannery that the right Line FCy
which is nigher the greatefi FDy is greater than any 0^

ther more remotey 8cc. For in all the Figures^ the two

Squares ofthe right Lines GI, GFy are lejfer than

the two Squares of GHy GF: (/) to which becaufe the^^-j^^ji

Squares of Fl^ FH^ are equals the Square of Fl^ '^iH
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alfo he leffer than the Square of FH; and fo FI, will
he leffer than FH. Weprove thm that the right Line
FI^ xchich is ntgher the leaft FA^ is leffer than any other

more remote^ 8cc. Laflly^ the two Squares of CCy GF,
(k)41' I- are equal to the two Squares of GE^ GF: (k) to which

becaiife the Squares of FC^ FE^ are equal^ the Squares
of FCy FEy will alfo be equal

i
and fo the right Lines

FCy FEy will be equaly Therefore we have defmn-
ftrated what was fropofed. Again^ as from the Ve-
nicnftration appears, 1 fay that right Lme is nigher
the greateft FD, which falls in a Point nigher to the

FointD: And that is nigher to the leaft FA^ whichfalls
in a Feint nigher the Foint A.

IV.

If a Point be alTigned in the Superficies of a

Sphere within the Periphery of any Circle, ex-

cept its Pole, and from that Point to the Cir-

cumference of the Circle feveral Arc's of great

Circles leffer than Semicircles are drawn ^ the

greateft is that drawn thro' the Pole of the Cir-

cle- and the leaft that which is adjacent to it:

But of the others, that which is nigher to the

greateft is always greater than that more re-

mote: And the two Arc's equally remote from
the greateft or leaft, are equal between them-
felves.

pj -^^ Let AECDEj he aOrcle in a Sph:^re^ whofe Pole is

^ Fy and ajfume in the Superficies of the Sphere within

the Periphery of the Circle^ any Point as G, except the

Pole Fy from which let there be drawn any Number of
Arcs of great Circles to the Circumference of the Circle

ABCDPJ^ whereof GAy both ways produced^ let fafs
thro the Pole F, and let the Arc GB be nigher to GAy
thanGC; andLafily^ let GB^GE^ be equally diftant

from G^y or GD ; let alfo all thefe Arcs be leffer than

Semicircles: Which they will be^ when they interfeB
(a) n. I. ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^g ^t;jj^^ PqI^^ liii (J. (^) rpor becaufe
oftbm " -

^^^^^
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great Grcles mutually bif^B each other ^ the Arcs GAy
GE^ witt be hffer than Semicircles^ as not yet interfee*

ting one another. And for the fame reafon. other Arcs,
draxon thro G, wi// be lejfer than Semicircles^ if they

do not mutually interfeB each ether. But if one of
them^ 06 the Arc GA^be a Semicircle^ all the others

willpafs thro the Point Ay andxoill alfo he Semicircles i

But if GA^ is greater than a Semicircle^ all the

others will cut ity before they come to the Circumfe'-

rence^ and xoill be greater than a Semicircle from
whence nothing can be gathered^ I fay the Arc
GAy is the greateft of ally and GD^ the leaf: But
GBy is greater than the Arc GC ] haftly^ GBy GE^are
equal.

^
(b) For becaufe the Arc ADy cuts the Circle ^y^.^' ^*

ABC^ in halfy and at right Angles ; the right Line ^^
^

'^*

AD^ will be the Diameter of the Qrcle ABC ; and up-
on this is ereBed at right AngleSy the Segment AGD of
a Circley which is unequally cut in Gy (for becaufe from
the Def. of a Pole^ the rip^ht Lines pAy FD are ^equaly

Cc) the Arcs FAy FDy will alfo he equals and fo the r^\ j^g^ ^^
Arc ADy is bifeBed in F. And therefore in G it is not

halved) and the greater Part is GAy and the leffer GD. (j,) SchoL
(d) Therefore ijAy is the greateft of all right Lhzes zi,ofthss.

4r^zwn from G to the Circumference of the Circle ABGy
andGD^ the leaft : ButGBy is greater thanGC: And
GBy Gfly are equal. Therefore becaufe the Arcs
which they fiehtend are lejfer than Semicircles

;
(e) the C^) Sohol)

Arc GAy will b€ the trreatefl ; GDy theleaft: GBy rr^f^-^?* \
terthan GC; and laftly, GBy G£, are equal. " W ^S* 3-

If in the Superficies of a Sphere, without
the Periphery of any Circle, be afTumed a

Point except" its Pole, and from that to the

Circumference of the Circle are drawn any
Number of jVrc's of great Circles, lefTer than a

Semicircle, and cutting the Circumference of
the Circle • the greateft is that drawn thro' the

Pole ^ and of the others, that which is nigher

the greateft, is always greater than that more

L 2 re-
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remote: But the leaft is that Arc of the great-

eft, contained between the Point without the

Circle, and the Circumference of the Circle -,

and of oth.ers, that which is nigher the leaft,

is always lefTer than that more remote : And
thofe two Arc's equally remote from the great-

eft or leaft, are equal between themfelves.

Fig. 74* Let ABCDE he a Circle in a Sphere vohofe Vole is F,

and ajJJgn in the Superficies of the Sphere voithout the

Periphery ofthe Circle any Point G, except the other Pole

of the Circle ABCBE : And from G let there he drawn
any Number of Arcs of great Circles to the Circumfe-
rence of the Circle ABCDEy cutting it; whereof

. GDfA, paffes thro the Pole F- hut the Arc GHB, let he

nigher to GDFA, than QIC: Laftly, let GHB, GKE,
he equally diftant from GDFAy or GD ; and let them
all he lejfer than a Semicircle: Which they will he:,

when they interfeB each other in no other Point hut in

G, a^ has been proved in the precedent Theorem* Ifay
the Arc GA^ is the greateft of them all ; GjB, greater

than CC: But the leaft is GD; and GH is lefter than

GI: Finally, the Arcs GB, GE, alfo GH, GK, are e-

(<i) 15. I.
^^^^* (^) For hecaufe the Arc GA^ hifeBs the Circle

0f this.
' ABCDE at right Angles, AD, will he the Diameter

of the Circle ABCDE, and upon this is ereBed at right

Angles, the S^g^nent of,a Circle DG, which is drawn
fromD, thro G, till it again cuts the Circle ABCDEy
in the Point A* Now this Segment is not hifeBed in G
(hecaufe G, is not the Pole of the Circle ABCDE in

which thefaid Segment is hifeBed, as has heen proved
in the precedentTheorevj) and the greater Part, i^from
the Point G to A, hecaufe the leffer Pole is in that, {p^

therwife the Arc GDA, is drawn thro' hoth the PoleSy

and accordingly will be greater than a Semicicle, fince

the Arc between the two Poles is a Semicircle) hut the
(h) Schol /efer is DG, (b) ThereforeGA is thegreateft of allthe
ti. of this

^;^^^ hmes. drawn from G to the Circumference of th^

Circle ALCDE: andGD, the leaft; hut GB, is greater
than GC ; GB, G£, are equal, Alfo GHis lejfer than

GI; andGH, GKequal. Wherefore hecaufe the Arcs

(Ic) Schol. <^re lejfer than a Semicircle^ from the Hypothefs (cjthe.

3.8, 3, t Arc
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Arc GAmllalfo hethe greateft of themall^and GD^the

leaft: But GBy is greater thanGC; and GH^ leffer

than Gl. (d) Finally GB, G£, m alfo GH, GK, are (d) z2. 3.

equal. Q. E. I).

It is manifefi from the two lafl Theorems^ that the

Arcs dravon front G^ ought not to he greater than a

Semicircle : Othervoife greater Lines will mt cut off

greater Arcs^ and contrarewife^ as is manifeft from

Schol- Prop 28. Lib. 3. Euclid,

T H E O. XX. PROP. XXII.

If a great Circle in a Sphere touches fome

Circle^ and cuts another parallel to it^ po-

fited between the Center of the Sphere^ and

that Circle which the great Circle touches^

and if great Circles are defcribed touching

the greater of the two Parallels : All thefe

great Circles will be inclined to the firfl pro-

pofed great CircUy and the moft ere£t of
them will be that whofe ContaS is in that

Pointy in which the greater Segment of the

greater Parallel is bife&ed ^ But the lowejl

and mofl inclind^ is that whofe ContaB is

in that Pointy in which the leafi Segment is

bifeBed : And of the others^ thofe that

are equally diftantfrom either of the Points

of them^ in which the Segments are hifeSed^

are fim'ilarly inclined : but that which has a

more remote ContaEifrom that Point\in which

the greater Segment is bifeBed^ is perpetu^

ally more inclindto the firft mention''d great

Circle^ than that which has its ContaB

mgher the fame Point, Finally^ th^ Poles.
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of the great Circles will be in thefame Cir-

cle^ 'which alfo will be lejfer than that Cir-

cle^ which the j^reat Circle
firft propofed

touches^ and will be parallel to it.

F^g'75- jr ET the great Circle ABCD, in a Sphere, whofb

^ Pole is E5 touch the Circle AF, and cut another^ as

GHBD, parallel to AF, pofited between the Center of
the Sphere and the Circle AF, fo that the Circle GBHD,
may be greater than AF ; and let E, the Pole of the

great Circle ABCD, be between the Circles AR G8HD.
(But becaufc the great Circle ABCD, does not bife6l

the Circle GBHD, as not paffing through its Poles, that

is, through the Poles of the Parallels, the Segment BHD,
(4)19.^/ {a)\i\Si be greater than a Semicircle, and BGD,leiIer.>
^^^*^-

Q)) Draw through E, the Pole of the Circle ABCD, and
(h)'Lo. I. i^ ^he Pole of the Parallels, the great Circle GAC, {c)

^)of ^^'"^^ ^""^^^ ^'^^^ *^ Segments BGD, BHD : And let

Vhi^^
^^^ Points M, N, be equally diflant from H ;

and O
further from H, than N ^ let alfo the great Circles GL,

(^ ) 14. oj
HK, MP, NK, OL, (d) touch the Parallel GBHD, in the

$his.
*

Points G, H, M, N,C>, all ofwhich will be inclined to the

great Circle ABCD, becaufe they do not pafs through,

its Pole E; ffor fince the Pole E, is fuppofed between

the Parallels AF, GBHD, the Circles touching the Cir-

cle GBHD, cannot pafs through E, for otherwife they

would cut it, becaufc the other Pole, through which

(e) Corol they (<?) muft neceffarily pafs, is without the faid Paral-

10. I. of lels.) I fay the Circle HK, is the moft erefl to the great

this. Circle ABCP ; that is, does not incline at all ; and the

loweftjthat is, the moft inclined, is GL ; but MP, NK,
are llmilarly, inclined, and OL, mo?e than NK : Laftly,

the Poles of thefe Circles of conta£l are in one and the

^^} T fii«^« Parallel, which is leffer than AF. For becaufe E is

Ihis!'
^^^ Poleiofthe Circle ABCD , EA Cf) will be a Quadrant

*
^ of a great Circle ; afTume the Arc HQ, equal to it ; then

the Point Q, will be between the Points A, I, becaufc

the Arc HA, is greater than a Quadrant ffince EA^ has

(g) Corol ^^^^^ proved to be one) and HI, leffer than a Quadrant,

16. I. of (g) becaule the Arc drawn from the Pole I, through

thh* H to the parallel great Circle^ is a Qiiadrant.. If
there-
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therefore from the Pole I, with theDiftance IQ., tht(fO 2. of

Circle QTR, be delcribed, (h)it will be parallel to^^^s.

A, F, and lefTer than it. Now I fay in this Parallel arc W 10. r.

the Poles of all the Circles touching GBHD. (i) For ofthss

through the Pole I, and the Points of Contad, defcribel^.M.^/

the great Circles MIS, NlT, OIV ;
(kj which will al-^^^y^g^^

fo pafs through the Poles of the touching Circles, f/)

And becaufe the Arcs HI, MI, NI, OI, GI, are equal,

becaufe from the Def. of a Pole, the right Lines fub-

tending them are equal, ^c. For the fame Reafon, the

Arc's JQ, K, IT, IV, IR, are equal, the whole Arc's

HQ, MS, NT, OV, GR, will be e'qual ; and therefore

fince HQ,is a Quadrant, all thofe Arc's will be Quadrants.

Wherefore becaufe it has been proved, that they pafsWCor-

through the Poles of the contingent Circles, ( »f ) the i^- i- ^/

Points Q,S, T, V, R, will be the Poles of the contin-
^''''•

gent Circles, all of which will be in the Parallel

QTR, which in the kft place was propofed to be proved.

Again, becaufe the Arc s of the great Circles drawn

frc^m the Pole E, of the great Circle ABCD, to Q, S,

T, V, R, the Poles of the contingent Circles, meafure

the Diftances of the Pole E, from the Poles of the con-

tingent Circles ; (fince thefe two are equally diftant

from EQ, becaufe the Arc s QS, QT, are equal. («JW 10. of

For the Arc's of the Parallel VR, between the great ^^^'•

Circles HI, MI, NI, are fimilar to the Arc s MH, NH :

And fo becaufe thefe Arc's are equal, thofe will like-

wife be equal: Which becaufe they are equal to the,.

Arcs QS, QT ; (0) fince the common Seflions of ^he^^^^]^
^'

Parallel VR, and the great Circles HQ, MS, NT,
drawn through its Poles, are its Diameters, it is mani-

feft, becaufe the Arc's between thefe Diameters nigh R,^^^
^^5 ^^

are equal, (p) and alfo the Arc's QS, QT, oppofite to

thefe are equal, that the vertical Ane;les infifting on the so , *

Arc's QS, QT, are equal, and EQ., is (q) the greateft f^>;™
of them all ; ER, the leaft ; ES, ET, are equal ; and *

"^

Jaftly ET, is greater than EN, becaufe all thefe are lef-

fer than a Semicircle; for EQ., is leffer than the Qua-

drant EA ; and therefore the remaining ones do not

cut it about the Point Q : therefore they will be leffer

than a Semicircle.) (r) The Circle HK, is not at allCOSchoI/

inclind to the Circle ABCD ; and GL, is moft in-^i. cftkh.

• clin*d
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clin d ; but MKj NK, ate equally, or fiuiilarly inclin d ;

and OLj is inclin d more than NK. Q. E. D.

T H E O. XXI. PROP. XXIII.

The fame Things being fuppofed^ if the Arc's

of the conlingent Circles from the Points of
ContaBy to the Ixodes , are equal ; the

faid great Circles will be Jimilarly in-

clined.

Kg* y5. A GAIN, Let the great Circle ABCD> in a Sphere,
^^ whofe Pole is E, touch the Circle AF, and cut the

Circle GBHD, parallel to it, pofited between the Cen-
ter of the Sphere, and the Circle AF, fo that GBHD,
may be greater than AF ; and let E, the Pole of the greai;

Circle ABCD, be between both the Circles AF, GBHD:
Moreover let the great Circles MO, NP, touch the Cir-

cle GBHD, in the Points M, N, cutting ABCD, in the

Nodes O, P ; and let the Arc's MO, NP, he equal.

I fay the Circles MO, NP, arc fimilarly inclined to the

(«) 2o^ I. great Circle i\BCD. (a) For draw through E, the Pole

0f this, of the Circle ABCD, and I, the Pole of the Parallels,

the great Circle GAC : Alfo thro' I, and the Points

{h) 5. of of Conta<£l-, draw the great Circles IM, IN, (&) which
this, will alfo pafs thro' the iPoles of the contingent Circles^

{$) 15. I. and (0 therefore will cut them atright Angles. Where-
^f this, fore becaufe the equal Segments of Circlei», viz. the Se-

micircleg which tend from M, and N, thro* I, until

they again cut the contingent Circles MO, NPj infift

on the Diameters of the Circles MO, NP, (^ot

the common Seftion of the great Circles IM, MO, will

Id) II. I.
^^^ Diameter of each Circle, (d) becaufe they mutu-

«/ this. ^^^T bifeft each other at right Angles, and are not di-

vided in half in I, becaufe I, the Pole of the Parallels,

is not the Pole of the contingent Circles ; and the Arc s

(^)i2. pf MO, NP, are equal :) (s) the right Lines lO, IP, will

this. be equal. If therefore from the Pole I, be defcribed

the Parallel OK, wich the Diftance lO, it will alfo pafs

thro' P. And becaufe the great Circle IM, paffing

thro*
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1

thro' the Poles of the Circles MO, OQ, cutting one a-
aiother in 0,Q., f/; bifefts their Segments, the Arc's C/J p. "f
MO, MQj SO, SQ, will be equal ; and for the fame ^^'^•

reafon will NP, NR, and TP, TR, be alfo equal ; as
likewife KO, KP, and CO, CP ; becaufe the great Cir-
cle IKC paffing thro' thePoles of the Circles OKP,OCP,
(g) bifefts their Segments in K,C. Therefore fince the

<'f
} 9- of

Arc's MO, NP, are equal, the Wholes OMQ, PNR,^^"'
whereof they are the Halves, are equal; (h) wherefore the a),o ,
right Lines OQ.,PR, will be equil . (/) Wherefore alfo (i) zS. 3.
the Arc's OSQ., PTR, will be equal; and accordingly
their Halves OS, PT, will be equal. But the Wholes KO,
KP, have been proved equ^l. Therefore the Remainders
KS, KT, will be equal ; and fo fince they belong to one
and the fame Circle, they will be fimilar between them-
felves. f/l^) But becaufe the Arc's HM, HN, are fimi-(/^)io of
iar to the Arc's KS, KT, the Arc's HM, HN, will alfo this.

'

be equal. (0 Therefore fince tlie Segment BHD, is bi- (0 9- «/

feaedinH, and the Arc's HM, HN, are equal; (w?) ?^"-

the Circles MO, NP, will be fimilarly inclined to the ' ,'^) ^^' '/

Circle ABCD. a E.D.
*'"'•

End of the fecond BOOK.
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THEO. L PROR I.

Ijf^ Yi^t Line cuts a Circle into unequal Parts\,

upon which is ereBed at right Angles^ the

Segment •of a Circle^ which is not greater

than a Semicircle ^ and if the Circumference

of the infijient Segment he divided into two

unequal Parts : The right Line fubtending

the le(fer of them^ is the leaji of all the

fight Lines drawnfrom the Point of Sec-

tion to the greater Part of the Circumfe-

rence of the propofed Circle : And of the

other right Lines^ drawn from the afore-

/aid Point to the Circumference intercepted

be-
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between the leajl right Line^ and the Di-^

ameter^ on which the Perpendicular drawn
from the Point faUs^ that ntgher the leaft^

is always lejfer than that more remote. But
the greateji of them all^ is that drawn from
the aforenamed Point to the Extremity of
the fame Diameter: Alfo Jhe right Line

fubtending the greater Arc of the Segment^

is the leaft of thofe^ that fall on the Cir-

cumference intercepted between it^ and the

Diameter^ and alway that Line nigher this^

is lejfjer than that more remote. And if the

right Line cutting the firfi named Circle be

its Diameter^ and all things elfe^ as above ;

the right Line fubtending the leffer Arc of
the Segment^ is the leaji of all the right |

Lines drawn from the Point of Se&ion to

the Circumference of the Circle -^ but thaty

which fubtends the greater Arc of the inftf

tent Segment^ is the greatefi.

T ET the right Line AB, cut the Circle ACBD, whofe Fig. 77,

Center isE^ into unequal Parts, whereof let ACB, be

the greater: And let the Segment AFB, of a Circle, not

greater than a Semicircle, infifl: at right Angles on AB5
^, .

the Arc of this Segment let be unequally divided in F;
and let BF, be the leffer Part: {a) draw from F, to the (^J ir. ir.

Plan of the Circle ACBD, the Perpendicular EL, {h) (^) 38.11.

which will fall in the |common Seftion; and thro' E^L,

draw the Diameter CD; then from F, to the Circumfe-

rence ACB, of the greater Segment of the Circle ACDS^
let there fall the right Lines FB, FG, FH, FQ FA, Fl,

FK. I fay FB is the leafl of them all, and FG, leffer

than FH ; but the greateft of them all is FC. Alfo FA,
is the greatefi of all thofe falling from F^ on the Por-
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tion AC ; and Ff, lefier than FK. For let there be

drawn from L^ the right Lines LG^ LH, Ll^ LK; then
all the Angles at L^ made by the Line FL, (from Def.

{<) 7- 3- ^. Lih. II- Euclid.) will be right ones, (c) Therefore

becaufe the right Line LD^ is the leaft of all the right

Lines drawn trom L, and LB, leffer than LG, LH, LC^
LK5 LIj LAj the Squares of FL^ LB, together, will be

(d) 47. i.]eirer than the Squares of FL, LG: Cd) But the Square of

FB, is equal to the Squares of FL, LB ; and the Square

of FG, equal to the Squares of FL, LG. Therefore the

Square of FB, isalfo leffer than the Square of FG, and
confequently the right Line FB5 will be leffer than FG.
In the fame manner we demonftrat^, that the right Line

FB, is leffer than FH, FC, FK, FI, FA. Wherefore
FB is the leaft of them all.

K^J 7- 3« Again, (e) becaufe LG, is leffer than LH, the Squares

of FLj LG, are leffer than the Squares of FL, LH :

(0 47* !•
(^j But the Square of FG, is equal to the Squares of

FL, LG, and the Square of FH, equal to the Squares of

FLj LH. Therefore the Square of FG, will be leffer

than the Square of FH ; and confequently FG, will be

leffer than FH.

(ir) 7. 1.
F^^ther^ fg) becaufe LC, is the greateft of all the

Lines dravvn from L • the Squares of FL, LC, are grea-

(h) A-jy I. <^^^ ^han the Squares* of FL, LK. (h) Btvt the Square of

FC, is equal to the Squares of FL, LC, and the Square of

FKj to the Squares of FL, LK. Therefore the Square of

FC, will be greater than the Square of FK^ and accor-

dingly the right Line FC, will aifo be greater than the

tight Line FK. In the fame manner we prove, that the

right Line FC, is greater than FI, and FA. Therefore

the right Line \ C, is the greateft.

i} »Q. 0) Becaufe LA, is leffer than LI, LK, LC; the

/ V . Squares of FL, LA, will be alfo leffer than the Squares

(k) 47. I. of FL, LT. (k) But the Square of FA, is equal to the

Squares of FL, LA, and the Square of FI, to the Squares

of FL, LI. Therefore the Square of FA, will be leffer

than the Square of FI ; and fo the right Line FA, will

alfo be leffer than FI. In the fame manner, the right

Line FA, may be proved to be leffer thanFK, FC. There-

fore EA is the lead of all the right Lines drawn from

Fj to the Arc AC.
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, Lafiljy (/) becaufe LI, is ieffer than LK; the- Squares C^^ '^^ 3«

of FL, LI5 will be leffcr than the Squares of FL^ LK

;

but the Square of FI^ is equal to the Squares of FL, LI,

and the Square of FK, equal to the Squares of FL, LK.
Therefore the Square of FI, will he Ieffer than the Square

of FK, and fo the right Line FI^ will be Ieffer than

the right Line FK.

If the right Line AB, bifefts the Circle ABCD, fo

that it may be its Diameter, we have already demonflra-

ted in Theorstn 3 J. of ScboL Prop. 21. of the precedent

Book, that the right Line FB, is the leaft^ and FA, the

greateft. Wherefore it is not neccffary to prove the fame
thing here.

THE O. II. PROP. 11.

If a right Line cuts off the Segment of a Cir^

cle^ which is not lejjer than a Semicircle^

and upon that right Line there inftfts ano-

ther Segment of a Circle^ which is not

greater than a Semicircle.^ and inclined to

the former Segment ^ and if the Circumfe^

rence of the inftfent Segment be divided

into unequal Farts ; a right Line fubtend-

ing the Ieffer Fart of the Circumference^ is

the lead: of all the right lines drawn from

the Point of Divlfion^ to that Arc of the

jirfi propofed Circle^ which is not Ieffer than

a Semicircle : And all the others follow^ as

in the precedent Fropofition.

T ET the right Line AB, cut off from the Circle Fig. 78.^ ACBD, whofe Center is E, the Segment ACB, not 79-

Ieffer than a Semicircle, but equa', as in the firft Fi- 8^

furej or greater, as in the others • and upon the right

ine AB, let there be conftituted another Segment of a
'

Circle
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Circle AFB, not greater than a Semicircle, but either

equal, as in the lalt three Figures^ or lelfer, as in the'

firft two Figures, and inclined to the other Segment
ADBj which is not greater than a Semicircle, becaufe

ACB, is fuppofed equal, or greater than a Semicircle.

Alfo divide the Circumference AFB, in unequal parts

in F, and let FB be the lefler part. Now from F, let

fall the Perpendicular FL, to the Plan of the Circle

ACBD, which will fall either in the Segment ADB>
or without it, or elfe in the Circumference ADB. A-
gain, through the Center E, and the Point L, draw
CD, and from F, let the right Lines EB, FG, §^ci

fall to the Circumference ACB. I fay FB, is the leaft

of them all ; and FG, lefler than FH: The greateft of
them all is PC :Alfo FA, is the leaft of all thofe Lines,

drawn from F, to the Circumference AC ; and FI,

lefTer than FK. For draw from L, the right Lines LB,
LG, LH, La, LI, LK, and all the Angles at L, which
the Perpendicular ^L, makes, will be right ones

ia)i 8 i<
(from D/?/. 3. lib. ii. Euclid,) (a) Therefore becaufe

^j-y
* the right Line LD, is the leaft of them all (which will

be nothing in that Figure where the Points L, D, co-

incide) and LB, lefler than LG, LH, LC, LK, LI, LA,
and LC, is the greateft of them all, ^c. We demon-
ftrate, as in Theo, precedent, that the right Line FB, is

the leaft, and FG, lefler than FH : Alfo FC is the great-

eft, and FA5 the leaft ot all the right Lines falling from

F, on the Circumference AC • and FI, is lefler than FK,

Q E. D.

SCHOLIUM,

Fig. S I. Thsfe two figurei are adeled^ that all the Cafes of

82. the Cadence of the Perpendicular may he feen. For

in Fig, 78. the infiftent Segment AFB^ is a Semicircle^

and FL^ falls within the Segment ADB : But in Figure

82, FL, falls en the Circumference ADBy the infifte^it

Segment AFB^ being a Semicircle ; like as in Fig. 80*

the fame infiftent Segment AFB\ being a Semicir^

cley the Perpendicular FL. falls voithout the Segment

ADB.

THEO-
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T H E O. III. PROP. IIL

If two great Circles in a Sphere mutually cut

one another^ and if in each of them equal

Arc^s are affumed on each Side the Point in

which they cut one another ^ Right Lines

conneBing the extreme Points of thefe af-

fumed Arc^s^ on the fame Side^ are equal

between themfelves.

T E T the two great Circles, in a Sphere, x^BC, DBE^Fig,, 85.
^^ mutually cut each other in B, and in eacli of them 84.
on both fides B, aflume two equal Arc's as BA, BC,and
BD5 BE, and draw the right Lines AD, CE. I fay the

right Lines AD, CE, are equal. For from the Pole B,
and with the Diftance BA, defcribe a Circle, which will ,

alfo pafs through C, becaufe of the equality of the Arc's

BA, BC. Therefore the fame Circle either paffes like-

wife thro' D, and confequently through E, or not:

Firft, let it pafs through D, E, as in the firrt Figure,

and let the right Lines AC, DE, be the common Sedi-

ons of the great Cirdes,'and of the Circle ADCE.
And becaufe the great Circles ABC, DBE, paffing thro'

B, the Pole of the Circle ADCE, (a) bifea it, AC,(^) r^. r.

DEj will be Diameters of the Circle ADCE, and F, Xkitof this.

Center ; and accordingly the right Lines FA, FD, arc

equal to FC, FE. (h) And becaufe the vertical Angles /-^^ j.
^

at F, are alfo equal
3

{c) the right Lines AD, CE, will be (c) ^, r

equal.

Now let the Circle defcribed from the Pole B, with

the Diftance BA, not pafs through D, but beyond it,

and fo excLirs beyond the Point E. But if the Circle

AGCH, Ihould pafs on this Side the Point D5 (which

would happen, if the Arc BD, was greater than BAj
the Circle muft be defcribed from D, with a greater

Diftance than the Arc BD, that it may excur beyond
the Point A. Produce the Arc's BD, BE, to G, H. (d) (j) i?. 3.

Therefore becaufe the Arc « BG, BH, are equal, fincc

from
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,

from the Def. of a Volt^ Subtenfes BG, BH^ are equal

:

And BDj B^5 tiom the Hypotheiisj are equal ; the re-

maining Arc s DG, EHy Will be equal. Aad becaufc

right Lines AG, CH, are equal^ as has been proved in

{e) a8. 3. the firft Part of this Prop, (e) the Arc s AG, GH, will

be equal. Therefore becaufe the great Circle oBH,
C/j 'IS- I- drawn through the Pole B, (/) bifefts the Circle
4ff th!^, AGCH, at right Angles, the Segment GH^ infifls at

right Angles, on the Diameter of the Circle AGCH.
Wherefore lince the Arc's DG^ EH, are equal, and lef*

ferthan half the Arc GDH; and the Arc's GA, HC,
(g) 11. 1, have been proved to be equal, (g) the right Lines DA^
cj this- EQ ^^iii be equal. Q. E. D.

THEO. IV. PROP. IV.

If two great Circles in a Sphere mutually cut

each other ^ and in either of them are ajju-

tned equal Arc^s on each Side the Point in

which they interfeB ^ ajid if through the

Points terminating the equal Arc^s^ there ar^e

drawn two parallelPlans^ one ofwhich meets

the common SeEiion of^the Circles^ produced

without the Sphere towards tht aforefaid

PoijiS ^ and if one of thofe equal Arc's be

greater than either of the Arc's intercep-

ted between the aforefaid Point in the af-

fumed great Circles and the parallel Plans :

The Arc^ which is between that Pointy and
the parallel Tlan not meetting the common
SeBion of the great Circles^ is greater

than that Arc of the fame Circle^ which is

between the fame Pointy and the parallel

Plan meeting the common SeBion of the

great Circles^

' ' LET
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T ET ABQ BDEj be two great Circles in a Sphere, Fig, 85.
^^ mutually cutting one another in B 5 airume iiie e-

qual Arc's EA, BQ and through A, C, let there be

drawn parallel PJanSj (a) making the Circumferences f^^ i. i,

of Circles AFG5 CHI^, in the Supeificies of the Spliere, ^Z* ^^/^»

cutting the Circumference DBE^ in the Points F,H ; and
let the Arc BA, or EC, be greater than either of the

Arc's BF,.BH, intercepted between the PcintB. and the

two parallel Plans. Again, from the Pole B, and with
the diftance BA, or BC, defcribe the Circle ADCE,
which will pafs beyond the Points F^H, becaufe the

Arc's BF, EH, are fuppofed lelfer th.^.n the Arc s BA, EC.
Moreover produce the Arc's BH, BF, to the Points

D^E, towards the Circumference of the Circle ADCE;
and let the comm.on Sedlions of the Circle ADCE, and
the Circles AFG, CHI, be the right Lines AG, CI- and
the common Sections of tlie great Circles, and the Cir-

cle ADCE, let be the right Lines AC, DE; which will .^^

be Diameters of it, and fo the Center will be K, Cb)^r^fJ^^

becaufe great Circles puffing thro' the Pole B, bifeft

ADCE : Likewife let the right Line DE, cut the right

Lines AG, CI, in M5N. Alfo let the common Section

of the great Circles, be the right Line KB, which produ-

ced on the Side of B, let m.eetthe Plan AFG, produced

without the Sphere, in the Point L. This being fup-

pofed, the other Plan CHI", will not meet the right

Line KB, on the Side of B, becaufe it does not meet the

Plan AFG, parallel to it. I fay the Arc BH', is ereatcf

than the Arc fiF. For let the right Lines FNf, HN, be

the common Seftions of the Circle DB^5 ^-nd' the Cir-

cles AFG, CHI, then becaufe the Plan AFG. produced

meets the right Line KB, produced in L, the Point L,

will be in each of the Plans DBE, AFG; and confe-

quently in their common Seftion, inz^ in the right Line

MF. Therefcre MF, produced, will meet with KB, pro-

duced in L. But becau.fetbe Plan D3E,cots the parallel

Plans AFG, CHI, (c) the Se.fHons ME^ NH, will be (.) r6, rr.

parallel. Again, becaufe the Plan ADCE, cuts the pa-

rallel Plans, theSeaion»AG, CI, {d) will be ParalleJ.W r6. ir.

(^J Therefore the alternate Angles KAM, KCN, (f){0^9' i-

are equal. But the vertical Angles AKM, CKN, are(/yi5-i«

likewife equal, and 'the Sides KA,. KC, becaufe they are

Semidiameters of x)^ Circle ADCE. (g) Therefore

N will'f)z6.
^-
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will the Sides KM, KN, he alfo equal: Bnt the Semi-

diameters KD, KF, are equal. Therefore the remaining

right Lines DM, EN, will be alfo equal. Agaiu, becaufc

the right Liiic BK, drawn from the Pole B of the Ci^-

(h)Scho\. cle ADCEj to K the Center of the fame, (h) is at riglit

8. I. o; Angles to the Plan of the Circle, the Angle MKL, in
^'^^^-

theTrian^^Ie KLM, tvill be a right one, from Def. 7.

(») n. r. lib. M. Eudid. (i) Therefore the Angle KML, will be
(k) 29. I.

j^j-j ^cute one. (k) Wherefore becanfe the two Angles

FMN, HNM, are equal to two right ones; the Angle
HNM5 will be obtufe. Therefore^ as we ihall prove in

thefolloxVing Lemmaj the Arc EH^ will be leffer than
(1)18.3. ^i^g A^^ j)p. ^j^^ f^ ^j^ becaufe the Arc^s BD, BF, are

equal) fince their Subtenfes BD> BE^ fioni the Def, of
a Pok) are fuch, the Arc BR will be greater than the

Arc BR Q. E. D.

LEMMA.
That the ArcEH^ is leffer than the Arc DF, voe eafj-

ly prove^ this propofed Theorem heivg firft demonflra^

ted.

If, too any right Line fubtending an Arc of

a Circle, two Perpendiculars are drawn from
the Arc, cutting off from the Ends of the Arc
two equal Arc's, the fame two right Lines will

cut off from the aforefaid Subtenfe to equal

right Lines. And if two Perpendiculars are

drawn to the Subtenfe of an Arc from the

faid Arc, cutting off equal right Lines, the

faid Perpendiculars will cut off two equal

Arc's.

fig. §6* ^^^ ^^J- '^''Z^^
^^'^^ ^^ fuhtend the Arc ABCD^ of

a Circle^ to which from the Arc are let fall the Ferpen^

dkulars BE^ CFy cuttinf off the two equal Arc's ABy

DC, Jfay they cut off equal right Lines AE, DF. For

(r;^)Schd\.having dravon the right Line BCj (m) AD^ ECj vclll

2.7. 3. he VaraUeJ.^ hecaufe of the Equality of the Arcs AB^
(n) i8. 3. j)C: {n) alfo BE^ CF are parallel therefore BEFC,
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is a Varalldlogrmn^ (6) ami fo the right Lines BE^ CF, W 34- i-

are equal, '(p) And becaufe the right Lines AB.^ DC\ (^^ ^S^- 3'

fiibtending equal Arcs AB^ DCy are equal-, the Squares

of ABy DC, will he equal, (q) Wherefore fine-, the {q) 47- i.

frfi is equal to the Squares of AEj BE^ and the latter

to the Squares of DFy CF; if there are taksn^ avoay^

the equal Squares of the right Lines BE^ Cfy the

Squares of the right Lines AEy DF^ will he equal

i

and confequently the Lines themfelves will he equal.

Which was the firft thing propofed to he demonftrated.

But now. let the Perpendiculars BE^ CF, cut off the

equal right Lines AEy DF. I fay they cut off equal

Arcs ABy DC. For if they he not equal, let if pojjible

the Arc AB^ he greater than CD, from which cut off

AG equal to DC, and from G, to AD, draw the Per-

pend'cular GH: Therefore (as has been proved juft

now) the right Line AH, will be equal to DF; and con-

fequently to the Vne AE: The part to the whole.

Which is ahfurd. Wherefore the Arc AB, is not grea-

ter than DC: And for the fa^ne reafon it will neither

he lejfer. Therefore it is equal. Which was propofed*

From hence it is manifefl that the Arc HE^ in the

Figure of the Propofition, is lejfer than the Arc DF,

F.r fince the Angle FMK^ is acute, and HMK, ohtuje^

if froniM^N^ Perpendiculars are drawn to DE, th-y

win fall on the Arcs DF, BH, and will cut off^ equal

Arcs, a4 we have dewonftrated. Wherefore the Arc
HE^ is lejfer than the Arc DF.

T H E O. V. PRO P. V,

]f the Pole of parallel Circles in a Sphere he

in the Ciraimference of arjy great Circle^

and two other great Circles cut this great

Circle at right Angles^ one of which is one

of the Parallels^ and the other is oblique to

the Parallels ^ ajid if in this; oblique Circle

?qital Arc's are [ucceffively taken on the

N 2 f^^^'^
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fame Side of the parallel great Circle^ and
thro* thofe Points terimnating the equal

Arc^s are deferibed parallel Circles : 7 he

Jr^'s of the firft propofed g^reat Circle in-

tercepted between the Parallels will be wie-

equal^ and that tphich is higher the paral-

lelgreat Circle, ivill alvpdj s be greater than

that more remote.

Fig.Sy.
I
ETA3 the Pole oF parallel Circles In a Sphere, be

^—' in the Circumference of the grea& Circle ABCD,
and ]et the two great Circles BD/EC^ cut it at right

Angiesj whereof BD/ is the greatcft of the Parallels,

and EC, oblique to the Parallels : And thro' the Points

F, G^ H;^ which cut off from the oblique Circle the e-

qnal AicsF G^ GH, dcfcribe from the Pole A^ the Pa-

rallels IKj LM, NO. .1 fay theth- Arc IL, is greater

{a) 20. I. than the Arc LN. {a) For thro' the Pole A, and the

ef this, PointGj defcribe the great Circle AP, cutting the pa^

rallels in P, Q. Therefore becaufe there is taken on
tiie Superficies of the Sphere, within the Periphery of

the Circle IK^ the Point G, befides the Pole A, and
from G two Arc's GP5 GF, of great Circles fall in the

Circumference of the Circle IK: (h) the Arc GP, will

if) S^holfc^^h^. ]eailof themo.!], and therefore leffer than GF :

^J-^

2.. cj
Becaufe the Arc's GP, GF;, are lelTcr than a Semicircle,

'
*

iince they do not interfefl: before they divide the parallel

IK. For fince (jP, is a part of a Quadrant tending from

A^tbro' G. to the Parallel great Circle BD, it cannot- cut

th^ ArcGF, beyond the Ciicle IK5 unlefs GP be either

a SemicirclCjOr greater, and then it will cut GF, in F, or

on tins Side F. Again, becaufe the Point G is taken in

the Superficies of rhe Sphere witliout the Periphery of

(^OSchoL theCircle^andis not in the Circles Pole ; (c) the Arc

21. 2. of GQ^5 will be the leaf! of all tho fe foliowing fi'om G^that

"^his, is, leffer than GH: Becaufe the Arc's GQ, GH, are lef-

ier than a Semicircle, fince they do not interfeci each o-?

ther before they meet the Parallel NO^ which is demon-
ftrated^ as before of the Arc's GP^ GF. Therefore each

'

Axe
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Are FG3 GHj is greater than GP^ or GQ. And be-

canfe a right Line drawn thro' G, and the Center of the

Sphere^ that is, the common Sedion of the great Circles

APj ECj cuts the Plan of the parallel 11^ within the

Sphere; (for this right Line will not come to the Center

of the Sphere, that is^ to the Center of the great Circle

ABDj without firft cutting the Plan of the Circle IK;

lince the Parallel IK5 is pofited between the Parallel

great Circle and the Point G.) The faid riglit Line will

cut the plan ot the parallel NO, without the Sphere, if

they be produced on the Side of G: Since the Point Gis
pofited between the giearcft of the parallels and the pa-

rallel NO. Therefore becaufe the two great Circles AP,
EC5 mutually interfeft in G, and in the Circle EC, on
both Sides the Point G, two equal Arc's GF, GH, are

ajGTumed, and thro' FjH, parallel Plans of Circles are

drawn, as IK, NO, whereof NO, meets the common
Seiftion of the great Circles, AP, EC, without the Sphere,

as has been proved, and each of the Arc's GF, GH, '^^
(d) a of

greater than GP, or GQ.: (dj the Arc GP, will be^;/^
-^

greater than the Arc GQ : f^) but the Arc GP, is equal (e) 10. 2,

to the Arc IL, and the Arc GQ, to the Arc LN. There- oj this*

'

fore the Arc IL, will be greater than tlie Arc LN,
Q. E. D.

T H E O. VI. PRO P. VL

If the Pole of parallel Circles in a Sphere^ be

271 the Circumference of fome great Circle^

and two other great Circles cut this great

Circle at right Angles^ one of which is one,

of the Parallels^ and the other oblique to it
y

and if there are afjumed equal Arc^s fuccef

fively on the fame Side of the Paralld great

Circle^ and through the Points terminatiiig

the equal Arc^s^ and the aforefaid Pole^

great Circles are described : Thefe will in-

tercept
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tercept ur/equal ArJs of the parallel great

Circle^ whereof that which is fiigher the

great Ciule firft propojed^ will alwajs be

greater than that more remote.

•

Fig. 88. T ET A the Pole of parallel Circles in a Sphere, be in
^^ theCircumSsrence of the great Circle ABCD, and
let the two great Circles BD^EC, cut it at right Angles,
whereof BD^ is the parallel great Circle^ and EC, ob-
licjue to the Parallels ; in which affume the equal Arc's

^ftlt
'' ^^' ^^~^

' ^'^'^ through the Points F, G, H, (aj and the
^J ^^^-

p^i^ ^^ ]^^ ^j^gj.^ j^^ defcribed the great Circles Al^ AK^
ALj cutting BD, in 1, K, L. I fay the Arc KL, is

greater than the Arc-IK. For defcribe thro' the Points
F, G, H, th2 Parallels MN, OP, Qt^, cutting AK,

thi'^'
inVjG, X. Ch) Therefore tlie Arc MO, is gVeater

io) i^. 2,.
^•^'^^^ ^^^^ ^"^^ OQ; and conTequentlyj (c) becaufe the

<»/ this, -^"^^rc VG, is equal to the Arc MO^and the Arc GX, equal

to OQ-; the Arc VG^ will be greater than GX. AfTume
the Arc GY, equal to GX, and through Y, defcribe the

Parallel ST, cutting the Circle Af^ in Z. Therefore be-

caufe the iVrc's GY, GX, are equal, as alfo GF, GH,

(f) 3- ^/ (^0 right Lines HX, YT, will be equal. And becaufe
^^^'*^. the great Circle AIj pafTmg through the Pole A, {e} bi-

%\}^' ^' f^s the Circle ST, at right Angles, the common Sedti-
^ this.

^,^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ j^.^^^ drawn from Z to the other SecHon,

will be a Diimeter of the Circle ST, upon which in-

fills at right Angles to the Circle A!, a Semicircle, to

wit, the Semicircle beginnijig from the Point Z, and
going through S to the other Se6lion (that is, the Seg-

ment cf a Circle, not greater than a Semicircle : ) and
that light Line cuts off from the Circle AT, a Segment
greater thin a Semicircle, v'^z. which is drawn from the

Point Z, through I, to the other Seflion with the Circle

ST, and YZ, an Arc of the inliftent Semicirle, is lef-

xf) 10. 2. f^'' ^'^'^-^^ ^ Quadrant, (becaufe the Arc IK, (/) which

^^f mis. is fimilar to it, is alfo lelfer than a Qiadrant; which

thus may be demonftrated. Since the great Circles BI3,

EC, are right to the great Circle ABCD, this likewife

will be right to tho^e, and confequently: will pafs

(jr)ii. I. r/thro' their Poles. Wherefore it (^) will bifed their Scg-

t^:s.
'

'

"'~
'

' ments^
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ments, Ch) which arc Semicirclesj that is, it will divide f^^; J) 9- 2.*

them into Quadrants. Therefore the Arc of the Circle ^/^^^^^

BD, pofited between B, and thac Point wherein the

Circles BD5 EC5 cut one another, is a Quadrant, and
fo IK5 is leffer than a Qnadrajit. For the Circle AK,
falls between the Points B^ I, lince it pafies through
the other Pole of the Circle ABCD.) And fo the re-

maining; Arc of the inliflent Semicircle intercepted be-

tween Y, and the other Seflion with the Circle AI^ is ,

greater than a Qiiadrant ; a right Line YZ, (;) is the^^r ^* ^f

ieaft of all the right Lines falling from Y, on the Cir-^
^^'

cumfcrence ZI ; and fo is lefTer than YF, that is, than
XF, which we have proved to beeqQal to the right Line
YF. Wherefore bccaufe the Circle QR, is leffer than

the Circle ST, a greater right LineHX, cuts off a great-

er Arc from its Circle, than a leffer right Line YZ,
from his, as we fhall by and by demonftrate. Therefore

the Arc HX, is too big to be Similar to the Arc YZ.
(k) But the Arc KL, is fimilar to the Arc HX, and IK(0 10. i.

to YZ. And therefore KL is too big to be fimilar to IK ; of this.

and accordingly fince they are in the fame Circle, the Arc
KL, will be greater than the Arc IK. Q, E. D.

LEMMA.
"That the right Line HX^ cuts off a greater Arc from

its Circle than the right Lin3 TZ^ from his^ votllhe ma--

niftifl^ the following Theoreniheing fird demonfirated.

Equal right Lines cut off, from unequal Cir-

cles, unequal Arc's ^ and the Arc of the lefTer

Circle is too big to be fimilar to the Arc of the

greater Circle.

Let AB^ CDy be unequal Circles defcrihed about the Fig. 8p.

fame Center £, and let there he drawn fro'm £, two

right Lines^ as EA^ EB^ cutting the Orde CD in the

Points C, D, the Arcs AB, CD, (a^ will befimilarJmceW Schol.

th^fameAng le E at the Center infifts on thew. And be- 33* •

caufetherightLinesEA, EB, areproportionably cut in

the Points C^ D, becaufe EA, EB^ are equal^ as be alfo EC^
(j,^ 2^, ^^

ED
;
(b) the right Unes AB^ CD^ will be parallel (c) And {c) Corel

/04. 6.
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fo the Iriangbs EAB^ ECD^ are funilar^ hav'mg the

Angles EAB^ ECDy equal^ as aJfo EBA^ EDC^ a?id

(d) 4. 6. ^•^- Angh E connncn. (d) Wherefore as EA is to AB;
(e) 14. 5. fo is ECj to CD : hut EA is gr^sater than EG ( e J
if) I. 4. "therefore AB^ will hegreater than CD. {f) Where*
(^Schol.^-^^^ ^/y BF^ in the Circle AE^ equal to CD ^ (g)

' 3- then the Arc ABy will bt greater than the Arc Fh\

Wherefore fince the Arc CD^ is fimilar to the Arc ABy
the Arc CDxviUbe too h'lg to befmnlar to FB. J^ E, D.

from hence it is mamfefly that much 7nore a greater

hine cuts off from a lejj'er Circle^ an Arc too big to be

fimilar to that^ vohtch a lejfer Line cuts offfrom a grea^
ter Circle, Tor becaufe the right Line CDy equal to

FBy cuts off the Arc CD, too big to be fimilar to the

Arc FB- ; ^/juch more d greater hi^ne than CD^ voill

Old off a?i Arc too big to be fm'hlar to the Arc FB

;

fince { h) that cuts off a greater Arc^ than CD. Where^

(h) Schol. /^^''^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ Propofitioiij the right Line HX^ being

18,3.; greater than TZ^ cuts off from the leffer Circle QJly

the Arc HX^ too big to he fimilar to to the Arc TZ^
which the ri^ht Line TZ cuts off fro?n the greater Cir-

cleSr.
But this Demonflration is only to be underftood of

Arcs leffer than a Semicircle : as are B f'\ CD, For

ctherwt/e the Angle in the Center Ej vjill not be com-

mon ^ which ?zotwit'hfi'anding is required in the Demon-
fI^ratio7<i* But yet ^ if a leffer Arc of a lefj^er Circle be

too big to be fimilar to a leffer Arc of a greater Circle^

7riuch Uiore too big will a greater Aire of a leffer Cir"

cIh b^y, tob^ funtlar to a leffer Arc of a greater Cir-

cle. And' if it ffjould happen that the f^ght Line GD^
cuts off a Serf/icircle frofn the laljer Circle^ that isy is

its Diam^ttr^ it is manifift that the Semicircle of the

lelfer Circle is too big to be fimilar fo a leffer Arc of
the greater Circle] neither then will there be any need

of a Demonffration.

Fi^. 80. T^his 'Len^ma being demonfrated^ we likewife eafily

prove^ that equal right Lines cut off from uneojial

Circles^ iinsqual Arcs^ that h^ Arc '

• ofunequal leng ths^

fo that the Arc of the leffer Circle is longer than the

Arc of the greater Circle^ and alfo too big to be fimi-^

lar to it. For let the^ right Lines CD, BF^ be equaly

and CD cut off an Arc of a leffer Circle CED^ andFBy
en. Arc of a greater Circle^ as FGB. Jfay the Arc

CED
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dED^ is larger than the Arc TGB. Tor the right

Line CDy agree}np to Fj3^ thj Arc CED^ n-^celfarily

faB •without the Arc FGB; a7id fo the Arc CED^* will

be longer than the Arc FGBy fince that contains this

quite within itfelf^ and. they are both Arc's concave on

thefame Side^ and have the [ame exreme Points^ as in

the Suppofltions hefere Lib. i. de Sphera & Cylindro

Archimedis. Neither will the Arc CED^ c&incide with

the Arc FGB^ or fall within Hi For if it is faid to

coincide with ity the whole Circumference of the Circle

CED^ will alfo coincide with the oshole Orcumference of
the Circle FGB^ andfoihe Circles will be equal. Whifh

is ahfurd/ince they arefuppofediineqUal^andifthe Arc

CEDy is faid to fall withifi the Arc FGE^ as the Arc
CAD. Becaufe^ as ha4 been jiift now proved^ the Arc
CED^ that Kj CADy u t^o big to' be fJmilar to the Arc
FGB, ajfume the Arc HFB, ftmilar to the Arc CAD^
and cofifequently greater than the Arc TGB : And ha-

ving taken the Point Ay any where in the Arc CADy^

draw the right Lines AFy ABy and produce FAy till it

cuts the Arc FGBy in B : Draw the right Lines GHy
GB. Therefore becaufe the Arcs CADy HFBy are //-

milar, the Angles CADy HGBy being in thofe Segfnents

are equal (/) But becaufe the Angle CADy is greater Q) i<^- 3::

than the Angle CGB^ the external'- than the intemah^

and the Angle CGBy ^Ifo greater than this Angle HBGy
the Whole than ths Bart:, the Angle CADy will be much

greatery than the Angle HGB. ^ Which is ahfurd. For

it hasibeen proved equal to it. "therefore the Arc CEDy

does not fall within the Arc FGB : It 7ieither coincides with

iiy as has been demonftrated. Wherefore it falls with-

out FGB, and fo the Arc CEDy will be longer than ths-

Arc FGBy as wqs faid.

From henc: it is alfo extremely mahifeft^^ that much

more a greater Line cuts off from a lejfer Circje an Arc

longer than thatywhich a lejfer Line cuts offfrom agred^

ter Circle,

O THEO-?
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T H E O. VII. PROP. Vll

If a great Ctrclc in a Sphere touches ttvo pa-

rallel Circles^ aiid another great Circle is

oblique to ihem^ and touches parallel Cir^

cles greater than them, and if their ContaEt

be in the great Circle firfi propofed^ and

there are afjutned equal Arc's in the oblique

Circle^ on the fame Side the parallel great

Circle-^ iflaflly^thro^ the Points termifiating

the equal Arc's parallel Circles be drawn:

Ihefe will intercept unequal Arc^s in the firft

prepofed great Circle^ whereof that which is

nigher to the parallel great Circle^ will be

greater than that mo/e remote.

Fig. 9i.l Et the great Circk ABCD^ in a Sphere, touch the

(a)6,x,ojl- Circle AE, in the Point A; (a) and fo another,^ as

this. CF, equal to it : And let another great Circle, as GH,

oblique to the aforcfaid Parallels, touch two other pa-'

rallel Circles greater than thofe, which ABCD, touch-

es, and let the Points of Contaft in the great Circle

ABCDj be G^H; alfo let BD, be the parallel great

Circle: Laflly, affume the equal Arc' IK, KL, in the

oblique Circle GH, and thro^ the Points I, K, L, let

(b^ zo I there be defcribed the parallel Circles MN, OP, QR.

\/thts, I fay the Arc MO. is greater, than the Arc OQ.. (b)

For thro^ K,S, the Poles oF the Parallels, defcribc the

great Circle SK, cutting the Parallels in the Points T,V*:

(^^^ M- ^» {c) Alfo thro' K defcribe the great Circle KE, touching

ef this.
^1^^ Parallel AE, in E, and cutting the other parallels in

X,Y; yet fo, thatthefe Points X,Y may be between the

(^) Schol. p^.- j^^g L^ j^ a^^^ V, I. Which may be done, (d) Be-

'^h
^' '^ caufc thro' K, two Circles can be defcribed cutting the

'^^'
Circle AE, wliereof one falls between the Arc's KG,

KS, and the other without them ; C^ot if they both

ftould to^ch the Girck AE on the fame Side, they would
mutually
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mutually cut one another near to the Points of Conta^St,

Jince they would meet one another. Which is abfurd

,

becaufe they interfea in a Point oppofite to Kj between

the other Pole and the parallel great Circle. There-

fore one of them may touch the Ciirle AE, on the riglit

Side of KSj which bifefts the Circle AE, and the other

on the left Side, falling between KG; and KS : as is KE.

For if it fliould fall without KG, it could not touch the

parallel AE; becaufe it does not firit meet KG, unlefsin

a Point oppofite to K, where they niiitaally bifea one a-

iiother.) If the firftis affumedj the Points X, Y^may
fall between the Points L,T, and V, I, linceit may mt
both KG, KS, in K. Therefore becaufe in the Superficies

of the Sphere within the Periphery of the Circle MN,
the Point K, is affigned, without its Pole S, and from

K three Arcs KV/KY, KI, fall on its Circumference;^

(e) KV, will be the Icaft of them all, and KY leffer^^^Schol.

than KI. Again, becaufe in the Superficies of the Sphere
^^:^

^' 't

without the Periphery of the e ircle QR, the Point K, is

affianed, without its Pole, and from K, to the Circum.
^/^g^J^^J

&Tencc, the three Arc's KT, KX, KL, fall; (/) KT^^r:
2. ./

will be the Icift of them all, and KX, leffcr than KL.^^/,.

Therefore each Arc KI, KL, is greater than KY, or KX.

And becaufe a right Line drawn thro' K, and the Center

of the Sphere, that is, the common Sedion of the great

Circles GH, EY, cuts the Plan of the parallel QK, with-

out the Sphere, if they be produced on the Side of K, (as

inthe Demonftration ofPr^/. 5- of this Book, has

becnfaid,) (/) the Arc KY, will be greater than the
r^) 4. ,/

Arc KX. r&y But the Arc MO. is equal to the Arc KY, i^ns.

and the Arc OQ, to the Arc KX; ff they are non-con- (O^i^S- ^^^

curina Semicircles, whereof one, is drawn tioni A tliro

B. and the other from E, thro' K, (as is manifeft troin

Prop. 13- Itb. 2. of this.) Wherefore the Arc MO,

will be greater than the Arc OQ Q. E. D.

O 2 THEO-
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THEO. VIIL PROP. Vlir.

If a;p'eat Circle in a Sphere '^ouches two pa-

rallel Circles^ and another greac Circle ob-

lique 10 them^ touches parallel Circles grea-

ter than the firjl ?nentton^d Parallels^ and
their ContaB he in the great Circle fir(t pro-

pofd '^ and if there be taken in the oblique

Circle equal Arc^s^ on the fame Side of the

parallel s^reat Circle.̂ and through the Points

terminating the equal Arc^s are defcribed

great Circles^ which Ukewife touch the fame
Circle that the great Circle frfl propofed

touches, and intercept fimilar Jrc^s of the

parallels^ a?jd have thofe Semicircles^ which

tend from the Points of ContaB^ to the

Points terpimating the equal Arc^s of the

oblique Circle^ through which they are de-

fcribed, fo^ that they do not meet that

Semicircle of the firfl propofed great Circle^

in which the ContaB of 'the oblique Circle

between the apparent Pole^ and the paral-

lel great Circle is : They intercept unequal

Arc's on the Ciuumference of the parallel

great Circle^ whereof that nigher the great

Circle fir (} f'opofed^ is always greater than

that mo^e remote.

Fig. 9-- f FT the great Circle AB, in a Sphere, touch the Cir-

(4) 6, 2. I-
cie AC 111 Aj (u) aad fo another equal and parallel

of uns,
j-^ ^j. ,,,.^j ]^.^ ar.other great Circle DE, oblique to the

ty/o Parallels^ toueh two greater Parallels 5 and let the'

Ccntaftj as the Point D^ be in the Circle AB i
let BE,

^ be
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be the parallel great Circle ; and in the oblique Circle

DE, affume the ex^ual Arc's FG.^ GH ; and through the

Points F,G,H, dcfcribe th^ great Circles CI, KL, MN,
touching the Parallel AC^ in C^ K, M, and cutting BE,
the parallel great Circle, in I, L, N, fo that they may
intercept limilar Arc's of the Parallels, and their Semi-
circles, beginning from the Points C, K, M, and paflhig

through Fj G, H, may not meet the Semicircle AB, bcX

ginning from A, and pailing through B. I fay the Arc
IL5 is greater than the Arc LN. For dcfcribe through
F, G, H, the Parallels PF, QG, RH, cutting the Circle

KL, in O, S. (h) Therefore the Arc PQ, ivill be grea-W 7- cf

ter than the ArcQR ; (c) to which, lince the Arc's GO//"'^'*-

GS, are equal, the Arc GO, will be greater than G^*offi},'^^^
Make GT, equal to GS„ and through T, defcribe the

Parallel VT, cutting the Circle MN, in X. And be-

caufe the common Scftlon of the Circles MN, VX, that

is, the right Line drawn from the Se^Slion X, to the o-

ther Seftion, cuts off a Segmenr, beginning from Xj

and paffing through V, to the other Seflion, leffer than

a Semicircle ; (d) (for the great Circle MN, cutting (d) 19. 2/

the Parallel VX, and Jiot paffing through its Poles, cuts e^^ th^,

off a Segment greater than a Semicircle, viz. which is

between the parallel great Circle , and the confpicuous

Pole, as is the Segment beginning from X, and paffing

tlirough A, to the other Section with the Circle MN,)
an4 cuts off from the great Circle MN, a Segment grea-

ter than a Semicircle, '^n/., which beginning from X,

paffes through N, to the other Sc6lion ^ and the Segment

XV, is inclufd to the Segment XM. (For if through

N, Y, the Pole of the Parallels, the great Circle

YN, is defcribed, (0 it will be at right Angles to BE {e) 15. r.

Therefore MN, which is pofited between thefe two, is^/^'^^^-

inclined to the faid BF, towards the Parts Rj and fo

reciprocally BE, and its Parallel VX, will be inclin d

towards the fame Parts.) Alfo t]\Q Segment beginning

from X, and pafli-^o; through V, to the othejr^^Seaion, is

is eouU to Hf : and fo, as in L^wmaFrop. 6. of thin
(^) 3. ,f

Book isdcmonftrated^ the Arc HS is too big to bcfimi-^^^.
-' . •

'
• ' Jar
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C^)i3.i. lar to the Arc TX. (Z>) Therefore fiace_ tlie Arc IL, is

»/ *>»»'' firailar to the Arc HS, and the Arc LN, to the Arc TX,
the Arc IL will alfo be too big to be fimilar to the Arc

LN ; whence becaufe they are in the fame Circle, IL

Tvill be greater than LN. Q,. E. D.

L E M M A. L

We thus demonftrate that the Arc TX, is lejfer than

half the Segment beginning from X, and pajjtng thro

F", to the other SeBion. thro E^ defcrihe thegreat Qr-
cle EZ^ touching the Parallel AC, in Z, v^hich is on

(h Schol *b« ^'£^^ ^'^"^ ^f the great Circle NT: (i) Since from

li z of E, two Circles touching AC, tnaj be defcribed, one on

{lis.
'

the left Side of the Circle NY, ' and the other on the

right : And EZroiU be a Quadrant. For the great

Circle Zr, defcribed thro T, the Pole of the Circle AC^

(k) s- 1. and Z, the hint of ContaB, (k) alfo paffes thro the

*/ this. Pole of the Tangent Circle EZ. (/) Wherefore the

(l)9-->" Circle rZ, wlUbifeB the Segments BE, EZ. (m)
»f this.

rxherefore fince thefe preat Circles btfeB each other, the

V^i'-*'' Sepments beginning from thePoint E, and paffingthro
*t ^**. ^* ^ ^.^^ ^.^^^^ SeBion, xoiU be cut in Z, into tvoo Qua-

drants ; and fo EZ will be a Quadrant. In the fams

manner ED mil be a Quadrant, if thro the fsls T, and

the Point of ContaB D, the great Circle TDis deferi^

fn ) Cox bed. («) But the Arc of the great Circle between E,

\6x.f and the Pole T, is alfo a Quadrant. Therefore the

- ihL
'

Preat Circle defcribed from E, as a Pole, with the Du
' %nce EZ, Jill pafs thro the Points T, D. By the

fame way of Reafming NM, may be froved to be a

Quadrant ; and fo thegreat Qrcle defcribedjrom the

Me N, with the Diftance NM, pajfes thro T, the role

ef the Paralleh, and confeqtiently cuts toe Arc BU,

iejond the Point D, and the Arc NB, beyond the Arc

DB.andfothe Arc XV, beyond the fame Arc DB :

fince the great Orcles ZTD, MT, mutuaUy cut one an-

other in the Pole T; and the Point M is oeyond the

Circle DTZ. But becaufe thegreat CircleMT drawn

thro T, the Pole of the Parallel AC, and M the Point

of ContaB, io)wiU alfo pafs thro the Pole of the Tan-.

V.hV'' Lt Circle MN; it Jill pafs thro the Poles of tl,,

ffgl Circles XF.MN, a^ng ^ach other m X; if) r^her^

qf this.
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fore it will hifsB thsir Segments, ''therefore fince it

tuts the Segment^ begzfjning from J, and pajjln^
thro' Vj to another Point in which the Circles XF^ NM^
tnterfB each ethery beyond the Point F; the Arc XVy
is leffer than half the Segment beginning from X, ami
faffing thro V, to ths other SeBwn ; whence 7X, will
be much tejjsr than half of the fame Segment. Which
^as to be demonftrated. That the Point of ContaB M,
is without the great Circle DTZ^ we thus demonftrate.
Becaufethe Arc of thegreateft of the ParaUeh EB, be^
t^een E^ and the Grcle TD^ (q) is a Quadra^tt, a4 aU (^) Con
fo the Arc of ths fame between N^ and the Circle TM ,• ^^: i- ^f

andthe Point N^ is beyond E^ towards B; the Circle
^^^^'

TMj will he alfo without TD^ and accordingly M^ is

ivithout TD.

L ^ M MA II.

Two unequal Magnitudes being given : to

find another mean one^ which may be commen-
furable to any other given Magnitude.

Let AB^ ACybetwo unequal Magnitudesgiven^ and p--
^^j

nlfo DG any other ^ it is required to find another mean ^' ^*

one^ that is^ one greater than AC^ but leffer than ABy
and commenfurable to DG. In thi firft Place^ let

DG^ be leffer than BCy the excefs between the Magni^
tudes ABy AC; and Ey a Multiple of DGj the nighsfi

greater than AC> Which being granted^ E will be

leffer than AB* For if it was equal^ if there fiwuld be

taken from E^ a Magnitude equal to DG (which u
fuppofed leffer than BC) there -^ould ftill remain a
Multiple of DGj greater than AC* Therefore B /

V0ould not be a Multiple of DGy the nigheft greater

than AC. Which is abfurd. Wherefore £, is not equal

to ABy and fo much more voill it not be greater. There--

fore it is leffer than AB^ and confequently fince it ii

alfo greater than AC^ and commenfurable ^^ D^> ^^^

caufe it is a Multiple of it^ what was propofed is ma^

nifeft.

But now let the given Magnitude DGy be not leffer

than EC* Therefors DG^ being bifeB^d^ and again
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(a^ I. 10. its half InfeBed, and [o continually, {d)t^ll there re-

maim tJye part Df] hjUrthan BC; Id E be a Multi-^^

phof DF^ the n^^jb:^}l greater th:n AC; than £, will

{b) 11, la ^^ commenfurahh to Df : (bj and Jo to DG. Becaufe
'

both E, and DG^ are commenfurable to DF. Again,

in the fame manner^ as before voas demonftraied^ £>

mil be lejfer than aB. Therefore fince it is alfo grsa^ ;

terthan AC^ and vonimenfurable to DG^ the thing

propofed is mamfef.

THEO. IX. PROP. iX.

If the Fok or Parallel Circles in a Sphere,

he in the Circumference of a great Circle,

which two other great Circles cut at right

Angles, one of which Circles is one of the

Parallels, ana the dther oblique to the Pa-

rallels : And if there are afjimed equal

Arc's, in the Periphery of the oblique Cir-

cle, which are not continims, hul; yet are

en the fame Side of the parallel great Cir-

ck, and if thro the Pole and each of

tkofe Points terminating the equal Arc's,

great Circles be defcribed-^ they cut off

from the Periphery of the paralU g^eat

Circle, unequal 'Arc's, whereof that which
'

is nigher to the great Circle 'firft
propofid,

is ahvays greater than that mors remote.

1tx^ 04. T ET A, the Pole x)fVa«llel Circles in a Sphere, he

""

g^. -L^
in the Circumference of the great Circle Ai>, which

96. two Preat Circles BC, DC, cut at right Angles, whereot

BC'is the paralleUreat Circle, and DQobhque to

• theParallels ; in which affume the non-continuus equal

(^)7o.K Arc-.Ef,GH; C^Mndthro'thePoiiWs t, P, ^.^>^

$f. this.
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and the Pole A, let there be defcribcd the great Cir-

cles AEI, AFK, AGL, AHM, f fay the Arc ML, is

greater than the Arc Kf .' For the intermediate Arc FG,
IS either commenfurable to the equal Arc's EF^ GH, or

incommeiifurable. If in the firft place 't be commen^u^
rablc, (bj having found the greateft common Meafure (^^4. lo;

Xj divide the three Arcs EF, FG^ GH, into Parrs equal

to X ;
(c) and through the Points of Divinon^^ and tlic^^^^,'^- ^^

Pole A) draw great Circles. Therefore becaufethe Arc's ^-^ i'V^' ^
EQ, QF, FP, ^c. are, equal, (d) the Arc MR, yn\l)li^'

'^

be greater than the Arc RL, and RL, greater than LS,

^c. Wherefore fince MR, is greater than KV, and
RL, greater than Vl^ the Whole ML, will be greater

than the Whole KI ; which. was propofed.

Now let the intermediate Arc FG, be incommenfu-
rable to the Arc's EF, GH / I fay the Arc ML^ is grea-

ter than the Arc KI. For if it be not greater, it is ei-

ther leifer or equal; Firft, if poffiblcj let ML be leffer

than KI : and in KI, affume KN, equal to ML ; (e)(e)zo, il

and thro' Nj A, defcribe the great Circle AON, cutting of this.

the Circle CD, in O. Moreover, (by Lefnma 2. afore-

going) find the Arc FP, greater than FO, butleffcr than

FE5 and comimenfurable to FG; let alfo GQ, be equal

to FP (which is leffet 'than EA, and fo alfo leffer than

GH, equal to EF,) and thro' P^ Q, A, (fj defcribe the (f}^*
^'

great Circles APR, AQS. Therefore becaufe the non-'-^ ^
''•

continuus Arc's PF, GQ, are equal, and the interme-

diate Arc FG, is commenfurable to each of them ; the

Arc SL, will (as has been demonftrated in the firft PartJ)

be greater than the Arc KR. Therefore alfo it will be
much greater than KN :. and confequently ML, will be

much greater than KN: But KN, is equal to ML. Which
is abfurd. Therefore ML, is not leffer than KI.

Lafifyy let, if poffible, the Arc ML, be equal to KI.

And having bifecled the Arc's EF, GH, in the Poincsi

N, O, (g) defoibe thro' N, O, A. the great Circles/^) 20. r,

ANP, AOQ.. Cb) Therefore the Arc MO, will be gxt^-ofthis,

tcr than the Arc QL, and KP, greater than PI. Where-W ^-^f

foreQL, will be leffer than half of MLK • and KP,^^^*
greater than half KI. Therefore iinct ML, KI, are

fuppofed equal, QL, will be leifer than KP. Which
is abfurd. For becaufe the Arc s FN, GO, equal to

half of the equal Arc's EF, GH^ QL, cannot be leffer
~ '

~

P th^i
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than KP3 (as in the fecond Part of this Demonftration

has been lliewn.) Therefore the Arc ML, is not equal

to Kf ; Nor lelTer, as has been proved, therefore it i§

greater. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.

L^ib^ /W Theodoiius in this Tropcfdicn^ has detnofi"

firated the fam,^ cf ncn^conUnuus Arcs^ as of con--

tinuus ow.s in Prop. 63 fo m the ether Verfion^ there

are, demonf^rated in three other Theorems of non^con^

tinui^ ^rcs what Theodofius has proved of contin--

um ones^ in Prop. 5. 7, and 8. 'th^ firft of the The-
orems is this.

If the Pole of parallel Circles In a Sphere
be in the Circumference of a great Circle,

which two other great Circles cut at right An-
gles, one of which Circles is one of the Paral-

les, and the other oblique to the Parallels ; and
if in this oblique Circle be afTumed equal Arc's,

which are not continuus, but yet are on the

lame Side of the parallel great Circle 5 and
there are defcribed parallel Circles thro' each

of the Points terminating the equal Arc's.

The Arc's of the great Circle firft propofed,

intercepted between the Parallels, will be un-

equal, and that which is nigher to the parallel

great Circle, will always be greater, than that

more remote.

Fis* 97. ^^^ ^^^ Vole of parallel Circlei in a Sphere^ le in

pg^ the Circumference of the great Circle AE^ which two

ag, othergreat Circles BC, AC^ cut at right Angles^ and
' letPCy be th^ parallel great Circle^ and ACy oblique

P) the Varallels. Ajfume the non-conimuios Arcs
Dl\ FG. equal; and thro' D^E.Ffi^ let there b.^ drawn
the FarallelsDH, EI,FK,GL.Ifay the Arc H^, is grea-

ter than th§ Arc KL, for the mtgrmediate ArcEFy i^

etiher
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neSpyerlcksof^o^:^ ^'^

itUcommenjurable.JJ^J/' y tj,^ee Arcs DE,

createft conmon ^''"^'^ y^nd thro ^he Vomts of

E^\ FG, tnto parts equal to V, ana I
^^

continum Arcs V if
^ % than the Arc 1/, and Tl,(b)

3. of

fa, the Arc HI. -ffS^t^Vft^mal- VWf let

^not greater, it ^f
^^? "^"^^fS IW, equal to Hh

it beleffer; ^^'^/'-'"^t'TllMMN Moreover by

and thro M, drav.
^J^^c fitl M^ *^^ ^^' ^^'

Lemma i. Prop. 8- /(f%f;f'pG and commenfu^

greater than FN, but f^rfay^'^^ Ut EP, bee-

^abh to the ^«ff'f.^^ft '^^.i FG and fo alfo lefjer
^

Lh DE equal ^J^I'G^J^J.,^:Lc^P t^^ ^^^^T
parallels OR, PQ; ^"ZZZl ami the intermediate

Uurc^ArcsPE, ^^>'''lf^ToJSofthen^> the Arc

OL (as has been frov'^ifJ""^L^u /,, much greater

The Arc m. And ^^.^^-Z^?;
,fXfn , Ml be >mch

than KM : ^^^^^''^'fjltZpofel equal to KM.
greater than If^^llf'^^gl no? kjfer than

Which IS ahfurd. Iberepre ,

KL. .
, . u tl,. Arc HI be equal to the

Again, let, if tt can ^/>/|*jr' ^^c'. PE> FG, tn

M,N, dra^thro M^,^
i^teatefthan th. Arc, his.

rhersf>retf:e Arc HO,J0iUO. ^
, r j^j ^./Zpy.?

01, Ul KP, grefjthanf.
^J^'/J^ ^j^^^ i]alf KL.

leffer than half of HI,
^'^'^/^f! Cfi^L/ 01, vcill he

Wience fince f^.^-'^^&'i^^f^the Arc.

yffer than KP. W^rchis abfurd for o
^ 3,

not cont:num,01 ca»'''\l^£. rjj i,„ot equal to the

Uen proved. T^^^'t'' trtdn^it^bcUlJer. Where^

Arc KL : But it has been PfovjdnA to J

foreit mil be greater. X^^; ^'
. If
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II.

If a great Circle in the Sphere touches ano-
ther Circle of the Sphere, and another great

Circle is oblique to parallel Circles in the fame
Sphere, and touches greater Circles than thofe,

which the firft propofed great Circle touches,

and if their Conta£t be in the great Circle firft

propofed •, and there are aflunied equal Arc's

in the Circumference of the oblique Circle,

which are not continuus, but yet are on the

fame Side of the parallel great Circle • and
Laftly. if thro' the Points terminating the e-

qual Arc's, parallel Circles are defcribed : Thefe
cut off unequal Arc's from the great Circle firft

propofed, whereof that, which is nighertothe
parallel great Circle, will always be greater

• thgn that more remote.

This Theorem is d^moytflrated. from Prop. 7. of this
' Booky in the fame manner as the -precedent Theorem

voas de7non(frated from Prop. 5. fo that the two great

Circles /4B^ ^C, of the precedent Theorem, do touch

two faraUels^ as in Prop. 7. of this Book^ is faid. The
reft of the Qonflri^Srion does not differ from the Con^

firuHion of the Figure of the preceding Theorem^! &c.

la

If a great Circle in a Sphere, touches ano-

ther Circle cf the Sphere, and fome other great

Circle oblique to the Parallel Circles, touches

greater Circles than thofe, which the great Cir-

cle firft propofed touches, and if their Contact

be in the great Circle firft propofed ^ and if

there are alFunned equal Arc's in the Periphery

qf the oblique Circle, which are not continuus,

but yet gre pn the fame Side of the parallel

great
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great Gircle ^ and if through the Points termi-
nating the equal Arc's great Circles are defcri-
bed, which likewife touch the fame Circle,
which the firft propofed great Circle touches^
and intercept fimilar Arc's of the Parallels, and
have thofe Semicircles which tend from the
Points of Contad to the Points terminating the
equal Arc's of the oblique Circle, ' thro' which
they are defcribed, fo, that they do not meet
with that Semicircle of theflrft propofed great
Circle, in which the Contad of the oblique Cir-

cle between the apparent Pole and the parallel

great Circle is: They cut oit unequal Arc's

from the parallel great Circle , whereof that

Higher the great Circle firft propofed, will al-^

ways be greater than that more remote.

This Theorem is alfo demonftrated from Prop. 8- of
this Book^ like as Prop, p, was demonftrated from Prop.

6 : fo that thegreat Circles ofVro^ p. proceedingfrom^

A^ do touch a Circle leffer than that which DC ought

to touchy ^c.

T H E O. X. P R O P. X-

If the Pole of parallel Circles in a Sphere be

in the Circumference of a great Circle^

which two other great Circles cut at right

Angles^ one of which is one of the Paral-

lels^ and the other oblique to the paraU

lels • and if in this oblique Circle any two

Points are taken on the fame Side of the

parallel great Circle-^ it will be., as the

Arc of the parallel great Circle intercepted

hetween the firfi propofed great drcle^ and

the
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the neareft great Circle defcribed thro^ the

aforesaid Pole^ and one of the Points^ is to

the Arc of the oblique Circle intercepted be-

tween thofe fame Circles
^ fo is the Arc of

the parallel great Circle^ ijitercepted be-

tween the two great Circles^ defcribed thro^

the Pole andeach of the aforefaid Points^ to

fome other Arc which is lefjer than the Arc

of the obhque Circle intercepted "between

the aforefaid Points^

Fig. 100. T ET A, the Pole of parallel great Circles in a Sphere,

10 1.
•*-^ be in the Circumference of the great Circle AB,

|02. which two other great Circles BD, CD, cut at right

,
Angles, and let BD, be the parallel great Circle^ and
CD) oblique to the Parallels; in which having any

fir) 30, I, wPiere taken the two Points EjF, (^a) defcribe thro^ E,F,
ntl^^^ and the Pole A, the great Circles AEG, AFH. I fay

as the Arc BH, is to the Arc CF; fo is the Arc HG, to

an Arcleffer than.FE. For the Arc's CF, FE, arecom-»

menfurablc, or not. Firft^ let them be commcnftirablc,

ih) 3. 10. and having (h) found P, their greateft common mea-r

fure, divide the Arc's CF^ EF, into Arc s, equal to that

(c)io. I, greateft Meafnrc, (c) and through the Pole A, and the

this. Points pf Divifion, draw. the great Circles IM,KN, LO,
Therefore becaufe the continuus Arc's CL, EK, KF,

{d) 6. of Fl, IE, are equal, the Arc BO, (JJ will be greater than

f^'l the Arc ON, ;)ind ON, greater than NH, fjc Therc-

\0 .^- 5- fore the Proportion of BO, to CL, ( ) will be greater

than the Proportion of ON to LK; and the Proportion

of OM, to LK, will be greater than of NH, to KF,
^c. Wherefore fincc there arc fcveral Mangni*

todes, as BO, ON, NH, ^.nd the fame Number
of feveral others, as CL. LK, KF, and the Pro-

portion of the firft BO, to the firft CL, is greate?

than of the Second ON, to the Second LK ; and the

Proportion of the Second ON : to the Second LK, is

greater than of the Third HN, to the Thi d KF; the.

(/) 34- 5- P^oportipn of BH^ to CF^ (f) will be greater than of'

1
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NH to KF; (§•) But the Proportion of NH, to KF, is (i) 8. j.

yet greater than the Proportion of HM, to FL There-

fore the Proportion of BH to CF, is much greater than

the Proportion of HM, to FI: (h) But ftill the Propor-W34. S*

tion of HM> to FI, is greater than the Proportion of

HG, to EF; becaufe the Arcs HM, MG, are equal in g .

Number to the Arc's FI, lE^ (i) and the proportion of^ V *
^*

the firft HM, to the fiifl FI, is greater than the fecond

MG, to the fecond IE, as has been faid. Therefore the

Proportion of BH, to CF, is much greater chan of HGj to

FE. Let it be as BH, to CF ; fo isHG, to P. There-

fore the Proportion of HG to P, will be alfo greater

than of HG, toFE; rib) and accordingly the Arc P, will
,^>j ^

be leflcr than the Arc FE Wherefore as the Arc BH, is ' V '
'

to the Arc CF : fo is the Arc HG, to the Arc P, leffcr

than FE. Q, E. D.
But now let the Arc's CF, FE, be incommenfurabie.

I fay ftill, as the Arc BH, is to the Arc CF ; fo is the

Arc HG, to an Arc leflei than EF. For if it be not fo,

it will be, as BH, is to CF ; fo is HG, either to an Arc

greater than EF, or to the Arc EF, itfelf. Firft, let it be,

if pofTihlc, as BH, is to CF ; fo is HG, to the Arc FI,

greater than the Arc FE.

Now find by Lemma 2. of Trap 8. of this Book, the

Arc FK, greater than FE, but leffer than FI, and com-

menfurai le to CF; (l) then draw through K, and the(/) lo. u
Pole A, thfe great CircleKL. Therefore becaufe the Arc s */ ^*«^'

CF, FK, arecommenfurable: It will be, as BH, is to

CF; fo is HL, to an Arc leffcr than FK : But as BH, is

to CF; fo is HG, to FI. Therefore alfo it will be, as

HG, is to FI: fo is HL, to an Arc, leffer than the Arc

FK : And by permutation, as HG, is to HL ; fo is FI,

to an Arc leffer than the Arc FK . But HG, is leffer than

HL. Therefore the Arc FI, will alfo be leffer than that

Arc leffer than FK, the Whole than the Part. Which in

abfurd. Therefore it is not, as BH, is to CF^ fo is

HG^ to an Arc greater than the Arc FE.

Let it be again, if poffible, as BH, is to CF; fo i»

HG, to FE. TThe Arc FE being bifefted in I, (m) de-y^.
^^ ^^

fcribe through I, and the Pole A, the great Circle IK. ^^^ ^^^^^*

Therefore becaufe the continuus Arc's FI, IE, are equal,

HK, r«) will be greater than KG 3 and confcquently ^;,j) 6. <,/

HK, will be greater than half HC. (0) Wherefore the thk.

Proportion ((?) 8. 5.
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proportion of HK, to FI, will be |y;reatcr than the Pio-
V) ^S'S' portionof half HG, toFI; (^jEutas half HG, is to

Fl; io is the whole Arc Hb, to the whole Arc FE.

Therefore alfo the Proportion of HK, to FI, will be

greater than of BH, to FE. But as HG, is to EE 5 fo

is BH, to CF. Therefore the Proportion of HKj to FI^

(i) '^^' 5- will be greater than of BH, to CF ; (q) and fo the Arc
HKj to an Arc greater than FI, will be as BH, to

CF. Which is abfurd. For it was jufl now proved that

the ArcBH, to the Arc CF, cannot be, as the Arc HKj

f
to an Arc greater than FI. Therefore it is not^ as BH,
is to CF ; fo is HGj to FE : Neither, as has already been

demonftrated, is it, as BH, is to CF ; fo is HG, to an

Arc greater than FE. Therefore as BH, is to CF ; fo will

HG, be to an Arc^ Icffer thaii the Arc FE, Q* E. D*

CORALLARY-
From hence, it is manifeft, that the Arc BH, has a

f \ .
^greater Proportion to the Arc CF, than the Arc HG, has

th'J^ to the Arc FE. (r) For fince it is as BH, is to CF; fo

(s) 8. <. ^^ ^^5 ^^ ^" ^^^3 1^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ Arc FE
:
(s) And the

Arc HG, to an Arc leffer than FE, has a greater Pro-

portion than to FE ; BH, will alfo have a greater Pro-

portion to CF, than HG, to FE*

THEO. XI. PRO P. XL

If the Pole of parallel Circles^ in a Sphere^

be in the Circumference of a great Circle^

which two other Circles cut at right An^

gles^ whePeof one is one of the Parallels^

and the other oblique to the Parallels • and

of another great Circle pajjing thro' the

roles of the Parallels cuts the oblique Cir-

cle between the parallel great Circle^ and

that Parallel which the oblique Circle touch-

es:
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r es : The Biameur of the Sphere^ has^ to

the Diameter of the la/} mentioned Paral-

lelj a greater Katio^ than that Arc of the

parallel great Circle intercepted between the

great Circle firft propofed^ and the great

Circle paffing thro' the Poles of the Paral-

lels^ has to the Arc of the oblique Circkin^

tercepted Between t^e fame Circles.

1 ET A, the Pole of parallel Circles in a Sphere, be^*g* ^^^
^ in the Circumference of the great Circle AB, which

two other great Circles BCj DE, cut at right Angles,

whereof BC, is the parallel great Cirde and BE, -ob-

lique to the Parallels touching the Parallel DF. Al^o thro'

the Pole A5 let there be defcribed another great Circle

AE cutting DE, in the Point E^ between EC the paral-

lel great Circle, and the Patallcl DP, which the ob-

lique Circle touches : I fay tHe Diameter of the Sphere

to the Diameter of the Parallel DF^ has a greater Ratio

than the Ars BC, has to the Arc DI?. For let the right

Line AG be the common Se6lion of t he Circles AB^AE;
and BG the common Se6iLon of the Circles AS BC,-

then AG, BG, will be Semidiameters of them, (a) (be-r^)^/^:

caufe great Circles in a Sphere mutually bifcft each o-^^ ^"^^*

ther) and fo of the Sphere^ cutting each other in G, the

Center of the Sphere, and of the great Circles. Alfo

let DL, be the common Seflion of the Circles ABj DE,
which aifo will be a Diameter of the Sphere paffing

thro' G. Again^ let DM, be the common Seftion of
the Circles AB, D" : then DM.^ will be a Diameter of
the Circle DF, (?;) becaufe the Circle AB, paffcs thro7^> i^ {

the Poles of the Parallel DF. AKb let FN, CG^ ^^)f this/
the common SeSions of the C kclfes DF, BC, with
the Circle AE. From the Pole A, with the diftancc AE,
dcfcribe the Parallel OE, and let OH, EH, be the com-
mon Seftions of it, with the Circles AB, AE ; and then
FN, EH, CG, will be Semidiameters of the Circles

DF, OE, BC, (c) becaufe the great Circle AE blfefls^^^) i^. j^

tliem thro' their Poles \ and fo the common Sections ziQ^f^kiif.

Diameters meeting the Diameters DMj OH, BG, in

Q "

th€
'
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the Centers N^H^G. For OH is alio a Diameter of the
(d) 15. T. Circle OE, (d) liiKC it hiftfts the Circle AB, thro*

^ ^Ar;V. x.ht Pole A. Moreover let EG^ be the common Section

of the great Circles AE, ED^ which alfo will be a Di-
ameter pafliiig through G, tlic Center of a Spliere.

hc»lrly^ let tl^ be the common Section of the Citclts

(e)To. I. I^^, OE, {e) And becaafe the right Line AG, drawn

#/ thU:jl through the Poles of the parallel OE, is at right Angles
to the Plan of the Parallelj and falls in itg Center H

;

the Angle OHG, Tfroni Def. ?. lib. 11. Euclid) in the

Triangle GHI, will be a right one; and fo the Angle

(f)i9. I. HGI5 will be acute. (/) Therefore the Side GI^ will

be greater, than the Side HI. Cut off the ri^ht Line

IK5 equal to IH. And draw the right LincEK. Again,

becaufe each Circle DE, OE, is at ri'jht Angles to the

{$) ^9'^^' Circle AB; T^jEI^thcir common Seftion will alfo be per-

pendicular to the fame; and accordingly (fiom Def, 5.

lih. II. Euclid.) the Angles E!H, EIK, will be right

ones. Therefore becaufe the two Sides EI^ IH, of the

Triangle EIH, arc equal to the two Side EI, IK, of the

Triangle EIK, and contain equal Angles, ' viz, jv^\t

ones, as we have dcmonftrated, the Angles IHE, IKE,

(Jj) 4. I. (Z») will alfo be equal. But becaufe the Proportion .of

the right Line Gl, to the right Line IK, is greater than

of the Angle IKE, that is, of the Angle OHE, to the

(^/^lo. II, Angle IGE, as by and by we fiiall demonftratc: (i)

(*)i5.ii. And the Angle OHE, h equal to BGC; (k) Vfor the

right Lines OH, BG, the common Se6tions of the pa-

rallel Plans, OE, BQ made by the Plan AB, are pa-

rallel; as alfo the right Lines EH, CG, the common
ScdHons of the fame Plans, made by the Plan AE) the

Proportion of the right Lined, to the right Line IK,

that is, to the right Line IH, will be greater than of the

(i) -x^ 6 An^lcBGC, to the Angle E)GE: (I) But as the Angle
^

*BGt:, is to the Angle DGE; fo is the Arc BC, to the

Arc DE. Therefore the Proportion of the right Line

GI, to the right LinelH; will be greater than of the

(fn) 4. 6. Arc EC5 to the Arc DE. (m) But as GI, is toIH: <b

(;i) 15. 5. is GD, to DN.that is/«) fo is the whole Diameter DL,
{9)16,11: to the whole Uizmttti DM, T^?) (for DN OH, the

common Se6l:ions of the parallel Plans DF, OE, made

by the Plan AB, are parallel) therefore alfo the Propor-

tion of DL, the Diameter of the Sphere, to DM, the
/ ^

. Diameter
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Diameter of the parallel DF^ will be greater than of the

Arc BC, to the Arc DE. Q, E. D.

LEMMA.
"That the Proportion of the ri^ht Lme GJ^ to the

rlghtLinsIKj is greater than of the Angle IKE^ to

toe Amh IGE^ we wiU prove in the foUomng Theo-

rem.

Ill every right-angled Triangle, if from one

of the acute Angles any how to t'ao^ oppofite

Side, be drawn a right Line -^ the proportion ^of

this Side to its SegiTicnt, which is next to ta^

right Angle, will be greater than the propor-

tion of the acute Angle, which the Line drawn

makes with the aforefaid Side, to the other a-

cute Angle of the Triangle.

Let EGI he a Triangle^ right angled^ at /, and let^^Z^ ^^4*

there be any hero drawn from the acute Angle GEI^ to

to the oppofite Side GI^ the right tine EK. I fay the

'Proportion of the right Line GI^ to IK^ is greater than

of the acute Angle IKE, to the acute Angle IGE. T/)W S^- r-

Tordraw thro' G, the right Lt7t3 GA, parallel to EKy
meeting lE^ produced in A. Then becaufe the An-*

Tie /, is a right one, the Angle lEG, mil he acute^,s

^ndfo AEG, obtufe. (q) Therefore the Side EG, in"^^^ ^' '

the Triangle GEI, is greater than the Side GI : but

in the Triangle AEG, lejferthan the Side AG. Where-

fore the Atx of a Circle defcrihed from the Onter
G, with the Dtftance GE, will cut the right Line Gj\

produced beyond I, viz. to B, but the right Line GA,
on this Side A, as in C Therefore becaufe the Tri-

angle GAE, is greater than the SeBor GEC, the

Proportion of the Triangle GAE,Jo the Triangle (jEI,

(r) wiU be
,

angle G^l
cf the S?cl{

.

^ . . ^
SeBor GEB; becaufe the Triangle GEI, u lejfer than

theSeBorGEB. Therefore the proportion ofthe Trian-

gle GAE, totheJriangleGEI.wiUhenmchgreater than

^fthe SeBorGCE^ to the SeBor GEB : Q) And ac-{t) i%,^.
' Q 3 cordingly
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• cordjngly^ hy compounding^ ths Proportion of the Tri-
angle GAI, to the Trianvle GFJ, rvr II be greater than

(«; r. 6. ^jr
^jjg gg^^j„ QQ^^ tg llg Sechr GEB : (u) But as

ths Triangle GAI^ is to ths Triangle GEI
; fo is the

. . r'^ght L'tne AI, to the right Line EI ; (x) and as the
(x)Cor.

i-SgElor GCB, is to the SeBor GEB
; fo is thi- Angle

"'
' BGC, to ths Angle EGE, Therefore the Proportion of

AI to to lEy vcill be greatf^r than of the Angle EGA ;

(y) ip. r, that is^ (yj than of the Angle IKE^ to the Angle IGE

:

(z)i. 6.9 r^) But as AI^ to IE: fo is G/, to IK. Therefore al-
^
fo the Proportion of ths right Line G/, to the right

Line IK., voill he greater than of the Angle IKE^ to ths

Angle IGE. Q. E. D.

SCHOLIUM.

In the other Verfion the following Theorem is ad'

ded.

The fame Things being fuppofed, the Dia-

meter of a Sphere, to the Diameter of that Pa-

rallel, defcribed thro' that Point of the oblique

Circle, thro' which the great Circle paffing

thro' the Pole of the Parallels is drawn,

has a lefTer Ratio, than the Arc of the parallel

great Circle intercepted between the firft pro-

pofed great Circle, and the great Circle paf-

ling thro' the Poles of the Parallels, to the Arc

of the oblique Circle intercepted between the

fame Circles.

Fig. 105.
^^^ ^j^^ Circles be defcribed (as in Prop, freed.) 1

fay the Diameter of ths sphere to the Diameter of the

Parallel GE, has a leffer Ratio, than of the Arc liC,

to the Arc DE. Let GH, £1, be the common SsBi-

ons of ths Circles G£, 5C, voith the Circle ABy vohtch

lAx' \ mil be Diameters of them, fa) becaufe ABf drawn

cfMs.
*
thrcuvh their Poles bifeSls them at right Angles.

Therefore BIf will alfo be a Diameter of the Sposre.

And hecaufe the Circle DE, is fuppofed at right An-

^^^13- 1- ^Us.ta AB, DEib) wiU pafs through the Poles of
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y4B. In the [aui<'. manner BG, will fafs through the

Voles of the fame AB^ fince It is fuppofed at right An--

gles to it. Wher^^fore the Point M^ wherein they wii*'

tuaUy interfeSt^ will be the Pole of the Grde AB , and
accordingly the Segment I)EL^ which is at right An-
gles to the Circle ABy is unequally divided in the

Point E wherein the Orcles DE^ijEj int^rfeB one ano-

ther^ and the lejfer PartwtUhe ED : (c) Becaufe t'^eiO "^^ 3-

Arcs MD^ MLy are equal^ as having (from ^i^Defl

of a Pole) equal Suhtenfes, (d) Therefore tber'ght{'^^,^^^^^^-,

Line ED^ wiU be lejfer than the right Line EG ; and^j^' ^'* ^^

fo fince the Circle GEy is lejfer than the Crcle DEj
the Arc EG y will be greater than the ArcDE. (e) F^r^^^Lem-

tf a right Line equal to the right Line ED^ cuts ojfm^ 6.of\

from the Cirde GEy a greater ArCy than the right this.

Line DEy from the Circle DEy much more will the right

Line EGy which is greater than ED^ cut off a gj^eater

ArCy &c. (/) Wherefore the Proportion of the Arc /fa g^
^

'

BCy to the Arc GE^ will he greater than to the Arc
DE But hecaufe^ (g) as the Arc BCy is to the whole ig\ ir ^;

Circumference of the Circle BC;Jois the Arc GEy to

whole Circumferenceofthe CircleGE hecaufe of the Si"

militude ofthe Arcs BC^ GE ; and fo by permutation^

as the Arc BCy is to the Arc GE
; fo is the vohole Cir-^

cumference of the Circle BC^ to the Circu^nferenoe of
the Circle GE ; the Proportion of the Circumference of
the Circle BCy to the Circumference of the Circle GEy
will alfo he leffer^ than of the Arc BCy to the Arc
BE. But as the Circumference of the Circle BCy is

to the Circumference of the Circle GE
] fo is the Dia"

meter BI (which is aljo a Diameter of the Sphere)

to the Diameter Gf7, as Pappus has demon^ratedy
and alfo we in Lib. dc Circuli Dimcnfioiie Archemidis. 5

Therefore alfo the Proportion of the Diameter of the f

Sphere Ely to GH^ will be lefferthan the Arc BCy to

the Arc DE. Q. E. D.

CO RO LLART.

Hence the fame things heing fuppofed, 'tlie Ratio
of the Arc BC, of tlie parallel great Circle intercepted

between the firft propored great Circle; and the great

Circle AC, pafiing thro' the Poles of the parallels, to

the Arc DE, of the oblique Circle intercepted between
the
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the fame Circles is greater than oF Ridiusj to the Sign of
the Arc AD, oif the great Circle pafling thro^ the Poles
of th« pa rillcls ; but kffer than RadiUo to the Sign of
AD, the Arc of the firft propofcd great Circle intercep-

ted between the Poles of the parallels, and the oblique
Circle. For becaufe it has been proved in this T.heorem^
that the Arc BC, to the Arc DE, lias a greater Propor-

{Pi re. 2 ^^^" ^^^^^ ^^ Diameter of the Sphere to the Diameter

ef this.
' of the Parallel GE

;
(b) but as the Diameter of the

Sphere BI, is to GH, the Diameter of the Circle GE
;

j

fo is the Radius BK, to the Semidiameter GN, that is, \

to the Sign of the Arc AE.

,

Therefore alfo the Ratio of the Arc RC, toDE; will

be greater than of the Radius BKj to GN, the Sign of

the Arc AE.
(i)iJ. of (i) Again, becaufe it has been demonfiratcd, that the
this. Ratio of the Arc BC> to the Arc DE, is leifer than of

the Diameter of the Sphere to the Diameter of the pa-

i^) i^ 5- rallel DF. (k ) But as the Diameter of the Sphere Bl,

istoDF, the Diameter of the parallel DF ; fo is the

Radius BKj to DO, the Sign of the Arc AD. There-

fore alfo the Proportion of the Arc EC, to the Arc

DEj is lefTer than of Radius to the Sign of the Aic

AD.

T H E O. XII. PRO P. Xil.

If two great Circles touch fcnte cne of fa^

rallel Circles in a Sphere^ and intercept fi^

ntilar Arc^s of the parallels^ intercepted he--

tween the great Circles-.^ and if artother

great Circle oblique to the parallels^ touches

greater parallels than thofe^ which the firft

propofed great Circles touchy and the fame
oblique Circle^ cuts the faid great Circles

in Points pofited between the parallel great

Circles^ and that Circle which the afore-

faid
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faid great Chclts touch : The Dia^neter of
the Sphere, to the Diameter of that Circle,

which the oblique Circle touches^ has a grea^

ter Ratio^ than the Arc ofthe parallelgreat

Circle^ intercepted hetv:^een the firfi propofed

great Circles,^ to the Arc of the oblique

Circle intercepted between the fame Circles.

I E T rbc two great Circles AB, CD, in a Sphere^Fig. lad'i
•^ ro=-^h the parallel AC^ and intercept limilar Arc's

of fh:^ Parallels^ intercepted benveen them 3 and let a-

noth?-r 'Threat Circle FJ-'^ touch the parallel EG, greatet

than AG in E, which let be oblique to the parallels, and
cut the two firft ABj CD, between the parallel great

Circle HP, and the parallel AC, in the Points I^K. I

fay the Ratio of the Diameter of the Spherc^to the Di-^

amecer of the parallel EG, is greater than of the Arc
BD. to the Arc !K (a) For tliro' L, the Pole of the Cp^o. 1.

parallels, and thf' Points EJ^K, defcribe the great Cir- ^^ *

cles LH, LM, LN, and thro\Kj the paralkrKQ, cut-.^.

ting the Circle A3, in P. (hj Therefore becaufe thej^<^
^^* ^^

Ratio of the Diameter of the Sphere, to the Diameter
of the Circle EG^ is greater than of j:he Arc HM, to^^^^Qj-^j^

the Arc FI; and the ratio of the Arc HM, to EI, (c)of thh.

is greater than MN, to ?K * the Ratio of the Diameter
of the Sphere to the Diameter of the Circle EG, will

alfo be greater than of the Aic MN, to the Arc IK. And
becaafe the Arc FK, is fimilar to the Arc BD, (from the

HypothcfiO (d) and the.Arc OK, fimilar to the ArcMN^ (^ !?• ^•

and the Arc PK, lelftr than the Arc OK ; the Arc BD, '^ ^^''''

will M^b be leffer than the Arc MN; r.6?) and according- /^n g^ -^

]y the Ratio of the Arc RD, to the Arc IK, will be lefler

than of the Arc MN, to the. fame Arc IK. Therefore
lincc it has been proved, that the Ratio of .the Diame-
ter of the Sphere, is to :the Diameter of the. Circle EG,
greater than the Arc MN, to the Arc. IK; therefore

the Ratio cf the Diameter of the Sphere to the Diame-
ter of the Circle EGj will be much greater, thaii of ,thc

ArcBD, to the Arc IK.
. Q, ^E. D, "' ' '

SCHO-
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SCHOLlUxM.

. In the Greek Copy it is affirmed that the Ratio of the

piamster of the Sphere, to the Diameter of the Circle

EGy is greater than of the Arc BD^ to the Arc IKi

Which is clearly manifeft from our Demonftration. For

fincethe Diameter of the Sphere has agreater Ratio to

the Diameter of the Circle EG^ than V the Arc BD,
to the Arc IIO, double the Diameter of the Sphere roiU

f/xn ^have a much greater Ratio to the Diameter of theCir"
ifJ ^' S'^cle EGy than the ArcBD^ has to the Arc IK; (f) fince

that double the Diameter of the Sp ' ere^ to the Diame-
ter of the Circle EG has a greater Ratio then the Dia-
meter of the Sphere to the Diameter o^^the fame Circle

EC.

T H E O. XIII. PROP. XIIL

If parallel Circles in a Sphere intercept equal

Arc^s of fame i^reat Circle on each Side the

Pointy in which the great Circle cuts the

parallel great Circle -^ and if. thro* the

Pohits terminating the equal Arc's^ ai}d the

Voles of the Parallels he defcribed great

Circles^ of* if jrreat Circles be defcribed

touching one of the Parallels^ they cut off

equal Arc^sfrom the parallel great Circle

4

Fig. 107. r ET the parallel Circles CD, EF, in the Sphere AB,
108* *t' cut off from the gteat Circle HF, two equal Arcs

GC^ GFj on each Side the Point G, in which the Cir-

cle HF, cuts the parallel great Circle BG ; and thro'

the Points C^G.F, draw great Circles either through

the Poles of the parallclsj as in the firft Figurejor touch-

ing one and the fame parallel, as in the laft, cutting the

paralkl great Circle in H^L I fay the Arc*s GH^ GI, are

equaL
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eoual. For becaufe the Arc's GC, GF, are fuppofcd c-

mf Co) the Pamllels CD, EF, wm be equal. AndW ^T;^-

fTf'theSore alfo the Arc's GK, GL, wU be equal./
^g_ ^^

.^Wherefore r.ght Lines, as CK, F^> -" b^equ^Xv"'
.

<^) and accordingly in equal Circles CD, FE, they cu
g) 3. ,f

off equal Arc s CK, FL; ^nd fo the Arc s CK, FL, wUl ,A«

be fiiilar between themfelves : (e) But the Arc GH,g)z8. 3.

is fimilar, to the Arc CK, and the Arc GI, to the Arc (y 10. z.

FL Th«efore alfo the Arc's GH, GI, are fimikrbe-*/ ^*«.

tween themfelves ; and fince they be in the ^me Circle

they are equal between themfelves. jfcA t, u.

SCHOLIUM,

Hence alfo is mamfeft, the [awe thmp h^zng fuPj.

fofed, that all the Arc's of great Orcles intercepted be-.

tJ^enthe VaraUsU, are equal between themfelves a^ar^

rf4 HP T<rG GL DLIF. For fince the Arcs KjU,^rt,

^^^f5/^?0.?/GF,G/,V^
are equal; (g) and accordingly alfo the Art s ^tijj'yj

y ^g.

^iU be equal: {h) But the Arcs if DJ, are equal to
^^ ^^_

th^ ArcCH, and the Arcs LG, EH, to the Arc ¥1.
^^ ^f.y^^^

rherefore all thefe fix Arcs wiU be equal.

T H E O. XIV. PROP. XIV.

Jf (t peat Circle hi a Sphere^touches two pa-

rdlel Ch-cks, and fome other great Circle

cblique to them touches two Parallels grea-

ter than the former ones; they cut off from

the Parallels unequal Arc's, whereof thofe

that be nigher to either of the Poles be too

big to befmilar tq tbofe more remote*

T ET the ereat Circle AB in a Sphere, touch the Circle pjg, joj^.

*-• AC: and another g- eat Circle DE, touch the Circle

B, and cue tap two Parallels GH, BI, in KE. I fay

* f ' R the
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the Arc's KH, EIj are unequal^ and KH, which isnigher

to the confpicuous Fole^^ is too big to beliniilar' to the

Arc EIj more remote; or EB, nigher to the oc(:n]t pole,

(a) 15:. 1. is to big too re fimilstr to tlie Arc KG, more remote, {a)

^f this. For thro' the Points E^K, defcribe the gr^eat C^ircle LE,
CN^ touching the Circles AC, fo that the lk:miciri:]fe

proceeding from C, thro' N, and from A, tiiKO" B^ rtrif

not meet' A« likcwife the Semicircles from L^^ thro'

ff J^3;^»'E5 andfrom A, tbro' I (^} Therefore the Arc's MH,
El, will be fimikr. Wherefore "KH^ is too big to be

flmilar to Ef , In the ijime manner, becaufe BN^ GK,
are hmilar, BE^; nigh^r to the occult I'ole/Wii] be t®o

big to be fimiiar to the Arc GK, more remote. Q^.E. D%
•

Uh$

FINIS.

ERRATA.
PAgc 4, Line 24, for J^ read ^. p. 7 h U, r. ^ 0. p. 8.

J. i'^, dele Common^ p. 10, L 23. for Sem'idiameter r. Se-
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